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Abstract 

The identity, be it that of an individual, a group or a community, can generate 

convergence, but also divergence in relation to the other. The other, 

dichotomous, acquires the expression of the "beyond"; beyond what is specific to 

one, to one’s identity. A frontier, be it symbolic or ideological, can thus be 

identified around identity constructions. Central and Eastern Europe does not 

only make no exception to this rule, but, in our assertion, it is the space that 

imposes, perhaps most in Europe, such identity borders. 

Methodologically, the focus of our analysis lies primarily on the identity 

boundaries generated by the specific ethno-religious, linguistic or cultural, but 

also by the nature of the mental specific to the area. This paper develops in a 

new methodological construction ideas and synthetic research contained in a 

previous paper on identity as a border in the space of Central and Eastern 

Europe. 

For the purpose of a conceptual clarification and to respond to the 

methodological desideratum already announced, this paper makes comparative 

references to the case of the states of Northern Macedonia, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and Montenegro or to the case of the Albanians in the Balkans. At 

a comparative level, the reality of identity cleavages, which oftenly takes the 

shape of borders, is similar in the Republic of Moldova and in the Balkans. 

However, a particular note given by the context is kept, namely the specificity 
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and the geopolitics of the former Soviet space in relation to the former Yugoslav 

one. 

Identity dilemmas and controversies in the Republic of Moldova, as well as 

others in Central and Eastern Europe, are determined / fueled by the 

geopolitical interests of some states / powers that have used them to expand or 

maintain influences. Here, the boundaries of identity took the form of 

ideological or symbolic boundaries. 

 

Keywords 

Border; ethnicity; ethno-national identity; identity; religion; Republic of 

Moldova.  

 

 

1.INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
 

Our analysis aims to consider the establishment of a link between the 

identification of borders (possibly understood as identity cleavages) and the 

identity realities present in the space of the Republic of Moldova. 

Beyond the many facets that identity acquires, the perspective of identity 

cleavage in the central and eastern space of Europe often seems to be as real as 

possible and demonstrated by more or less recent historical realities. The 

identity, be it that of an individual, a group or a community, can generate 

convergence, but also divergence in relation to the other. The other, 

dichotomous, acquires the expression of the "beyond"; beyond what is specific to 

one, to one’s identity. A frontier, be it symbolic or ideological, can thus be 

identified around identity constructions. Central and Eastern Europe does not 

only make no exception to this rule, but, in our assertion, it is the space that 

imposes, perhaps most in Europe, such identity borders. 

Methodologically, the focus of our analysis lies primarily on the identity 

boundaries generated by the specific ethno-religious, linguistic or cultural, but 

also by the nature of the mental specific to the area. This paper develops in a 

new methodological construction ideas and synthetic research contained in a 

previous paper on identity as a border in the space of Central and Eastern 
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Europe (Brie 2016, 359-381).  

Without aiming at analysing the entire identity spectrum in the Republic of 

Moldova, throughout this study we want to identify possible identity cleavages 

that take the form of identity borders. The identification is accompanied by a 

process of conceptual analysis with comparative references to other European 

geographical areas. 

Our hypothesis is built starting from the assertion that in the space of this state 

there are realities that converge towards the daily expression of some 

community-identity borders. These boundaries can be identified both in terms 

of ethno-national and linguistic identity and in terms of religious identity. In 

these situations, the political or geopolitical connotations and implications are 

very important and acquire the valences of some decisive factors in the identity 

development. 

Methodologically, we specify that throughout this study we do not intend to solve 

in any way fundamental, existential problems or to clarify possible identity 

dilemmas or older or newer controversies. 

Our objectives are to analyse possible identity realities that can generate, at the 

societal level, certain cleavages that take the form of identity boundaries. 

Therefore, our debate is oriented towards the identification of these borders, to 

discuss them in terms of the possible cleavage they produce. It is necessary to 

specify that, in our assertion, the existence of an identity border does not 

necessarily imply a rupture, a discontinuity, but can also be interpreted as a 

cultural-identity contact area. Such a contact area can generate not only 

multiculturalism, but also the development of an intercultural society in which 

cleavages fade. 

Throughout this extensive analysis, we propose a general debate on identity issues, 

often of great sensitivity in the space of the Republic of Moldova. In this sense, 

the approaches of conceptual analysis are accompanied by comparative 

references similar or different realities as an expression and result from other 

European countries. 
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2.THE EUROPEAN AND NATIONAL CONTEXT 

 

Since the nineteenth century, the European space has undergone an extensive 

process of identity transformation. The European societies are modernizing, and 

under the impact of modernization there are profound changes both at the 

domestic level and at the international level. 

The identity revolution was not only specific to the period of the second half of 

the nineteenth century, when the effervescence of the new led to the erosion of 

the old monarchical order of powerful governments. The peoples are developing 

an increasingly strong national consciousness, culminating in the principle of 

self-determination of the peoples, so much the scene of the treaties that 

regulated order after the First World War. Then one of the most visible 

transformations has in view the national and identity emancipation. 

Today, the process continues and develops on new levels of identity. At the 

same time, more and more "border" cleavages are emerging within European 

societies. These boundaries are most often symbolic and ideological. 

In the contemporary period we are witnessing an effervescence of the national, 

despite the progress made at European level in terms of consolidating the 

European identity. The process of European construction was accompanied by a 

certain blurring of the national, at least at the level of expression of nationalist-

extremist movements. European identity appears as a higher-ranking identity 

that reduces the forms of expression of national and regional identities. This at 

least in theory. On the other hand, in the current context, we are entitled to 

believe that European identity has taken a form of manifestation in parallel with 

national or regional levels, without being in very close relationship with them.  

That is, the reduction or amplification of the forms of manifestation at one level 

does not lead to a counterweight at another level (Brie 2018, 237). 

Diachronically, stimulated by the phenomenon of globalization, by the success 

of the EU, especially by the European enlargement to the east and the 

disappearance of the "Iron Curtain", the European identity experienced an 

exaltation both at the level of public discourse and at daily level. The 

phenomenon has, in our opinion, another facet: the identity revenge of the 

current period. As a result of crises that have become systemic at EU level 
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(economic, financial, social, institutional or legitimacy), of new geopolitical 

realities in the neighborhood area (e.g. the situation in Ukraine, the Middle East, 

North Africa), but also as an effect of mass migration, we find a return to local, 

regional or national identities (To be seen for more details Brie and Blaga 2015, 

255-273). 

Without proposing on this occasion to make an analysis of the political realities, 

respectively of the discourse of the political leaders, in the European space, but 

not only, we are witnessing in this period, more than in other stages of the 

history of the last hundred years, a radicalization of the discourse with an 

emphasis on the national. Political movements are gaining more and more 

national, ethno-cultural and identity nuances. Not only populism is gaining 

ground, but also the xenophobic, tribal debate of fear and danger portrayed in 

the image of the other (Brie 2018, 238). 

The European Union, Russia, globalization, immigrants, multinationals, national 

minorities, but also others who are not part of the besieged national community, 

are real scapegoats that political leaders in Central and Eastern European 

countries, for example, use to generate emotion and capitalize on the 

increasingly nationalist expressions present in these countries. 

The countries of the Visegrád group, once exemplary for the pro-European 

orientation, began to develop Eurosceptic attitudes strongly accompanied by 

nationalist discourses within less than ten years after their accession to the 

European Union. The national revenge seems to be favoured by the 

impossibility of Brussels to bring its captive citizens closer at national level. The 

failure of some turns into the success of others who come as rescuers to defend 

the besieged nation. In Poland, nationalism, more precisely the romantic 

nationalism, has gained ground since October 2015, when Jaroslaw Kaczynski’s 

Law and Justice Party (PiS) got to power. Viktor Orbán, the first Hungarian 

minister, has consolidated his position at the internal political level by 

promoting strident nationalist discourses and arrogant with relation to 

everything foreign, irritating even the closest allies. His party, Fidesz has thus 

led Hungary towards a nationalist and populist iliberalism (Manolescu 2017). 

Nationalism is on the rise in the European states. It takes on various forms, such 

as the pro-independence movements from Catalonia and Scotland, or, more 
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frequently, of populist and right-wing reactionary doctrines. Far-right or 

national-conservative populist formations are represented in the executives of 

several European Union member states. 

This picture is complemented by the nationalist rhetoric of political leaders such 

as Vladimir Putin in Russia or Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in Turkey. In both cases, 

the rhetoric often refers to the glorious imperialist past of its own histories that it 

would like to revive, even if only in the minds of its own citizens that it 

mobilizes in support of such projects in relation to internal and external enemies 

(Brie 2018, 238). 

Beyond all this, many European countries must find solutions to the growing 

demands of national minorities. 

In the current context of the crisis, cooperation and dialogue often have room for 

suspicion and competition. States are repositioning themselves on national 

criteria in relation to the economic problems they have. Many political leaders 

have built their public discourse through the fault of other European partners 

and hence the radicalization observed in the public space. The Austrian Leopold 

Kohr’s Theory of Small States1 comes back to actuality. Thought on an economic 

basis, this theory gains more and more supporters from the perspective of the 

states’political and national funcționality. ’The solution to global problems is not 

more unity and growth, but more division; the world must be fragmented into 

several small states, the economies of which will be much more flexible” 

(Furtună 2015). Starting from this theory, numerous geopolitical maps have 

emerged that try to substantiate the idea of the functionality of smaller states in 

the European space. 

In the following part we present only three of these map-projects. One of them 

proposes the fragmentation of European countries into 73 autonomous or 

independent ethno-cultural regions, which should reflect about as many ethno-

cultural or linguistic entities (there are serious reservations but in terms of 

identity in the case of many of these regions) (Furtună 2015). 

                                                           

1 În 1957, Kohr publishes the work The Fall of Nations in which he argues that small states, 
small nations and small economies are more peaceful, prosperous, and more creative 
than big states and great superpowers. 
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Figure 1. Project a ”Europe of regions”1 

Source: Furtună, 2015 

  

At the level of the current period, in Europe there are numerous ethno-national 

claims that imply autonomous or even territorial separation demands through 

independence. If all these movements were successful, then the map of Europe - 

according to Mauldin Economics- would look like this: 

 

                                                           

1The map was drawn on the basis of the materials of the Round Table of the League of 
Conservative Journalism with the title ”United Regions of Europe: Kosovo as a 
Forerunner in the European Globalization Process”. 
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Figure 2. Europe of the secessionist movements 

Source: Mauldin Economics 2017.  

 

At a conceptual level, identity constructions appear, apparently placed on the 

same level of analysis, they can have different connotations. Identity, regardless 

of the level of reporting (European, national or regional / local), is found as a 

form of expression in the public space despite universal trends, globalization or 

uniformity of values, characteristics or community expressions. The elements of 

ethno-religious identity are found in the global public space, inclusively in 

forms multiplied through the channels of global propagation. Therefore, not 

only the global multiplies itself, but also the particular, the specific. 

The latter, often taking forms of extremism, nationalism, ethno-religious 

violence, are multiplied by gaining followers thousands of miles away. Then, the 

national and ethnic state, associated with the national territory, managed not 

only to survive the pressures of the "global society", but also demonstrated an 

even greater capacity for affiliation. 

The Identity globalization has proven to be stronger in urban and industrialized 

societies, and where there are consistent rural areas, a rich heritage and cultural 

tradition, a resistance to globalization has developed (Poenaru 2012). Thus, the 
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local, national-cultural identity is more strongly preserved in the rural-

agricultural environment and in the area of reference proximity of cultural sites. 

Such a reality does not exclude the possibility of the parallel development and 

consolidation of a European supranational identity. Conceptually, this 

seemingly antagonistic relationship appears: European identity versus national 

/ local identity (Brie 2016, 360). 

We hereby propose three levels of analysis regarding the concept of identity: the 

European level, the national level and the regional level. A European can be 

Italian, German or Romanian. At the same time an Italian can be Sicilian, 

Neapolitan, Venetian, Piedmontese, Tuscan, etc; a German can be Bavarian, 

Saxon, Prussian or even Austrian. At the same time, Transylvanians, Oltenians, 

Banatians or Moldovans can express together the feeling of Romanian 

Romanianness. 

The specialty literature captures the dispute over the establishment of the 

identity of a person or community. The process comprises two dimensions: self-

identification and hetero-identification. In both situations, both one's own 

identification and the identification made by someone else, the debate on 

identity involves both objective and subjective elements. 

Theoretical analyses, on the other hand, seize a dispute around the subjective 

and objective dimension of identity. Unlike the concept of national origin, which 

refers to something given, inherited by birth, national identity is, above all, the 

expression of the consciousness of belonging to a cultural community that is 

defined as a political community. 

Ernest Renan refers to this reality when he characterizes the nation, 

suggestively, as a “daily plebiscite” (according to Flóra 2011, 114). The national 

identity in this case is related to the concept of nation. The latter one understood 

as a population that divides a territory (to which it relates through the historical 

dimension), myths and common historical memories, a mass culture, a common 

economy and common legal rights and duties for each member (the latter 

referring to the state political organization) (Brie and Blaga 2015).  

This analysis presupposes the existence of: 1. a segment of the population living 

in a certain territory; 2. a certain type of relationship that expresses the 

consciousness of identity and belonging, a “community spirit” (Brie and Blaga 
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2015, 115). 

Such a perspective on the nation is in line with the philosophy of the 

Westphalian state that focuses on the idea of state-nation-territory. 

Conceptually, the entire identity building has at least two elements of specificity 

ever since its construction (Brie 2016, 362-363):  

- national identity born of ethnic belonging 

- national identity born of civic / citizen affiliation 

In the first case, national identity serves a certain ethnic group that is often in 

competition with other ethnic groups (most often present in the same reference 

space). 

The perspective gives rise to nationalist-tribal expressions that may involve the 

exclusion of representatives of other ethnic groups. 

In the second situation, the civic dimension serves the state, leading most often 

to patriotism (the perspective is rather positive compared to the first situation 

when we are dealing with a perspective with negative connotations!) 

The analysis of the two dimensions has led some analysts to identify the main 

differences in the conceptual debate on identity in Central and Eastern Europe 

versus the United States. The essential difference is that the European national 

identity gives an answer the question of who is Romanian, Hungarian, Slovak, 

etc. (i.e. what makes us different from each other), whereas the American one 

seeks to identify those elements that citizens have in common (what makes the 

different citizens in many situations in terms of ethno-culture to be Americans?) 

(Bujalos 2011, 79-91). This conceptual dispute between European and American 

national identity / nation can be extrapolated at the level of the European space 

as well. The idea of nationality is perceived differently in Western and Central 

Eastern Europe.  

In most Western countries, the national identity has been built mainly around 

the identity of a citizen, and the territory of the status has consequently become 

the fundamental term of reference for the "national territory" - the civic dimension 

of national identity. 

Eastern Europe has had a different pattern of development, in which ethnicity, 

the ethnic belonging or affiliation has fulfilled a fundamental role in building the 

national identity – the ethnic dimension of national identity (Flóra 2011, 116). Thus, 
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the Western model of the nation emphasizes the central position of the national 

territory or homeland of the nation, while the Eastern model is concerned with 

ethnic origin and cultural ties. 

A fundamental feature of state-type nation-state constructions in Eastern Europe 

is their permanent lack of legitimacy or, rather, their incomplete legitimacy. 

By identifying the state with a single national identity, the other national 

communities inevitably found themselves outside this process of legitimation, 

which constituted a fundamental source of inter-ethnic tension. 

This reality has led to the sacralization of the state territory considered national 

territory (Flóra 2011, 118-128) (the righteous property of a single 

nation/nationality!), while the cultural-historical philosophy is to delegitimize 

as much as possible the contribution of other national communities (Brie and 

Blaga 2015).  

With regard to the European level of analysis on the concept of identity, the 

legitimate question is to what extent we are talking about a common European 

identity or, in antithesis, about the presence of identity borders in the European 

space. A certain identity cleavage can be observed between Western and Eastern 

Europe. This reality is given by the historical, cultural, religious and political 

heritage. 

 

 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IDENTITY 

AND BORDER 
 

As it is easy to understand, such an analysis gives rise to emotions and can stir 

up certain latent manifestations in the public space. From the beginning, we 

make it clear that we do not aim to find truths or answers, but only to identify 

and analyse possible identity boundaries. 

We do not want to position ourselves on one side or the other of the debates (the 

existence of identity borders presupposes the presence of at least two identity 

constructions that meet, often located on divergent positions!). 

Each of the general themes identified as generators of identity borders have 

constituted and can constitute in themselves fundamental theses that require 
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complex analyses both qualitatively and quantitatively. In this case, we propose 

to the academic environment topics for reflection and analytical perspectives 

upon topics of particular sensitivity in our European societies. 

With the aim of a conceptual clarification and in order to respond to the 

methodological desideratum already announced, we hereby make some 

comparative references to the case of the states of Northern Macedonia, Bosnia-

Herzegovina and Montenegro or to the case of the Albanians in the Balkans. 

The fall of communism and the Soviet and Yugoslav disintegration have initially 

amplified, in a first stage, the process of identity emancipation and the 

emergence of new cleavages in the Balkan and ex-Soviet space. 

 

 

3.1. Moldovanism as an ethno-national identity border 

 

A strong identity supports and justifies a strong statehood. Logic has often been 

used by political regimes and vice versa, in order to justify national-state 

constructions newly appeared on the European map. 

Thus, the existence and survival of a political-state construction came to depend, 

among other things, on the need for an identity construction that would give an 

individuality in relation to neighboring states and peoples, drawing not only 

state borders but also identity borders. 

The Republic of Moldova, like the state of Montenegro, developed in the first 

decade after independence a specific policy aimed at highlighting the unitary 

relationship of the triangle state, nation, citizenship (to be seen Chapter 2 

additionally: Transitional Triangle: State, Nation, Citizenship, Džankić 2015). The 

three dimensions must be mutually supportive and mutually reinforcing. If the 

national dimension is weaker, statehood and citizenship must sustain and justify 

national existence and consolidation. 

In Montenegro, statehood and citizenship support the nation in the absence of 

very clear distinctive landmarks that separate the ethno-religious and linguistic 

identity of the population of this state from the Serbian nation. 

From this perspective the identity construction is an ongoing, developing 

process. This process highlights not only a new ethno-national identity reality, 
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but also an increasingly pronounced linguistic and cultural one (the latter by 

appealing to the historical heritage that would justify the current identity 

boundaries). 

A controversy arises, as in the case of Northern Macedonia, over the very name 

of the state East of the Prut. The Principality of Moldova, through the treaty of 

Bucharest between the Ottomans and the Tsars, lost the eastern part of the Prut. 

After this date, the state continued to exist only in its part west of the mentioned 

river, and then, by the union with Wallachia (1859), this statehood was 

transferred within the Romanian state. 

The territory between the Prut and the Dniester, called Bessarabia (it is true, 

more by the Romanians in Romania) experienced in the period following the 

Russian annexation several stages: 1. the period up to 1918, respectively 

belonging to the Tsarist Empire; 2. the period 1918-1940, when Bessarabia was 

part of Greater Romania; 3. the period 1940-1991, respectively the Soviet period; 

4.the period after the proclamation of the state independence of the Republic of 

Moldova. 

The symbolism of the statehood of the Republic of Moldova, despite much more 

recent rhetoric, goes back ancestrally to a glorious Middle Ages of the first 

Moldavian rulers (claimed to be Romanians by the Principality of Moldova 

which was not occupied by the Russians in 1812). 

Moldovanism, as an identity construct, gave rise to many debates and 

controversies regardless of where it was viewed and analysed. However, it was 

always used for political or geopolitical purposes. 

The controversy is not clarified at home either, without extending the debate to 

other geographical areas the geopolitical interests of which do not converge 

towards the same objectives. The debate between Moldavianism versus 

Romanianism often ignited the spirits east of the Prut, fed more or less from the 

West and East. 

The two perspectives seem to be entirely opposed. The Romanian perspective 

includes Moldovans, along with Transylvanians, Oltenians, Muntenians, among 

Romanians (being Moldovan is not an ethno-national-linguistic identity, but a 

regional-geographical one, and represents a sub-national dimension!). 

The perspective of Moldovanism excludes from the beginning the common 
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identity, of nation and language or an overlapping identity such as Bavarian are 

the Germans, and the Germans are Europeans (being Moldovan means actually 

not being Romanian and vice versa!).   

Regardless of the fact that Moldovanism was disproportionately created and 

fueled by tsarists or Soviets, it massively served the political interests of the 

rulers of Chisinau after the proclamation of independence. 

Initially, an attempt was made to create a nation-state in which the Romanian 

language was recognized as an official language, and the doctrine of "one 

people, two states" was officially accepted by both sides of the river Prut. 

National minorities, intensely supported from the outside, found it difficult to 

reconcile with this reality and reacted. 

The "imaginary dangers" of the union of the young Moldovan state with 

Romania and of discrimination according to ethnic or linguistic criteria have 

generated the beginning of a double secessionist process, in the East and in the 

South of the republic, a process that culminated in the outbreak of an armed 

conflict on the left bank of the Dniester” (Cărbune 2010). 

Moldovan President Mircea Snegur officially renounced this doctrine on July 

29th, 1994, with the adoption of the new Constitution (Constitution 1994). The 

thesis regarding the Moldovan identity, different from the Romanian one, is 

resumed and amplified. 

Used by tsarists and Soviets to justify separation from the Romanian state, it 

now serves political interests that speak of the national interest, namely the 

preservation of Moldovan statehood that would be threatened. 

In theory, Moldovanism as an identity construct is used in the sense of 

developing a national identity related to civic, citizenship affiliation. The new 

identity aims at bringing together all the citizens of the Republic of Moldova 

regardless of their ethno-national or linguistic options. 

Even if the new authorities that took power in Chisinau from the communists 

after 2008 changed the logic of identity argumentation, Moldovanism remains a 

source of controversy. 

While some Moldovan citizens proclaim their Romanian ethno-national and 

linguistic identity, others, along with the minorities present in this space, 

support Moldovanism as a distinct identity from the Romanian one, which they 
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see as a danger of undermining the statehood of the Republic of Moldova. 

Thus, in the Republic of Moldova we are talking about Romanian Moldovans 

and Moldovan Moldovans. 

The process is similar up to a point in Montenegro, where there are many who 

claim that the language spoken is but the Serbian language, and that they are 

nothing more than Serbs belonging to the Montenegrin nation built on the basis 

of citizenship and affiliation to a distinct statal space. 

 

 

3.2. Linguistic individuality: foundation of Moldovanism 

 

The linguistic individuality of a people has always played an important role in 

consolidating statehood. A distinct language leads to an additional force to 

preserve statehood. 

People who speak the same language, distinct from other communities it comes 

in contact with, develop forms of community solidarity of identity origin. The 

biblical episode, also related in the Qur'an, of the construction of the Tower of 

Babel is very well known. 

"Let us build us a city and a tower, the top of which may reach to heaven, and 

let us make a name for ourselves, that we may not be scattered over all the face 

of the earth!” (The Bible, Genesis, chpt. 11: 4). “Behold, they are one people, and 

they all have the same language, and this is why they have begun; now nothing 

would stop them from doing everything they had in mind.” (The Bible, Genesis, 

chpt. 11: 6) ”Let's descend upon them and confuse their language there, so that 

they don't understand each other's words! And the Lord scattered them abroad 

from thence upon the face of all the earth: and they left off and build the city.” 

(The Bible, Genesis, chpt. 11: 7-8) 

The biblical episode identifies from ancient times the strength of a linguistic 

community, of a people who speak the same language. They can work together, 

they can build something great, they can fight together, they can stay together - 

just because, and only and only if they speak the same language.  

The others are not trustworthy, they cannot be from within, one has to separate 

oneself from them and find one’s support only next to those who speak the same 
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language with you. 

This foundation is not only the basis for the establishment of modern nations, 

but also both justifies and is an argument for the complicated policies that 

underlie identity revolutions, but also regimes or political movements that 

support separatist movements or the justice of new state constructions. 

Among the concerns regarding the consolidation of the statehood of the new 

Balkan and ex-Soviet states there was the promotion of the linguistic 

individuality of the new peoples. 

Moreover, the movements of national emancipation or identity-national 

construction, started long before the act of independence, were based on and 

justified on ethno-national, religious, cultural and linguistic individuality. 

The case of the Republic of Moldova is not singular. In Montenegro the situation 

is somewhat similar. The public policies and public discourse have led to the 

assertion of linguistic individuality in relation to the Serbian language. 

If the Serbian language was initially accepted as the official language, the 2007 

constitution requires the "Montenegro language" as the official language, which 

has caused dismay on the Serbian side (Morrison 2018, 138). 

In the Republic of Moldova, this controversy is related to the promotion of 

Moldovanism as an identity. The Moldovan language, as a language distinct from 

the Romanian language, serves the same interests and political or geopolitical 

objectives. 

Regardless of the origin of this dispute, the society in the Republic of Moldova is 

linguistically divided not only in relation to national minorities, but also in 

relation to the language options of the ethno-national group that forms a 

majority. 

The process of Russification in the Tsarist and Soviet periods served to 

implement the doctrine of the two different languages: "Romanian" and 

"Moldovan". 

Multinational imperial states, they in turn accused the Romanian "imperialism" 

upon another people: the Moldovan one, speaking another language: Moldovan 

language. 

The Declaration of Independence of the Republic of Moldova (1991) (to be seen 

the text of the Law 1991) makes clear reference to the “deciding by decree the 
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Romanian language as a state language”, a language that Moldovans used and 

considered identical to their own. 

The promotion of Moldovanism became again the official politics of the Chisinau 

authorities after 1994, deepening confusion and controversy. The official 

language of the Republic of Moldova is, according to the new constitution, the 

"Moldovan language" with Latin spelling (Constitution 1994, art. 13).  

The contradiction continued despite the attempts made by the new persons 

governing (after 2008) to restore the Romanian language to its rights as official 

language of the state. It was as late as December 5-th, 2013, that the 

Constitutional Court of the Republic of Moldova solved this dilemma and the 

interminable dispute concerning the official language of the state. 

The judges, considering the text of the Declaration of Independence and the text 

of the Constitution decided that the text of the first document prevails over the 

Constitution, and “the state language of the Republic of Moldova is Romanian”. 

”The Declaration of Independence constitutes the legal and political basis of the 

Constitution, so that no provision of the latter can go beyond the scope of the 

Declaration of Independence. Thus, the Court concluded that, in case of a 

divergence existent between the text of the Declaration of Independence and the 

text of the Constitution, the primary constitutional text of the Declaration of 

Independence prevails. The decision shall be final and shall not be subject to any 

appeal” according to the president of the Constitutional Court, Alexandru 

Tănase (The Constitutional Court via realitatea.md 2014). Apart from the 

intervention of the Constitutional Court, the controversy and disputes with 

regard to identity of the Moldovan language are meant to perpetuate this 

symbolic frontier, often used with ideological purposes. 

 

 

3.3. The Cyrillic alphabet as an identity border 

 

The alphabet is also used as a distinct identity element that can take the form of 

a cleavage such as identity boundaries. If in the case of the Albanians in the 

former Yugoslavia the use of the Latin alphabet was accompanied by the 

existence of a clearly distinct language, in the case of other peoples who were 
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part of the former federal state the linguistic individuality was not so clear. For a 

long time, the linguistic individuality of Croats in relation to Serbs was linked to 

the use of the Latin alphabet by the former and the use of the Cyrillic one by the 

Serbians. 

This dispute can be identified as I mentioned earlier in the case of Montenegro 

(Morrison 2018, 130-152) or the existence of a separate Bosnian language 

(Džankić 2015, 48). The alphabet has played every time a very important role in 

the justice of the decision to draw a linguistic boundary of an identity nature. 

In the case of the Republic of Moldova, the introduction of the Cyrillic alphabet 

as a distinctive element in relation to the Romanian language was a weapon 

used by the Soviet regime but also the Russian one (both the Tsarist and current 

one). In Transnistria, Cyrillic spelling is still used to write "Moldovan". The 

choice of the alphabet has often proved to be a political act aimed at often 

solving geopolitical problems (to be seen the case of the Soviet Republics 

presented by Alexe and Ciapai 2021). 

The issue of the Cyrillic alphabet in the identity dispute of Bosnian Serbs has 

come back on the agenda. In this case, in addition to religion, the Cyrillic 

alphabet plays a very important role as a border of identity. 

September 15th, on the occasion of Serbian ‘Unity Day’, MPs from the two 

parliaments of Serbia and Republika Srpska passed two laws to encourage the 

use of the Cyrillic alphabet in a new attempt to strengthen a common national 

identity (Traci 2021). All public institutions and societies, schools and 

universities, national associations and companies are constrained to use the 

Cyrillic alphabet (Cyrillic alphabet 2021). Moreover, private companies are 

promised tax reductions provided they use this alphabet. The Cyrillic alphabet 

is part of an increasingly complex means that puts nationalism back in the 

complicated Balkan republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

Recently, the Bosnian Serb leader Milorad Dodik, co-president of the state of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, rekindled nationalism, sowing the seeds for the 

resumption of the conflict, with new demands for the separation of Republika 

Srpska (a region with 1.2 million inhabitants). The other two co-chairs, Sefik 

Djaferovic (representative of the Bosnian community) and Jeliko Komsic 

(representative of the Croatian community), issued a joint statement expressing 
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their support for the preservation of the current borders and their readiness to 

fight for it (Andrei 2021). 

 

 

3.4. Religion as a border: its role in the national construction 

 

In the Balkans, religion has always been an element of community individuality 

in relation to which the boundaries of identity-national communities, and even 

of states, have been drawn. 

In the former Yugoslav state, despite numerous efforts made after the Paris 

Treaties to achieve national cohesion, religion has always been an impediment 

to this success. Slovenes and Croats are mostly Catholic Christians, Serbs, 

Montenegrins and Macedonians are mostly Orthodox Christians, Albanians and 

Bosnians are Muslims. 

This mosaic picture is very visible, through the role played by religion in 

drawing identity borders, in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Serbs are Orthodox, 

Croats are Catholics, and Bosnians are Muslims. Despite efforts to standardize 

language, religion (but not only it!) it has kept the ethno-national communities 

distinct. 

Moreover, neither is there any longer the same unity within Orthodoxy itself, if 

we consider the case of the Church in Montenegro. Here an important part of 

the population reproaches the hierarchical superiority of the Serbian Church and 

challenges it. 

Somewhat similar to the situation in Montenegro is the religious reality in the 

Republic of Moldova. Here, the Law on Freedom of Conscience, Thought and 

Religion (Law 2007) preserves the provision in the old law of cults in the 

Republic of Moldova that obliges the state to register as a religious cult any 

organization that had at least 100 members. 

This reality has led to the emergence of parallel Orthodox religious 

organizations that each claim their authenticity and legitimacy. We do not 

intend in the present study to discuss those "autocephalous" communities that 

represent a small number of parishioners (Orthodox community via 

moldovacrestina.md 2021), but to consider first of all the largest of them: 
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- The Metropolitan Church of Chisinau and all of Moldova (also called 

"Moldovan Orthodox Church"), affiliated to the Moscow Patriarchate 

- The Metropolitan Church of Bessarabia and the Exarchate of Plai, autonomous 

church, part of the Romanian Patriarchate 

The first of these, having the most parishioners, registered in Moldova in 1993, 

claims to be the successor of the Diocese of Chisinau established in 1812 by the 

Russian Church (Diocese of Chisinau 2021). 

The second one declares itself the successor of the Metropolitan Church of 

Bessarabia, which existed between the years 1918/1924-1940 and 1941-1943, but 

also the heir of the Romanian Orthodoxy, which existed on the territory of 

Bessarabia from the beginning until 1812 (for more details on its history we 

recommend the documentary material prepared by Gomboş 2016). 

The two churches often challenged each other, maintaining strained relations 

that they conveyed to the parishioners. Moreover, this organization also 

reflected the geopolitical trends from Moscow and Bucharest. In the Republic of 

Moldova, the two churches bore banners of a struggle that the two patriarchates 

could not afford to display. 

 

 

3.5. The identity controversy of the Gagauzians in the Republic of Moldova 

 

The Gagauz community has always been a border community. This reality is 

due precisely to the often controversial positioning between the Bulgarian, 

Turkish and more recently Russian identity of the members of this community. 

Beyond their controversial origin, their identity involves significant nuances 

throughout historical stages that marked their existence. This community has 

transformed itself increasingly into an identity towards what is today a 

Russophile community, systematically supported by Moscow. 

Without being very numerous (according to the 2004 census, it amounted to 

147,500 members, of whom 127,835 lived in the Gagauzia Autonomous 

Territorial Unit) (National Bureau of Statistics 2004), this community stands out 

for its importance in the history of Bessarabia. 

The most accepted theory about their origin is that they are descendants of 
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Turkish tribes, possibly Oghuz or even Seljuks. Other historians speak of 

Cumanian, Pecheneg, or Bulgarian origin.1 Certainties, however, are the Turkish 

origin of their languages and the fact that they became Christians, renouncing 

Islam under the influence of Byzantium (Pârlog 2012). 

Their presence in Bessarabia is linked to a migration from Bulgaria to Dobrogea 

and Bessarabia in the late eighteenth century. The annexation of Bessarabia by 

the Tsarists turned them into their dispute, often with the Turks, but also for 

control of the new province, into Orthodox Christian allies increasingly willing 

to accept the cultural-political rapprochement. 

Instead, the Russians granted them privileges, tax exemptions, exemption from 

military service, a.o. (Pârlog 2012). The Soviet period brought them even closer 

as identity with the Russians, so that now the Russian language could be 

assumed collectively. 

After gaining the state independence by the Republic of Moldova, together with 

other minorities, they militated for the creation of an autonomous region, that of 

Gagauzia, culturally supported by Ankara, which opened a Turkish Cultural 

Center and a Turkish Library here (Brie 2016, 374-375). All this turn this 

community into a border identity, into one of a cultural-identity contact. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

At a comparative level, the reality of identity cleavages, which most often takes 

the form of borders, is similar in the Republic of Moldova and in the Balkans. 

However, a particular note is kept given by the context, the specificity and the 

geopolitics of the former Soviet space in relation to the former Yugoslav one. 

Identity dilemmas and controversies in the Republic of Moldova, as well as 

                                                           

1 Bulgarian historians consider them simple Turkicized Bulgarians who have preserved 
their Christian-Orthodox religious identity, https://romaniabreakingnews.ro/cine-sunt-
de-fapt-gagauzi-cei-folositi-azi-de-rusia-pe-post-de-unealta-geostrategica-si-amenintare-
permanenta-la-adresa-suveranitati-integritatii-teritoriale-a-r-moldova/, accessed on 

November 16-th, 2021. 
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others in Central and Eastern Europe, are determined/fueled by the geopolitical 

interests of some states / powers that have used them to expand or maintain 

influences. Here the boundaries of identity took the form of ideological or 

symbolic boundaries. 

The society in the Republic of Moldova seems to be fragmented. Perhaps one of 

the most present dilemmas is the choice of national identity. Intentionally 

avoided this time, in the Republic of Moldova there is a public debate that seems 

inexhaustible about the option of being Moldovan or Romanian in an ethno-

national sense. 
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Abstract 

Minors are responsible facing the law, and therefore are subject to all laws 

previously established; provided that there’s a crime stated in the criminal code 

or special penal laws, and that they’re found guilty. However, unlike the actions 

in the criminal code for adults (Boldov 2002, 1554), the criminal law for minors 

requires talking about a diminished guilt, taking into account the lower degree 

of psychological development found in minors (Aguado and Gonzáles 2002, 65-

66). 

The choice of the right legal measure is done in a flexible way, not only to legal 

proof and assessment, but also considering age, family and social circumstances, 

character and interests of the minor (Martín 2008, 42) (Martín 2001, 70). 
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1. COMMON TERMS 

 

International legislation establishes the obligation of counting on a range of 

options as an answer when declaring the responsibilities of an adolescent person 

as the author of an offense. About this judgment, most legal systems in Latin 

America (Berrios 2011, 163-191) and Spain (Organic Law 2000, 5), establish 
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several sanctions, leaving the judge with the option of imposing on the 

adolescent offender one or many of them, in a simultaneous, consecutive or 

alternate way. 

It is necessary to point out that the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

(UNCRC, 1989, Art. 37) and the Beijing rules both make a common cause, they 

protect the basic right to freedom and exceptionality of imposing sanctions that 

deprive the personal liberty of a minor person, reserving such sanction only as a 

last resource for serious acts and unless there is no other appropriate response 

(United Nations General Assembly 1985, R -17, 17.2, 17.3, 19, 19.1). 

The implementation of the system of sanctions and measures is based on a 

pedagogical model (Rodríguez 2004, 169-183), which formally meets the social 

needs of each individual and tends to provide the lowest offender with training 

based on values and recognition of their rights. (Muñoz 2001, 189 - 190) and 

their obligations as citizens, with full compliance with all procedural guarantees. 

Article 140 of Law 1098 of 2006 for the Colombian case establishes the purpose 

of the system of criminal responsibility for adolescents, indicating that the 

measures taken are pedagogical, specific and differentiated regarding the adult 

system, guaranteeing restorative justice. 

Through the restorative pedagogical model created under the guidelines of the 

SCRA (System of criminal responsibilities for adolescents), there is the intention 

of resocialization and rehabilitation of adolescent offenders, through the 

creation of spaces for reflection that lead young people to propose positive 

changes in their life projects, the recognition of the consequences of the 

commission of the punishable act; seeking to that extent to generate in juvenile 

offenders sufficient motivation to reach the stage of repairing the damage and 

reduce the chances of recidivism (Forero et al. 2010, 6-7). 

Such actions as the approach of the victim, victimizer and society play a key role 

in promoting in the young person an attitude aimed at repairing the harm and a 

negative attitude with respect to the possibilities of re-offending. 
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2. PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES 
2.1. Personal precautionary measures 

 

An approach to the concept of personal precautionary measures allows their 

definition as those that are adopted in a manner motivated by a jurisdictional 

body with a double objective, firstly to ensure the future execution of a possible 

conviction, and at the same time, to neutralize the harmful consequences that 

may result in the possible escape of the alleged offender, in his or her recidivism 

(García-Rostán 2007,105) and in the destruction or concealment of evidence 

(Valbuena 2008, 62). 

The function of the precautionary measure is to preserve the effectiveness of the 

process (Portal 2008, 50), considering effectiveness as the possibility that the 

content of the final resolution can be complied with on its completion (Portal 

2008, 123). 

The precautionary measures in the process of minors correspond to 

characteristics of jurisdiction, temporariness, variability and education (Chocrón 

2008, 250-251) and must be adopted with respect and application as a minimum 

of the guarantees and rights provided for adults, and with the specialties 

inherent to the age of the subjects for whom they are intended (Sanz 2007, 267-

268). 

The personal precautionary measures are used to establish the parameters, 

criteria and guidelines in cases in which the preventive detention of a minor 

offender is appropriate. In addition, the stipulations of article 17 of the United 

Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty (United 

Nations General Assembly 1985, 17) should also be considered. 

Consequently, the so-called preventive detention can only be declared as a 

precautionary or prior measure under the assumptions foreseen in the norm, 

that is, the risk of the minor evading the process, the obstruction of evidence and 

the serious danger for the victim, the complainant, the witness or the 

community. In such a way, the measure must respond to purposes admitted by 

the superior order in favour of the correct administration of justice and the 

benefit of society (Espitía 2003, 291), that is to say, that it responds to the social 
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need to avoid risks for the correct development of the process or for the 

execution of the sanction (Pabón 2007, 383). 

There are other types of risks that have been excluded, because they are not 

considered as dangerous situations that create the conditions for criminal 

repetition. So, for example, the situation of helplessness of the minor or the 

social environment in which he or she is being held cannot be taken as an excuse 

for precautionary detention, although in many cases these lacks are directly 

related to the crime (Pabón 2007, 384). 

It can also be deduced from the prescription in paragraph 1 of article 181 that it 

must be applied in accordance with the criteria established in article 187 in the 

case of measures of deprivation of liberty, a point on which we will refer in 

detail below. 

 

 

3. DEFINITIVE MEASURES 
 

Any approach to the way in which the law addresses the legal consequences 

linked to the commission of a criminal act must take into account that the regime 

of measures represents one of the most striking indicators of the way in which 

the legislator deals with the responsibility of the young offender. 

The law, when contemplating a catalogue of measures, condenses the limits up 

to which the legislator is willing to treat the minor with a different scale than the 

adult delinquent (Gómez 2001, 282). 

The definitive measures that must be imposed on the adolescent who has 

violated the criminal law must respond mainly to the principle of flexibility 

(Pabón 2007, 360), as the penalty not only constitutes a punishment or a way of 

blaming the minor for what he or she did, but also becomes a mechanism for his 

or her education and training (United Nations General Assembly 1989, 40.4). 

The measures applicable to the minor offender that are mostly accepted in Latin 

America are: 

 Admonishment 

 Imposition of rules of conduct. 

 Community service. 
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 Assisted liberty. 

 Confinement in a semi-closed environment. 

 Deprivation of liberty in a specialized care center. 

 

 

3.1. Aspects common to all measures 

3.1.1. Target group 

 

About the recipients of the measures, three groups are distinguished, with 

regard to the possibilities of application of the measures. 

The first, between the ages of fourteen and sixteen, may be subject to any of the 

measures from the Code of Childhood and Adolescence, except for deprivation 

of liberty. 

The second, between the ages of sixteen and eighteen, to whom deprivation of 

liberty in a specialized institution shall apply if they are found responsible for 

the commission of crimes whose minimum penalty established in the penal code 

is or exceeds six years of imprisonment. 

The third, for adolescents over fourteen years of age and under eighteen years of 

age, who are found responsible for intentional homicide, kidnapping, extortion 

in all its forms and aggravated crimes against freedom, integrity and sexual 

formation. 

 

 

3.1.2. Discretion of the judge in the choice of legal consequences 

 

The person in charge of the imposition and control of the measures is the trial 

judge, who, with the selection and application of a measure (Cuello 2000, 61-62), 

must pursue the aims of the law, that is, to be protective, educational and 

restorative. 
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3.1.3. Duration of measures and judicial quantification 

 

Given the principle of flexibility and discretion inherent in the system, the law 

only sets the maximum and minimum time limits for each of the measures, 

leaving a wide margin of action to the judge for the purposes of quantification. 

 

 

3.1.4. Jurisdiction to implement measures 

 

The Colombian Family Welfare Institute and the other institutions that form part 

of the National Family Welfare System have administrative competence 

common to all measure, such as Municipalities and Departments and the judge 

who issued the sanction is competent to control the execution. 

 

 

3.2. Cautions 

 

In terms of the Code of Childhood and Adolescence, it is the recrimination 

(Álvarez 2007, 188) that the judicial authority makes to the adolescents about the 

consequences of the criminal act and the demand for reparation of the damage.  

In all cases, they must attend an educational course on respect for human rights 

and citizen coexistence, which will be run by the Institute of Studies of the 

Public Prosecutor's Office (Instituto de Estudios del Ministerio Público). 

In the event of a conviction for damages, the judicial officer shall order the 

minor and his or her parents to pay the damages in accordance with the terms of 

the sentence. 

The juvenile court judge, in the application of the reprimand measure, 

considered to be a light measure (Tejedor 2001, 250), must be guided by 

pedagogical rather than paternalistic criteria, in order to make the juvenile 

offender understand the harmful nature of his or her behaviour for society, 

always using language that is understandable and appropriate to his or her age. 

The effectiveness of the measure will depend in part on the receptivity of the 
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minor, but the capacity, training and specialization in this matter of the judge 

also plays an important role (Hava 2004,172). 

 

 

3.3. Implementing rules of conduct 

 

Article 183 of the Colombian Code of Childhood and Adolescence establishes 

that the judicial authority imposes obligations or prohibitions on adolescents in 

order to regulate their way of life, as well as to promote and ensure their 

education. 

This imposition cannot in any way restrict aspects inherent in the personality or 

self-image that the young person has and projects. These obligations cannot be 

stigmatizing or totalitarian, so that the young person can make certain decisions 

about himself or herself autonomously. For example, it would not be feasible to 

require a young person to dress in a specific way or to wear some kind of badge 

to differentiate him or her from other adolescents or schoolmates. It would be 

more feasible to propose orienting rules, that guide their conduct to generate 

orderly and harmonious living conditions, then it would be possible to work 

with rules such as a time to return home, the obligation to attend formal and 

informal educational centers, attend cultural, sports, and artistic activities 

among others.  

Imposed behavioural rules must not exceed two (2) years. 

 

 

3.4. Social service to the community 

 

It prescribes the statute for minors in Colombia. This measure corresponds to 

tasks of general interest that the adolescent must perform, free of charge, for a 

period not exceeding six months, during a maximum of eight hours per week, 

preferably on weekends and public holidays or on working days but without 

affecting his or her school day. 

The imposition of this measure implies that the adolescent must carry out 

unpaid activities, assumed according to his will, of social interest or executed for 
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the benefit of people who are in a situation of vulnerability or weakness. The 

aim of this is for the minor to understand that the community has suffered the 

negative consequences of his actions and that for this reason he is susceptible to 

reproach and social control, for this reason the provision of services to the 

community is a good mechanism for repairing the damage (Landrove 2001, 81). 

The measure of providing services for the benefit of the community allows the 

cooperation of the minor in activities for the well-being of the community, 

through which it is intended to hold him/her responsible for his/her actions 

and for the damages and prejudices he/she has caused, in a positive and useful 

way for society (Vizcarro 2001, 154). 

This measure cannot be imposed without the consent of the adolescent (Martín 

2008, 41), since otherwise, one would be faced with a situation of forced labor, in 

which the possibility of the adolescent disposing of his or her time in a free and 

autonomous manner would be restricted (Pabón 2007, 390-391).   

 

 

3.5. Probation 

 

It is the granting of freedom by the judicial authority to the adolescent with the 

mandatory condition of undergoing the supervision, assistance and guidance of 

a specialized care program. This measure may not last more than two years 

(Vizcarro 2001, 154). 

The substantial aspect of this measure lies in the submission of the adolescent 

offender to a follow-up control of it.  This personalized control measure seeks to 

ensure compliance with the tasks of the activity project assigned in an 

intervention program, under institutional control or supervision. (Collado 2000, 

498). 

It is clear that, in this measure, the minor remains free, but subject to the control 

of a professional, who is in charge of his follow-up, warning that the action of 

the educator is done from a double perspective, on the one hand, static or 

relative to the question of control and on the other, dynamic or relative to the 

educational question (Cezón 2001,56-58). 
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In Colombia, although it is true that it is a measure frequently used by judicial 

operators; in practice, the availability of budget for its effective compliance has 

led to its ineffectiveness.  

 

 

3.6. Semi-closed confinement 

 

This sanction consists of the attendance of the minor to a program of specialized 

attention, in a schedule different from his/her school schedule, the sanction may 

not be superior to 3 years. However, the Colombian Family Welfare Institute 

(ICBF) considers that a minimum of six months should be contemplated for this 

sanction, even if the law does not stipulate it, so that the process has a real 

impact on the adolescent (Forero et. al. 2010, 28). 

Semi-closed internment does not express the obligation of residence in the 

institution (Pollarolo 2009, 12-13), but the wording does not exclude these 

possibilities either.  The expression "to attend" seems to be understood as 

something less than residence, so the scope of the sanction is restricted, since it 

will not be possible to impose to the minor the duty to spend the night or to stay 

in the institution all weekend, it would only cover his attendance in certain 

daytime hours to the educational and formative activities that are programmed. 

 

 

3.7. Deprivation of liberty 

 

It can be defined as the placement of the adolescent in a specialized care facility, 

that is, it is a custodial sanction in an institutional setting in which the 

adolescent remains until the sanction ceases or is modified. 

Despite the repressive and restrictive nature of this measure, it should be noted 

that its essential function is to provide the child with an educational treatment 

through the development of training, educational, work and leisure activities, 

which aims to create in the child all the basic skills that lead to a responsible 

behaviour in the community (Belinchón 2001, 164). 
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This measure of internment implies the separation of the minor from his/her 

environment, in order to take care of him/her in a center destined for re-

education.  The purpose of this measure is to provide the minor with the 

necessary elements for personal growth and to facilitate the process of social 

integration. (Vásquez et al 2007, 153-154). 

In this sense, it should be stressed that the limitation of freedom is not an end in 

itself but must be aimed at developing an intervention of training, learning and 

treatment, which enhances the integral development of the personality of 

juvenile inmate offenders. (Vizcarro 2001, 153-154). 

The United Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their 

Liberty states in its rules the rights and principles that shall apply to adolescents 

who have been sentenced to deprivation of liberty, with a humanizing tendency 

to comply with the sanction. 

According to Article 187 of Law 1098 of 2006, the measure of deprivation of 

liberty may be applied in two cases: 

a) Adolescents over the age of sixteen and under the age of eighteen who 

are found responsible for the commission of crimes whose minimum 

penalty established in the Penal Code is or exceeds (6) years of 

imprisonment. 

b) In cases where adolescents over fourteen (14) and under eighteen (18) 

are found responsible for intentional homicide, kidnapping or extortion, 

in all its forms. 

The measure of deprivation of liberty (Carmona 2002, 294) in a confined 

environment is the most rigorous measure contained in Law 1098 of 2006, 

therefore the guarantees for its imposition and execution are made stricter, 

bearing in mind that it consists of depriving the condemned of the freedom of 

movement and all other rights indissolubly linked to it. (Mapelli Caffarena 2008, 

156). 

In his or her reasoning for the imposition of the measure of deprivation of 

liberty, the juvenile judge must consider two aspects, a qualitative and a 

quantitative one. The first is understood based on the necessity and 

appropriateness of the measure and the second to proceed to a quantitative 
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delimitation, so that the selected measure is appropriate to achieve the purposes 

for which it was imposed. (Trejo 2005, 143-145). 

 

 

3.7.1. Rights of minors in detention 

 

Minors who have been deprived of their liberty have rights that are provided for 

in international conventions (United Nations General Assembly 1985, r-13), as 

well as in national standards, the respect for these guarantees is a requirement 

for social reinsertion. This basic idea translates into a commitment on the part of 

institutions not to restrict the rights of children in boarding schools, but only to 

do what is strictly necessary to comply with the measure, without forgetting its 

aims. (Mapelli Caffarena 2004, 207). 

In the light of article 37 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child and in 

observance of its general principles, the following aspects may be clarified with 

reference to deprivation of liberty. 

a)  The deprivation of liberty must obey a legitimate decision of the 

competent authorities. 

b) The parents or guardians of the child deprived of liberty are recognized 

by the Convention as having the primary responsibility for the 

protection and care of children, as is obvious with the limits on respect 

for the rights of the child, his or her best interests and attention to the 

evolving capacities of the child. 

c) The conditions to be offered by the internment centers, as it is a human 

being in process of development and greater vulnerability, must be 

specific for them. They must be separated from adults and they should 

have a physical environment and conditions adapted to the objective of 

rehabilitation. 

d) Professionals involved in the decision making and implementation 

processes of internment must have competence and continuous training 

in the field. 

e) The state is the principal guarantor in the observance and effective 

respect of the rights to be guaranteed to the minor deprived of liberty 
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(Carmona 2013, 91-100), it points out as rights of minors in conditions of 

internment: respect for one's own personality, the right to life, the right 

to integrity and health, the right to education and training, the right to 

privacy and dignity, the set of civil rights and the right not to be 

uprooted, to health care, and contact with the outside world. (Mapelli 

Caffarena 2004, 208-214). 

 

 

4. REGIONAL CONTEXT OF LEGAL MEASURES 
 

As we have seen so far, legal measures for minors in Colombia have been 

developed with an international perspective, and therefore, highlighting what is 

happening in Latin America is pertinent for their understanding. 

The process of transition and reform in Latin America in the area of childhood 

and adolescence is restructured under the principle of comprehensive 

protection, to recognize the child as a subject with full rights and to respond to 

the violations committed. The Beijing Rules, in the event of a transgression of 

criminal law, provide for prejudicial instances of conflict resolution and judicial 

review if necessary. 

In the case of Brazil, the Statute of the Child and Adolescent was sanctioned by 

Law 8069 of 1990, which distinguishes it from the adult judicial system 

according to (Beloff 1998, 5). First, it deals with persons under eighteen years of 

age who perpetrate the conduct described as the antecedent of a sanction, 

whether they are crimes or offenses. Second, it is a completely different system 

from the adult criminal justice system as minors are criminally unimputable. 

Third, one of these differences is expressed in the "measures" or legal 

consequences of the conduct that violates the criminal law when done by a 

person under the age of eighteen. 

The Brazilian judicial system classifies children up to twelve years of age as 

incomplete, and teenagers between twelve and eighteen years of age, are 

unimputable and the protective measures applicable to the offending act 

according to Article 101 by the competent authority are: 
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 Referral to parents or guardians, by means of a declaration of 

responsibility. 

 Temporary guidance, support and follow-up. 

 Compulsory enrolment and attendance in an official 

establishment of basic education. 

 Inclusion in an official or community aid program for the family, 

the child and the adolescent. 

 Application for medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment, 

with hospital or outpatient treatment. 

 Inclusion in an official or community program of aid, orientation 

and treatment for alcoholics and drug addicts. 

 Shelter for young people. 

 Placement in a foster family.  

The following socio-educational measures may be applied to the adolescent 

offender: 

 Caution. 

 Obligation to repair the damage. 

 Provision of community service. 

 Assisted liberty. 

 Assignment in a semi-freedom regime. 

 Internment in an educational establishment and any of those 

provided for in article 101, sections I to IV. 

In summary, this system in Latin America has served as a model for the rest of 

the countries and deprivation of liberty is an exceptional and alternative 

measure, where children and adolescents enjoy all the procedural guarantees 

facing the regulatory activity carried out by the government. 

The Peruvian Statute follows the same line of the Brazilian juvenile system in 

relation to offenders to criminal law according to (Beloff 1998, 7) in the 

protection measures, the problem is considered identical, with the automatic 

referral of children to the protection system. However, the Code regulates the 

issue without having a discussion on responsibility or non-imputability. 
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The Chilean Law on Adolescent Criminal Responsibility (Ley de 

Responsabilidad Penal Adolescente "LRPA") is one of the most recent judicial 

systems in Latin America, adjusted to the standards proposed by the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child (Convención sobre los Derechos del Niño 

"CDN"). With the entry into force of Law No. 20,084, promulgated on November 

28, 2005, the system is limited to adolescents between 14 and 18 years of age. 

With respect to protective measures, it replaces the penalties provided for in the 

Criminal Code, article 6 of the LRPA provides for a classification; penalties for 

offences, penalties for misdemeanors and accessory penalties.  

Criminal penalties 

 Internment in closed regime with program of social reinsertion. 

 Internment in semi-closed regime with program of social reinsertion. 

 Special assisted liberty. 

 Assisted liberty. 

 Community service provision. 

 Repair of the damage caused. 

 Penalties for misdemeanors 

 Community service provision. 

 Repair of the damage caused. 

 Fine. 

 Admonishment. 

 Accessory penalties 

 Prohibition to drive motorized vehicles. 

The study of protective measures in Chile shows that it is a corrective and 

oppressive system, according to (Berrios 2011, 25), who states that juvenile 

justice functions in a way that is just like adult criminal justice. The most serious 

problems focus on provisional detention and the penalty of confinement in a 

closed regime. 

The other Latin American countries have adopted criminal statutes for minors, 

including the measures that have been commented on this paper. For example, 

Guatemala calls it the Children and Youth Code, which establishes the age of 

minority between 12 and 18 years.  El Salvador calls it the Law on Juvenile 
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Offenders, in the Dominican Republic, the Code for the Protection of Children 

and Adolescents, among others. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Judicial measures for minors, such as: reprimands, rules of conduct, community 

social services, probation, half-closed detention and deprivation of liberty, are 

the most commonly accepted by Latin American legal systems.  An analysis 

compared to judicial measures in other countries shows the lack of other 

measures such as therapeutic internment, outpatient treatment, weekend stays, 

living with another person, family or educational group, which would 

undoubtedly strengthen the catalogue of current measures. 

The formal existence of legal measures for juvenile offenders will not be 

sufficient, but there should also be an effective budgetary allocation of resources 

to guarantee their execution. 
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Abstract 

The role of expert knowledge in policy-making processes has come to occupy a 

prominent position in scholar debates. In addition, expertise is a well-

recognized resource, facilitating interest groups’ access to decision-makers. It is 

expected for evidence-based knowledge to be of high importance especially in 

the healthcare sector. However, we still know very little about the role of 

expertise in healthcare policy in CEE. The region itself is not a monolith, as it 

covers countries at various stages of economic, social, and democratic 

development. This article aims to overcome this research gap by examining the 

importance of expertise developed and provided by interest groups operating in 

the healthcare field as well as the extent to which this expertise translates into 

their access to policy-making apparatus. By examining different types of 

expertise (scientific, legal, economic, and impact), the Authors provide a unique 

approach to the topic, presenting data gathered just before the start of the 
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COVID-19 pandemic, which undoubtedly revealed the importance, but also the 

crisis of the approach to expert knowledge. 

 

Keywords 

Advocacy; CEE; expertise; healthcare policy; interest groups. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Healthcare policy is of the highest importance both from individual and societal 

points of view. Healthcare is one of the basic sectors of the economy, and health 

itself is one of the basic goods and elements of the well-being of the unit and the 

whole community. This also remains a field of endless discussion on the extent 

of health protection guaranteed to the population within the implementation of 

the right to health care as well as the welfare state-free market tensions. Every 

crisis, such as the one associated with coronavirus, also raises a major challenge 

to the functioning of the sector. 

The above issues are exceptionally widely observed in the Central and Eastern 

Europe (CEE) region. Due to the shared post-communist experience, the specific, 

high-expenditure nature of the sector remains in conflict with the extremely 

high-level societal expectations of the level of health protection. Healthcare 

expenditures in the CEE region are still lower than in Western Europe. 

Financing of healthcare has been growing constantly since 1989, but this increase 

in expenditure is performed mostly by households (out-of-pocket) spendings 

(Wagstaff and Moreno-Serra 2009; Obrizan 2019). It is therefore certainly 

important to ask those who and on what basis make important decisions related 

to health policy. This also opens a question on the status of expertise and its 

quality in decision-making processes as some scholars argue that the "know-do" 

gap is likely as large as ever (Oliver 2006). 

In times of more and more complex policy dilemmas, policymakers become 

more and more reliant on the institution of expertise. Expert knowledge and 

experience in fields as diverse as science, law, or economics are required to assist 

the policymakers in their decisions on public policies. Decisions regarding 
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healthcare policies are supported or contested by various interested parties, who 

act as "transmission belts'', passing by not only public preferences but also 

supporting analysis and evidence (Flöthe 2020). Healthcare advocacy 

organizations, which are in the focus of this analysis, are a relatively new 

phenomenon in CEE countries. In the post-communist world, the culture of 

political participation remains relatively weak, however, CEE healthcare interest 

groups (IGs) have their specifics, certainly worth studying. Among others, we 

still know very little about IG's usage of research evidence while accessing 

decision-makers. How they attempt to assert their authority to influence 

policymaking remains relatively underexplored in health governance literature 

(Cohen 2013; Townsen et al. 2019). Even less focus has been dedicated to the role 

of specific resources that various types of organized interest utilize in their 

advocacy efforts in the health industry (Contrandriopoulos 2011). 

This article aims to fill this research gap by examining to what extent IGs value 

provided expertise and specialist knowledge as a special type of resource 

conditioning access to policy-making processes in the healthcare policies. Based 

on the rational choice and resource mobilization theories, we try to answer the 

question of whether expertise matters in terms of the IG type as well as different 

types of expertise itself. Therefore, this article is organized around two main 

pillars: IG's perception of the importance of provided expertise and IG’s 

perception of access to main decision-making bodies. It contributes to the 

advocacy organizations’ expertisation literature (Christensen and Hesstvedt 

2019). Expertisation trends need deeper exploration to provide insight into 

advocates' efforts to exert influence in policy forums. However, a large body of 

expertisation literature does not essentially explore the subject of different types 

of expertise. Our analysis adds a novel application of expertise claims, by 

revealing how various types of expertise are salient for different types of 

healthcare advocacy actors and their access to the policy process. In general, we 

argue that despite growing populisms that may result in the dismissal of 

expertise-based decision-making, expertise still matters in CEE healthcare 

policy. However, we assume that the importance of expert knowledge and 

research evidence vary in terms of IG type and different kinds of expertise. We 
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seek explanations of access patterns in variations of a type of IG's organization 

and resource dependencies, focusing on expertise as a key resource. 

Methodologically the article relies on the results of the survey conducted among 

various healthcare IGs in the four selected countries: Poland, Czech Republic, 

Hungary, and Slovenia. Data will be analysed using both descriptive statistics 

and regression analysis. 

The article is organized as follows: after a short overview of literature and 

theories on healthcare policy, IGs, and access to decision-makers and expertise, 

we propose the research design of our study and hypotheses. Then we present 

data analysis and results and conclude. 

 

 

2.THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK & LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

Organized interests have been the subject of interest of public policy researchers 

for years while the issue of societal actors and interest representation is strongly 

rooted in social sciences. Scholars employed various theoretical approaches and 

perspectives, studying such issues as the role and function of IGs for 

contemporary democracies, IG's types as well as their interactions and strategies 

of interest representation under given institutional and structural conditions. 

Civil society participation is important for the legitimacy of democracy, 

especially in relatively young systems of the CEE region, where historically this 

parameter was relatively weak (Howard 2003). Therefore, it is worth exploring 

factors conditioning such participation, of which expert knowledge is believed 

to be one of the most important. 

Many variables, such as institutional structures, group characteristics, and issue-

specific factors, can condition IG's access to the policy-making apparatus (Dür 

and De Bièvre 2007). The empirical studies by Rainer Eising prove that all 

dimensions, such as institutional context, resource dependencies, IG's 

organizations, and strategic choices, can influence access patterns (2007). 

Various classifications regarding IG types and the nature of organized interests 

can be found in the literature. Some scholars oppose organizations with 

corporate resources to public interest groups, NGOs, and business interests 
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(Beyers, Eising and Maloney 2008; Binderkrantz et al. 2014). Others make 

differentiation on sectional and cause groups (Stewart 1979). Sectional 

organizations are formed to obtain material benefits for specific groups of 

people and represent special interests that create concentrated costs and benefits 

for their supporters, e.g. business groups, trade unions, etc. Cause groups are 

more idealistic while acting for public interest and the public good, e.g. 

consumers' and patients' rights, etc (Klüver and Saurugger 2013). IGs types 

classifications largely correspond to each other. This article employs the most 

basic typology proposed by Mancur Olson in his classical study on the collective 

action problem (1965). Olson differentiated between concentrated and diffused 

interest, arguing that the latter has a weaker capacity to organize and therefore 

act efficiently due to the group size (majority). Large organizations may suffer 

from the "free-ride" problem, while individuals can benefit from the efforts of 

few. In contrast, concentrated minor interest has a better ability to build 

collective action, gather resources, like expertise, and, as a result, reach decision-

makers. This theory targets group size as the main factor, conditioning resource-

ability and, in the end, access. Other scholars focus additionally on the 

importance of IG's goals as determining strategy, arguing that IGs pursuing 

general interests will seek access to parliament and media, while IGs with 

technically complicated goals will lobby bureaucrats more intensively 

(Binderkrantz and Krøyer 2012). As a consequence, some scholars argue that 

diffused groups are more into outside strategies, while concentrated focus more 

on inside strategies, seeking access mostly directly to decision-makers. 

As highlighted, healthcare represents a central sector for the development of 

nations. It is also one of the major issues in public policy studies due to its 

importance for society. The classical study of the comparison of European health 

insurance systems by Ellen Immergut concludes that it is the architecture of 

institutions and not the strengths and resources of IGs, that plays a crucial role 

in shaping healthcare policies and creation of the "rules of the game" (1992). 

Other approaches focus rather on specific IG's role. Christine Mahoney and 

Frank R. Baumgartner examined the effectiveness of the IGs coalitions in 

Washington, pointing out that creating such coalitions causes trouble for their 

members much more often than increases the chances of pursuing their interests 
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and the possibility of influencing healthcare politics (2004). Michael Heaney 

described the factors of healthcare IG's success, arguing that they exploit their 

position as dispersed intermediaries between society and decision-makers 

(2006). Daniel Carpenter emphasized the uniqueness of healthcare policy since 

voters and policymakers seem to accept redistributive claims more often for 

health than in other policy areas. For this reason, health policy aims to achieve 

consensus among the key interest groups involved in the process, not to 

implement the best possible interventions (2012). Damien Contandriopoulos 

similarly argued that healthcare decisions are made primarily based on political 

preferences rather than evidence and research results (2011). In his later study, 

he stated that even despite broad political consensus among most stakeholders, 

the veto of a few can be an effective barrier to the implementation of coherent 

reforms (Contandriopoulos et al. 2018). Thomas Oliver argued more specifically 

that there are usually rather concentrated interests that lead decision-makers to 

adopt incremental policy changes than comprehensive reforms in the healthcare 

sector as concentrated IGs offer immediate occurrence, direct, traceable impact, 

and identifiable group or geographic jurisdiction (2006). Therefore, according to 

Oliver, the character of expertise is rather of secondary importance while the key 

factor is the type of organized interests providing expertise. 

IGs in CEE region have their specifics. The existing literature on the role of IGs 

in post-communist countries explores the main aspects of the quality of 

democracy (Roberts 2009), the weakness of civil society and citizen participation 

(Howard 2003; Guasti 2016), bureaucracy and collective action patterns 

(Duvanova 2007), Europeanisation and democratization (Ágh 1996), social 

movement character (Císař 2020), political opportunity structures (Vráblíková 

2014), various systems of interest representation (Fink-Hafner 2011), and, last 

but not least, capacity to participate in EU governance (Obradovic et al. 2008). 

Despite existing literature on interest groups in the CEE region, the issue of 

organized interests in healthcare policies in these countries remains largely 

uncovered. Numerous researches focus mainly on the influence of political 

structures on the possibility of interest representation in the health sector 

(Rechel and McKee 2009). Over thirty years after the transition from socialistic to 

market-based economies it is already clear that although the CEE region's 
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countries have chosen different ways to address their healthcare challenges, they 

all successfully transformed from the Semashko models towards Bismarckian-

like insurance systems. Although all respective countries have introduced public 

and universal access to healthcare for citizens with insurance covering a 

significant portion of the basket, out-of-pocket patient expenses remain an 

important funding vehicle. In this article we treat analysed countries as a whole, 

assuming that despite obvious differences in organization, institutional 

architecture, and functioning of the healthcare systems, they represent quite 

similar approaches towards advocacy organizations and mobilization of their 

resources, such as expertise, specialist knowledge, and research evidence. 

The main purpose of this mobilization is IG's access to the policy-making 

apparatus. Scholars employ a variety of analytical lenses to examine IG's interest 

representation mechanisms and linkages with policy-making processes. Rational 

choice theory – in which this article is rooted – highlights the added value 

benefits when involving access strategies. Stakeholders' participation is believed 

to be more adequate than pure aggregative models of decision-making. One of 

the objectives of IGs is to seek to change the state's public policy, which becomes 

possible only when they gain access (formalized or not) to the decision-making 

process and thus can influence the decisions. It means that IGs need access to 

institutions or state agencies. Therefore, IGs are granted access to the policy-

making process, and the political decision-makers effectively address the 

questions of openness and access, which define the quality of deliberation. 

Access acts as a two-way street in which society and politicians meet and 

interact. Given a series of (perhaps intractable) methodological issues with 

measuring influence directly – not least of all, the difficulty associated with 

categorically linking specific lobbying efforts to specific policy outcomes – 

access is also a useful proxy of influence. As measuring influence is a challenge, 

many scholars take an alternative approach and focus rather on IG's access to 

policy-making apparatus (Bouwen 2002; Dür and De Bièvre, 2007). 

At the core of this article is a resource mobilization theory, strongly linked with 

rational choice assumptions. We examine to what extent selected resources (here 

exclusively expertise and specialist knowledge) condition IG's access to 

decision-making processes. Researchers dealing with the role of resources as a 
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factor conditioning the role of interest groups in shaping public policies 

emphasize that the importance of different resources depends on the context in 

which the groups take action. Organized interest literature provides many 

studies testing the validity of various types of resources determining the interest 

groups' success (Beyers and Kerremans 2007), relying on resource mobilization 

(McCarthy and Zald 1977), and exchange relationships theories (Berkhout 2013; 

Bouwen 2004). In this approach, bureaucrats and IGs interact due to the need of 

resources from each other. The ability to provide and use resources, as 

highlighted before, is strongly connected with IG's type. 

Expertise and specialist knowledge, the central factor of this analysis, is a special 

type of IG's resource conditioning access. It remains critical both internally (for 

IG's members) and externally (as exchange good for decision-makers). It is 

therefore perceived as a key resource by some scholars, arguing that lobbying is 

a strategic information transmission (Austen-Smith 1993) and provision of 

expertise by resource-rich, concentrated minor interest is a crucial factor of their 

political intelligence and advantage in the political marketplace (Woll 2007; 

Peterson 2018). In contrast, other empirical studies prove that expertise matters 

and translate into outcomes mostly for IGs that use outsider strategies (Eising 

2007) and this is traditionally linked rather with diffused interests. This 

functional aspect of expertise and other exchange goods is growing 

simultaneously with competition among IGs due to the growing complexity of a 

group's political and socio-economic environment (Beyers, Eising, and Maloney 

2008). 

Expertise is recognized as a key resource in knowledge-intensive sectors 

(Peterson 2018) and healthcare policy undoubtedly belongs to such a sphere. 

There is widespread support for the notion that health policies should be 

strongly informed by evidence. Despite this, studies consistently find that public 

health policies are not exclusively rational evidence-based (Smith 2013). They 

also include the component of cost-benefit analysis, other economic and legal 

limitations, values-driven politics, as well as numerous other factors and 

determinants. 

However, one needs to remember that expertise is used as an umbrella term for 

a variety of different knowledge-related activities in healthcare policy 
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(Grundman 2018). It may play many functions, not only as an "access good" but 

also as an important tool for social learning of what works and what is doable 

(Peterson 2018) or as a symptom of power, as many health care professionals 

show disregard to patient's experiential knowledge to reinforce their 

professional dominance (Peterson 2001). Expertise may also play both the 

production and consumption functions, as after the production phase it needs to 

be properly communicated in a form of healthcare policy-relevant results 

through translation and framing (Peterson 2018). 

Experts are crucially important in the healthcare business for several reasons - 

not only do they provide the democratic input legitimacy, but they also deliver 

the necessary knowledge, so much appreciated in technical and detailed 

decision making. Various scholars emphasize different types of resources and 

mechanisms important for the stakeholder's input into the healthcare policy 

decision-making process. Society-centered accounts focus on the involvement 

and participation of interest groups in policy-making, but it is the epistemic 

accounts that emphasize the engagement of experts in all the stages of the policy 

process (Christensen and Hesstvedt 2019). The complexity of health-related 

issues forces stronger reliance on scientific expertise and knowledge-based 

political decisions. To be effective, the governance actors need various types of 

knowledge and experience of relevant stakeholders. 

Nevertheless, the ongoing debate about how the knowledge and expertise of 

key healthcare stakeholders may be most effectively incorporated into the 

policy-making process (Fischer et al. 2014) remains inconclusive. A growing 

number of issues are becoming so technical that advanced knowledge is 

indispensable, equally from the medical as well as from the legal or economic 

perspectives. The decision-makers need specialized information to understand 

the problem in question properly and then formulate effective remedies as well 

as meet public demands and deliver in an economically and legally sustainable 

way. 

There are various reasons why stakeholders value the expertise and 

consequently, there are many various types of demand expertise. Purely medical 

knowledge is an important element of this expertise, but there are many other 

types of related knowledge and experience, including the economic or legal 
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ones. Research-based evidence and other types of expertise influence the 

pathways of policymaking. However, since it is never exclusively the 

knowledge-driven model (Weiss 1979), other expertise types play a significant 

role too. Drawing on an extensive survey exercise conducted among the diverse 

health care sector's organized interests in four post-communist countries, we 

provide a typology of expertise types that are built on the demand claims. 

We identify four types of expertise claims: 

 Scientific – through the use of evidence, research-driven, medical 

knowledge-based, evidence-informed claims; 

 Economic – through appeals to commercial determinants of health, 

cost-benefit calculations, managerial / governance effectiveness; 

 Legal – built on legislative and procedural competence needed 

(especially however not exclusively) at the implementation phase; 

 Impact assessment – scholastic expertise enabling to evaluate the 

specific objectives by emphasizing public benefit or cost of certain 

policy choices. 

Taking into account the whole policy cycle, a convergence of all the above-

mentioned types of expertise is required, nevertheless, they are differently 

salient for various actors at various stages of decision making. To assess the 

impact of a certain solution, medical, but also economic expertise is needed. Its 

implementation requires legal expertise in conjunction with the two above-

mentioned ones. While technical experts are necessary, they should not be 

closed in exclusive communities, but their knowledge must be supplemented by 

other types of expertise enabling effective policy implementation. 

 

 

3.HYPOTHESES, RESEARCH DESIGN & METHODS  

 

This study is organized around the main, starting assumption answering the 

question highlighted in the title that expertise matters for IG’s operating the in 

CEE healthcare advocacy field. We exclusively focus on the phase of 

communication of expertise (in advance produced by a more or less competent 

research community) by IGs acting as policy promoters – providers. We assume 
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that expertise matters as an important tool for IGs operating in healthcare 

policy. 

Then we base this article on two hypotheses. The first (H1) highlights the 

importance of IG's type (concentrated/diffused) as a control variable, presenting 

the expertise-ability of IGs.  Some scholars underline that it is important who 

(which IG's type) provides expertise, arguing that citizen groups are more likely 

to pass valuable information on public preferences to policymakers (Flöthe 

2020). As a result of those findings, we predict that: 

● H1: Different IGs types value provided expertise to varying degrees. 

There are different theoretical expectations regarding various types of expertise 

as a match between the type of provided information and decision-makers' 

demands (Hanegraaff et al., 2019). According to Bouwen, parliamentarians – 

who remain under relatively direct electoral control – are likely to favour 

political support information, while executive decision-makers are more focused 

on scientific and technical expertise (2004). In addition, different types of 

expertise are important regarding the issue/policy. Then the second hypothesis 

(H2) focus on the correlation between the type of expertise provided by IGs and 

their access to decision-making: 

● H2: Different types of expertise facilitate IG's access to policy-making 

apparatus to varying degrees. 

Methodologically, we rely on the survey dataset developed within the project 

entitled 'OrgIntCEE - The <Missing Link>: Examining organized interests in 

post-communist policy-making - OrgIntCEE' conducted between February 2019 

and June 2020 by the German-Polish Team. The online survey was conducted in 

the four different CEE countries: Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and 

Slovenia on a representative sample of interest groups operating in the three 

policies: energy, healthcare, and higher education. We have appointed groups 

on differentiated interests, such as employee organizations, NGOs, trade unions, 

business organizations. All of them operate on a national, major level of 

representativeness. In total, we have received over 400 responses with a total 

response rate of 34,4%. The survey included numerous questions on 

membership structures, interest groups' resources, the degree of 

professionalization, and interactions of organized interests with different 
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political venues. For this study, we focus exclusively on healthcare policy 

responses (N=176). 

The control variable in this study is based on the basic scholar IG classification 

by the nature of interest: diffused/concentrated, which is well described by 

scholarly literature as described below. Therefore, diffused interest (N=104) is 

represented by the patients' advocacy organizations, while concentrated interest 

(N=72) by medical personnel organizations, trade unions, and employers’ 

associations. 

The dependent variable measured in this study is based on the "access" data 

obtained in a survey. We assume that access – both direct and indirect – to the 

policy-making process demonstrates not only how inclusive the authorities are, 

but also how powerful the concrete interests are. In our survey, to grasp the 

level of IG's access to decision-making, we have asked a series of questions with 

an ordinal scale of answers: 

● How difficult to access regulatory authorities? (1. Extremely difficult 2. 

Difficult 3. Sometimes possible 4. Easy 5. Extremely easy) 

● How difficult to access governing parties? (1. Extremely difficult 2. 

Difficult 3. Sometimes possible 4. Easy 5. Extremely easy) 

● How would you describe your level of participation in parliamentary 

hearings/parliamentary committees? (1. No participation 2. Low 

participation 3. Occasional participation 4. High participation 5. Very 

high participation) 

● How difficult to access opposition parties? (1. Extremely difficult 2. 

Difficult 3. Sometimes possible 4. Easy 5. Extremely easy) 

For this analysis, we aggregate those four dimensions of access. Therefore, our 

dependent variable – access to the policy-making apparatus – is a means of 

access to regulatory authorities, parliament, governing political parties and 

opposition parties, and the frequency of the consultations. 

Our independent variables taken into account are the importance of expertise as 

well as specific types of expertise. To measure this, we have asked a series of 

questions on the importance of provided expertise/information on their 

influence on policy using a 1-3 ordinal scale: 
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● How would you indicate the importance of provided 

expertise/information on your influence on policy? (1. Unimportant 2. 

Somewhat important 3. Very important). 

We have asked our respondents to indicate – one by one – the importance of 

different types of expertise: scientific, economic, legal, and impact. To simplify 

the results and properly address the research question, we have aggregated the 

"somewhat important" and "very important" answers, which gave us only dual 

scale with the two types of responses: "important" and "unimportant". Then we 

also differentiated among the types of interest using the control variable. 

We decided to analyse our data using descriptive statistics, to picture the 

general trends observable in the importance of expertise in CEE healthcare 

policy. Additionally, to grasp the causal mechanisms between a provision of 

specific types of expertise and aggregated IG's access to policy-making 

apparatus, we have conducted linear regression analysis. "Access" is a 

continuous variable, previously measured on designed five-point Likert scales 

which was recoded to values from 1 to 100. To measure which organizations are 

diffuse or concentrated, based on Olson's logic we created a dummy variable 

which takes the value 0 for diffuse organizations (patients’ organizations, health 

care promotion and prevention groups) and 1 for concentrated groups (doctors, 

medical professions, pharmaceutical groups). To measure the importance of the 

specific expertise (scientific, legal, economic, and impact) we created binary 

variables to test whether expertise holders that assess particular expertise as 

important enjoy better access to policymakers. All the expertise variables take 

values 1 for expertise assessed as important and 0 for not important. 

 

 

4.DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 

By research questions, starting assumptions, and hypotheses, we begin our data 

analysis with a short overview of the importance of expertise declared by IGs in 

our survey with no differentiation on the group type. 
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Figure 1. Importance of provided expertise (scientific, economic, legal, impact) 

indicated by IGs. Source: Own elaboration. 

 

It is clear that expertise matters and this is a fact in the case of all expertise types. 

However, it is quite easy to indicate the most important types of expertise in 

CEE healthcare: respondents perceive scientific and impact expertise types as 

the most “important”. Additionally, those two types of expertise were the least 

indicated to be “unimportant”. 

Regarding the first hypothesis, using descriptive statistics we found that – 

despite theoretical expectations on the advantage of concentrated interests 

inefficient translation, and provision of expertise (Peterson 2018) – IGs value 

very little in terms of assessment of the importance of different types of 

developed and provided expertise. In general, concentrated interests value 

expertise more, however, this difference is not substantial. On the other hand, 

the greater differences show up in the case of assessment of unimportance of 

expertise. Diffused interests indicated unimportance less frequently. Therefore, 

our hypothesis (H1) on the difference between IG types of interests in expertise 

– importance assessment is verified only partially. 
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Figure 2. Importance of provided expertise with differentiation on the type of 

expertise (scientific, economic, legal, impact) and IG’s type (concentrated, 

diffused). Source: Own elaboration. 

 

Our results show that in the case of concentrated IGs the frequency of 

assessment of expertise as unimportance is higher than in the case of diffused 

IGs. Concentrated IGs value scientific and impact expertise the most. The legal 

expertise is rated the lowest (most "unimportant" ratings). On the opposite, for 

diffused IGs the legal type of expertise turned out to be the second most 

important expertise. The first is, similarly to concentrated IG's, scientific 

expertise. 

In the next phase of our study, we measured the role of four different types of 

expertise in accessing political institutions using regression analysis. We 

conducted linear regressions to analyse the impact of IG type 

(diffuse/concentrated) and expertise type on access. We developed six models 

based on group type and expertise type. In table 1, in all models, we tested 

whether there is a difference between group type and access to the policy-
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making apparatus in the healthcare sector. Our data show that group type can 

make a difference in access, even as we found no statistically significant 

difference between IG types: the coefficient variable ranges from 0,086 to -0,283 

in our models, showing that expertise type importance assessment changes 

direction and becomes negative when tested with added economic, legal and 

impact expertise, which make impressions, that specific expertise importance 

may have an impact on diffuse IG’s access. 

 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Concentrated 

interests 

  0,500 

(0,753) 

-0,168 

(0,508) 

-0,218 

(0,518) 

-0,187 

(0,513) 

-0,283 

(0,564) 

Scientific Exp 1,415** 

(0,667) 

   0,925 

(0,881) 

Economic Exp.  0,856 

(0,556) 

  0,722 

0,843 

Legal Exp.   0,862 

(0,597) 

 0,222 

0,793 

Impact Exp.    1,007 

(0,663) 

0,103 

0,970 

R² 0,120 0,147 0,129 0,136 0,163 

N 174 174 175 175 173 

Table 1. Importance of provided expertise and IG's type on the access to the 

policy-making apparatus. Source: Own elaboration. Regression analysis. 

Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

 

As a next step testing the H2 hypothesis stating that different types of expertise 

translate into higher levels of access to policy-making apparatus we tested 

different types of expertise. In the second model, we tested whether scientific 

expertise plays a role in access. The scientific expertise coefficient is positive and 

significant taking a value of 1,415. Thus, we can expect organizations that are 

stating the importance of scientific expertise to enjoy better access to the political 

apparatus. However, three other types of expertise are insignificant, thus we can 
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expect that economic, legal, and impact expertise are much less important in 

access to the political process for the healthcare IGs, however, the coefficient is 

positive, just insignificant. Therefore, our data clearly show that expertise 

matters, and IGs that assess the importance of scientific expertise can enjoy 

better access to the policy-making apparatus. 

 

 

5.CONCLUSIONS 

 

Given the government administration lacks sufficiently specialized knowledge, 

IGs aim to provide technical information and advice of medical, economic, and 

legal nature. The use of expertise goes beyond what is variously referred to as 

stakeholders' involvement, participation, or engagement. These processes and 

phenomena contribute to the policy-choices legitimacy, representativeness, 

accountability, and transparency (Mazanderani et al, 2020), but they do not 

necessarily need to be neutral. The experts' perspectives may differ, depending 

on what kind of knowledge and experience they bring in. The key question is 

how to strike a balance between science and politics? 

By examining different types of expertise (scientific, legal, economic, and impact 

expertise), this article provides a unique approach to the topic of expertise as a 

resource facilitating IG's access to decision-makers. Our research proves the 

hunger for credibility and basing the decision-making process on neutral and 

objective facts, as scientific expertise is the most correlated with IG's access to 

policy-making apparatus and legal and economic expertise is valued and 

correlated with access to a lesser extent. 

We also found that there is no substantial asymmetry between IG types in terms 

of the perceived importance of expertise. All types of expertise are valued by 

both diffused and concentrated interests to a very similar degree. This proves 

the general assumption that expertise matters in CEE healthcare, playing a 

crucial role in exchanging goods between IGs and decision-makers. 

When considering the issue of the importance of expert knowledge in healthcare 

policies in the post-communist region in the context of international relations, it 

is impossible to ignore the topic of Europeanization. Due to the process of 
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European integration and the transfer of competencies from the national to the 

European level, the decision-making process at individual national levels has 

often changed in the pre-accession period. At the same time, it changed the 

political landscape in which IGs operate (Grabbe 2011). This also applies to 

healthcare policy, which, although still in the hands of national states, is large - 

more or less directly - shaped by pressure from the European Union (Piotrowska 

2020). This pressure concerns, inter alia, the importance of expert knowledge in 

shaping healthcare policies of the countries in the region, which not only had to 

adapt their legislation, but also create institutions based on expert knowledge, 

such as health technology assessment offices. On the other hand, the 

Europeanization processes contributed to the increase in the number and 

activity of IGs themselves (Rozbicka et al. 2021). As a consequence, the groups 

strengthened their professionalization, developed competencies, and 

international communication. Consequently, their ability to use resources, such 

as expert knowledge of various kinds, while accessing decision-makers, has 

increased (Holzinger and Knill 2005). In this light, the European Union can be 

seen as a giant socialization platform that actively promotes rules, norms, 

practices, and structures of meaning to which member states (various actors, 

including the IGs) are exposed and which they have to incorporate into their 

domestic structures (Börzel and Risse 2012). 

Our research shows unequivocally that on the supply and demand side of 

healthcare expertise, stakeholders appreciate the value of various types of 

expertise. At the same time, it is the most objectified scientific expertise that 

seems to facilitate access to decision-makers to the greatest extent. This 

discovery has important implications for both researchers and political actors, as 

basing decisions on facts, and not political opinions nor polls can be an 

important element in the fight against pandemic disinformation and growing 

populism, for which CEE has become a testing ground (Hamiti 2021). 
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Abstract 

The article starts from a comparative view of the evaluation strategies used 

among relevant global organizations, that streamline the general approach 

towards the evaluation practice. The analysis is focused on the way in which the 

current provisions emphasize different ways of evaluation utilization. Then, the 

analysis zooms in on to the developments of the EU Cohesion Policy evaluation 

framework in the period 2007 – 2027 towards a more effective process. The 

article is developed based on the following two key concepts: evidence-based 

policy and evaluation use. Both concepts emerged from the research efforts that 

have been developed since the second half of the nineteenth century. Looking at 

the subject from this perspective, the evaluation of public programmes and 

policies becomes an instrument for evidence-based policy. Together with the 

expansion in using evidence-based policy approach from the last two decades, 

the evaluation practice should have gained more importance in the policy-

making cycle. Nevertheless, most of the available data shows that the results of 

the evaluation process are used in general to a small extent compared with its 

potential of generating change at the level of policy, programme, project or in 
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terms of organizational culture. In this respect, the aim of the analysis is to 

answer two key questions: Is the utilization phase sufficiently explicit within the 

evaluation frameworks developed by international organizations? and Are there 

other implicit factors that have to be activated/mobilized in the evaluation 

process so as to increase the role of the evaluation in the policy cycle? The core 

rationale of putting the focus of the article on this subject is given by the fact that 

this practice involves engaging considerable financial, human and time 

resources and when an evaluation does not produce the expected effects it 

becomes a waste of resources. 

 

Keywords 

Evaluation; evaluation utilization; evaluation policy; evidence-based policy. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Rationale of the analysis approach 

 

The analysis of the recent developments in regards with the evaluation policies 

of international organizations provides a comprehensive image on the level of 

the progress made in the past decade regarding the evaluation practice, its 

purposes and thus, its acknowledged potential in enhancing the effectiveness 

and impact of the addressed interventions in the socio-economic area. In this 

context, the analysis highlights important findings on the extent to which the 

utilization phase of the evaluation cycle is explicitly addressed, well-grounded 

and easy to be made subject of operationalization. Moreover, the selected 

international organisms for this analysis, UNDP, UNICEF, WB and EU, are 

setting the evaluation guidelines at global level and the practice in the field. 

They promote certain types of intervention models: based on needs analysis, 

based on evidence, tested at pilot level, evaluated through several processes 

(project evaluation, programme evaluations, sector evaluation multi-country 

evaluation and other). 

Zooming in on the developments of the EU Cohesion Policy evaluation 

framework in the period 2007 – 2027, the paper allows us to analyse the 
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prospects of the institutionalization of evaluation in Romania, as a key 

instrument for informing the policy making process. In this respect, it is 

important to mention that the EU Cohesion Policy has been the engine of the 

development of the evaluation practice at national level. Even if there were 

some efforts put in developing the evaluation framework outside the System of 

Structural Instruments, the Partnership Agreement (in the previous financial 

cycle, the National Strategic reference framework) remains the core of the 

evaluation culture in Romania. 

 

 

1.2. Paper structure 

 

The first analysis question is going to be addressed within the section related to 

the changes and progress made at the level of evaluation policies within 

international organizations. This part of the article aims at identifying the extent 

to which the utilization phase of the evaluation is sufficiently defined, described, 

operationalized and monitored according to the addressed evaluation 

frameworks. 

The second analysis questions will be addressed within the 4th section of this 

paper which aims to highlight the extent to which the developments in the 

framework of the Cohesion Policy evaluation manages to bring in front the 

potential of the evaluation process in generating knowledge transfers and 

informing the policy making process. Further, based on the experience of 

Romania in the previous and current financial cycles, the analysis aims at 

identifying the implicit factors that can led to an enhancement in the evaluation 

use and the extent to which the process can become more sensitive to them. 

 

 

2. BRIEF CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATION  
 

The developments in the theory of evaluation uses and utilization highlight two 

distinct types of utilization: the utilization which occurs during the evaluation 

process and the utilization of the evaluation findings. As a traditional way of 
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understanding the evaluation use, the instrumental type of utilization refers to 

“direct transfer of evaluation’s results into actions” (Vedung 2008, 269).  This 

implies that the evidence and findings of the evaluative process lead directly to 

changes at the level of current programmes/interventions or developments for 

future programmes. In this regard, the evalution is seen as an instrument that 

can support the policy making process by proving the necessary evidence for 

decision makers. According to Cousins, the instrumental utilization can be seen 

as an “support [instrument] for distinct decisions” (Cousins and Leithwood 

1986, 344). 

Further, in the past decade, this approach has been developed more in the 

direction of knowledge transfers facilitated by both the evaluation process and 

its findings. This perspective begun with the classification of Pelz, that 

introduced, besides the instrumental use of evaluation, the concepts of 

conceptual utilization and symbolic utilization (Pelz 1978, 348). The conceptual 

utilization refers to the changes that can be observed at the level of the key 

stakeholders regarding the level of their understanding towards way in which 

an intervention is functions according to its plan. The symbolic type of 

utilization refers to the situations where the results of the evaluation are used to 

legitimate decisions that were prior made. In this respect, the evaluation does 

not generate changes at the level of the evaluation object or future similar 

interventions, but proofs the successful effects of an already made action or 

decision. In this regard we can refer to the accountability purpose of the 

evaluation. 

Nevertheless, these concepts have been better defined in recent years, when the 

importance of the evalution as a learning process benefiting more stakeholders 

become widely accepted. Weiss calls this type of evaluation use 

“enlightenment” and Mark and Henry describes it as a “gradual sedimentation 

of theories, concepts and perspectives” (2004, 36). Therefore, the instrumental 

utilization of the evaluation may occur after the finalization of an evaluation and 

its effects on the addressed intervention may be tracible, if there is a well-

established procedure that regulates this type of transfers or changes. Whereas, 

the conceptual approach refers to changes that manifest themselves at the 

cognitive level of those that get in touch with the evaluation results (Aioanei 
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2016, 37). Nevertheless, it is important to mention that this type of changes may 

lead and should lead to changes at the level of intervention, in the policy-

making process, but its effects may occur in time and are more difficult to be 

observed or directly linked with the evaluation process. Therefore, the 

instrumental evaluation use may be consecutive to the conceptual one. In this 

regard, the conceptual type of utilization can be assimilated to the 

organizational learning concept. 

Further than that, the specific literature tackles the factors that can lead to an 

increase in the evalution utilization, both at an instrumental and organizational 

levels. The most important factors emphasized in recent studies are: context, 

evaluation quality, trust in the evaluation findings and conclusions, interest of 

the key stakeholders in the evaluation findings and the institutional 

arrangements towards the utilization phase of the evaluation cycle. 

Moreover, as will be presented further, the participatory approach within the 

framework of the evaluation practice has gained significant importance in last 

decade. The hypothesis on which this approach is based is that the engagement 

of key stakeholders in the evaluation process leads to a common understanding 

of the process, trust in and validation of the findings and the acknowledgement 

of the utility of evaluation recommendations. Therefore, this approach should 

contribute to strengthening the role of the evaluation as a policy improvement 

mechanism. As Patton underlies, “the way in which the evaluation is carried 

out, starting from the elaboration of its design, will determine its real and final 

impact” (Patton 2008, 20). 

 

 

3. CHANGES IN THE EVALUATION POLICES OF 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND ORGANISMS 

3.1. United Nations Development Programme’s evaluation policy 

 

The evaluation policy document from 2006 defines the evaluation as a “is 

judgment made of the relevance, appropriateness, effectiveness, efficiency, 

impact and sustainability of development efforts, based on agreed criteria and 

benchmarks among key partners and stakeholders. It involves a rigorous, 
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systematic and objective process in the design, analysis and interpretation of 

information to answer specific questions” (UNDP 2006, 4). The main purpose of 

the evaluation under this framework is to support accountability of UNDP’s 

work. As stated in the first paragraph of the policy document, the purpose of the 

evaluation is to “organizational learning and effective management for results, 

and to support accountability” (UNDP 2006, 1). Nevertheless, through the policy 

document, the accountability aim is emphasized and the aim of facilitating the 

learning process refers to the wider community of stakeholders and not 

particularly to the primary intended users, that should be the programming 

units. 

One of UNDP principles, manage for results is supported by the evaluation 

process due to the fact that it generates evidence on the “the extent to which 

UNDP’s processes, products and services contribute effectively to development 

results affecting people’s lives” (UNDP 2006, 3). 

In terms of types of evaluations, as presented in the below figure, UNDP 

conducts 3 types of evaluations: a) strategic evaluations conducted by the 

evaluation office and focused on area of intervention; b) programme evaluations 

conducted by the evaluation office and focused on global, regional and south-

south programmes and c) descentralized evaluations conducted by country 

offices and focused on outcomes and country programmes. 
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Figure no. 1. Types of evaluations according to the UNDP framework of 2006 

Source: information processed from UNDP evaluation framework 2006 

 

In regards with the utilization of the evaluation, the document from 2006 puts a 

strong emphasis on the evaluation use, by explicitly addressing the utilization 

process. The document includes a dedicated chapter, use of evaluation findings 

and recommendations (UNDP 2019, 11). The chapter establishes that for every 

evaluation there should be developed a plan for the implementation of the 

recommendation. The progress made in this direction should be periodically 

assessed by the Evaluation Office. Moreover, this should also be a subject of 

assessment in the audit process. This last provision, took the evaluation more 

towards the traditional meaning of the process and less to a activity designed for 

learning effects. The policy also explicitly sets up the actions that need to be 

taken into account for wider use and dissemination of findings, namely: online 

publication of the evaluation report, translation in 3 working languages of 

UNDP and in the local language. In this stage the learning purpose of the 

evaluation becomes more visible, due to the fact that the policy document states 

that stakeholders should have access to the evaluation findings for learning 

purposes. 
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The revised policy brings in front the institutional structure behind the 

evaluation process, but also it covers the use of the evaluation fundings. Even if 

this phase of the evaluation cycle does not receive a distinct chapter, but a sub-

section of the policy document, under chapter IV. Evaluation procedures and 

quality assurance, the process is better defined. In this regard, the policy 

provisions that the addressed parties from UNDP/intended users, management 

of UNDP, United Nations Capital Development fund (UNCDF) and United 

Nations Volunteers (UNV) should prepare a “management response” for the 

conducted evaluations (UNDP 2019, 5). Therefore, the responsible bodies should 

prepare a planning document for each evaluation that sets out the responsible, 

the timeframe and necessary budget for addressing each recommendation from 

the study. These plans should be discussed and agreed with key stakeholders 

before deciding on their final version. Moreover, the implementation status of 

the management response has to be assessed and presented annually to 

Executive Board. The implementation of the action plans is then followed-up by 

the Independent Evaluation Office, who cand conduct on-the-spot visits in this 

regard. 

This is a very good example of how the evaluation utilization phase should be 

explicitly included in the evaluation framework as to ensure that the primary 

intended users take into account the outputs of the evaluation process, this 

being also part of the accountability principle. 

Another important issue addressed within the evaluation policy, that focuses on 

increasing the use 

of the evaluation process is the performance measurement system. The 

document explicitly points out that the extent to which UNDP bodies are able to 

implement a more effective system of indicators, that capture in a 

comprehensive manner the outputs and outcomes to be achieved by the planned 

interventions influence in a significant manner the quality of the evaluation 

studies conducted. The lack of credible, valid administrative and monitoring 

data (and in correspondence with the logic of intervention in the case of 

monitoring data) is one of the most often bottlenecks encountered by the experts 

in the evaluation process. The fact that the new policy emphasizes this aspect 

leads to the idea that indeed the past experience of the evaluation process let to 
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the transformation of a generalized finding into a lesson learned and facilitated 

a learning process at the level of the programming units within UNDP. The 

document explicitly says that “the quality and utility of the evaluations are 

greatly enhanced project and programme frameworks which […] establish a 

theory of change articulating how activities and outputs are expected to lead to 

desired outcomes and results” (UNDP 2019,5). 

 

 

3.3. UNICEF’s evaluation framework  

 

As stated in the 2008 evaluation policy of UNICEF, the purpose of the document 

was to provide the guidelines of the evaluation process that will ensure 

“UNICEF has timely, strategically focused and objective information on the 

performance of its policies, programmes and initiatives to produce better results 

for children and women” (UNICEF 2008). The document explicitly states that 

the evaluation process should pe planned as to ensure that the findings 

conclusions and recommendations can be included in the decision-making 

processes. The 2008 evaluation framework of UNICEF focuses on the relevance, 

effectiveness and efficiency criteria and its subjects are UNICEF’s policies, 

programmes and initiatives. Nevertheless, the focus on the 3 aforementioned 

criteria puts the evaluation phase policy making process at the operational level, 

with aims at assessing the extent to which the planned and implemented 

interventions lead to the expected result for children and women. 

Moreover, the evaluation policy establishes that the evaluation process must be 

taking into account from the early stage of programming and necessary 

resources must be allocated for this purpose. 
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Figure no. 2. Evaluation levels according to 2008 UNICEF evaluation policy 

Source: information processed from UNICEF evaluation policy 2008 

 

The document briefly addresses the utilization of evaluation results by stating 

that the findings and recommendations should be public and the finalization of 

each evaluation should be followed-up by an action plan for the implementation 

of the recommendation (UNICEF 2008, 8). No further details regarding this 

process are established at this level. 

In regards to the measures proposed for increasing the role of the evaluation 

system in the policy-making cycle, UNICEF states that the monitoring system 

should be improved as to be able to better inform the evaluation process and 

thus, to increase the reliability of evaluation findings and conclusions. This is a 

key element that facilitates the instrumental utilization of the evaluation studies. 

The 2013 revised evaluation policy of UNICEF, includes a novelty element the 

organization of the evaluation function. Therefore, the policy document 

emphasizes the institutional and normative design of the evaluation function. 

Also, the revision of the evaluation framework was grounded in the lessons 

learned from the implementation of previous policy, that showed a need for 

better plan, in terms of timing, the evalution process as to be able to contribute 

more to the policy-making process (including the development country 

programmes) and better budgeting the process (UNICEF 2013). The document 
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also states that there is a need for more interim or formative evaluation that can 

contribute to the progress in the implementation of interventions that are in 

progress. The focus on assessing the extent to which UNICEF manages to 

achieve the planned results remains one of the core elements of the policy. 

Another novelty of the evaluation framework is the 4th evaluation criteria added 

the 3 already existing in the 2008 document (relevance, effectiveness and 

efficiency), the sustainability of implemented intervention. As a last general 

point referring to the need of a revised policy, as perceived at that moment in 

time, insufficient evaluation capacity was identified at the level of UNICEF 

Country Offices. Therefore, the document also addresses this issue. 

The policy document states that the evaluation process aims “to help UNICEF 

continually to improve its performance and results” (UNICEF 2013, 4). In this 

respect, a detailed system regarding the follow-up on the implementation of 

evaluation recommendation is set up. First of all, the management response 

document should be developed with the participation of key stakeholders and 

each measure proposed should pe agreed up with responsible entities. For the 

recommendation that are not included in the plan there should be provided a 

pertinent justification. Second of all, actions regarding the changes at the level of 

programs that have been evaluation may be taken once the management 

response is approved (including putting the implementation on hold). And 

finally, the plan has to be uploaded in the tracking system and filled with it 

status of implementation each 3 months. 

Regarding the revised evaluation policy from 2019 (UNICEF 2018), the new 

document emphasizes the importance of developing the capacity of UNICEF to 

design interventions based on well informed theories of change and to provide a 

facilitating context for the learning process that should take place when an 

evaluation is conducted. Another evaluation criterion is explicitly included in 

the evaluation framework, namely the impact of assessed interventions. The 

change of perspective from the focus put on accountability to learning and 

support for decision-making purposes is very well articulated in the document. 

Also, a distinct chapter is dedicated to ways of enhancing the use of evaluation. 

In this regard, the policy aims at improving, on one hand, the planning of 

evaluation in terms of timing, and on the other, the design of the evaluations in 
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respect to clarity of objective and appropriate evaluation question that cand 

effectively focus the evaluative research. 

Moreover, the knowledge management component of the evaluation function of 

UNICEF is better captured and addressed. The document emphasizes that this is 

“a key aspect of institutional learning” (UNICEF 2018, 18) and that the 

Evaluation Office should ensure the information generated by the evaluations, 

in a synthetized form, is available to all UN bodies. 

As it can be observed in the above analysis on the extent to which the evaluation 

policies address the utilization phase of the evaluation cycle, UNICEF has 

improved its evaluation policy since 2008, by allocating more resources for this 

process (2008 version), by making it more operational regarding the 

implementation of recommendations (2013 version), by clarifying specific issues 

related to the enhancement of evaluation use (2013 and 2018 versions) and). 

Maybe, the most important progress made refers to the emphasis put on the 

correlation of the evaluation process with the programming one, that aims to 

increase the extent to which the findings and conclusions of the evaluation 

studies can lead to actual changes in future programmes and interventions. 

At UNICEF level there we can observe a greater focus on restructuring the 

policy-making process, such that the evaluation process gains an increasingly 

important role. 

 

 

3.2. World Bank’s evaluation policy 

 

The World Bank Group Evaluation Principles, document issued in 2019, states 

that that the purpose of a common policy is to “strengthen accountability and 

learning through evaluation” (WB 2019). The document is based on WB practice 

in the evalution field and on the existing international standards and principles 

and it comes in response to the recommendations of the External review of the 

IEG, from 2015, that identified the need for a common evaluation policy that 

comprises the core principles of the evaluation practice within WB. The 

document is the first normative act setting up the common evaluation 

principles. 
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The guide acknowledges that the evaluation is very importance in the process of 

evidence-based policy making, due to its capacity to respond, based on the 

assessment of current or past intervention, to the following question: What works 

and what doesn’t work?. The development of the evaluation framework within the 

WB is based on its very focused approach, in the area of programme 

management, on continuously improving interventions based on evidence. The 

policy document sets clearly the two purposes of the evaluation practice within 

WB, namely accountability and learning, giving both the same level of 

importance. The knowledge management system is directly linked with the 

evaluation process and its potential impact on the assessed and future similar 

intervention. In this respect, the WB bodies should build upon the advantage of 

evaluation to rapidly provide evidence of the effectiveness of a programme and 

in this way to support its improvement. 

Moreover, IEG has articulated very well the principles for enhancing the 

evaluation use. First of all, the document emphasizes that the evaluation 

utilization is directly linked with the compliance of two principles, that have to 

be met simultaneously, its relevance and its timeliness. Second of all, the 

document emphasizes the importance of engaging the stakeholders from the 

early stage of the evaluation in the process and explicitly presented, the IEG 

adopts a utilization-focused perspective throughout the entire evaluative 

process, from the planning stage to the follow-up on the implementation of 

evaluation recommendations. 
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Figure no.3 Evaluation use approach within World Bank 

Source: The World bank Group Evaluation Principles, 2019 

 

Among the principle of the utilization-focused approach stated in the document, 

the most important are: engaging the stakeholders and key potential users of the 

evaluation throughout the whole process and in this way ensuring the fact that 

the evaluation responds to their informational needs and that the learning 

process is facilitated, further, allocating resources for the evaluation process in 

accordance with its potential uses and at the end of the process, developing 

follow-up plans on the implementation of relevant recommendations (including 

monitoring procedures for this process). 

In 2020, the WB issued the Management Action Record (MAR) report (IEG 

2020), which has the purpose of tracking the implementation of the evaluation 

recommendations and enhancing the process, the “enhance of the evaluation 

use”. The document acknowledges the low level of involvement of senior 

management and Board members in this process and the slow progress 

registered at the level of WB in this regard. 

The document emphasizes the need of more strategical recommendations and a 

more effective process on the achievement of their intended outcomes. In this 

respect, the revised RAM establishes that the progress on the implementation of 
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recommendation must be assessed and reported annually. The document 

describes in a very operative manner the reform of the system and aims for a 

more meaningful follow-up process, as the recommendations should be fewer 

and outcome orientated and the monitoring of their implementation should be 

focused on the progress regarding the expected outcomes and not on the 

progress of specific planned activities. 

In conclusion, we can say that the policy framework developed by WB in respect 

to the evaluation practice is very well articulated in terms of setting up the 

principles linked with evaluation utilization process, both as a learning process 

happening during the implementation of the evaluation and as instrumental 

transfer of evaluation findings and conclusions into practice as changes at the 

level of interventions. 

 

 

3.4. European Commission’s evaluation framework 

 

EU has very well-developed approach towards the evaluation practice, which is 

impeded in the system regulation system. The European Commission’s 

evaluation framework is based on the core document that sets up the normative 

framework of the policy-making process, Better Regulation Guideline. The EC 

has issued a revised version of the document in November 2021. The European 

Commission recognizes the importance of monitoring and evaluation in the 

European Union’s policy and law-making cycle. 
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Figure no.4 EU policy and law-making cycle 

Source: EC, Better Regulation Guidelines, November 2021 < swd2021_305_en.pdf 

(europa.eu)> 

 

According to the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) acknowledges that the regulatory system of the EU is one of the most 

developed ones (EC 2021, 1). The EC reiterates the importance of evidence-based 

policy and in this regard, emphasizes the role of impact assessments and 

evaluation. The EC, through the better regulation guidelines, is to provide a 

framework for improving policies and programmes which is based on learning 

from previous experiences. In this context, the evaluation has a key role. A very 

important principle, reiterated in the 2021 guide is “evaluate first”, which refers 

to the practice of evaluating previous experiences before initiating a new 

legislative initiative or a new intervention. 

The evaluation has to take into account the views and perspectives of those 

affected by the interventions or the new enforced law and those of the key 

stakeholders. The EC document “Better Regulation: Joining forces to make better 

laws”, from 2021, establishes that the contribution of stakeholders in the 

improvement of legislative and policy framework of EU should be increased by 

carefully selecting the issues where the opinion of stakeholders is utmost 

importance. Several consultations on different areas with the same key actors 
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may lead to a reluctance to participate and provide input from their part, due to 

the fact that this activity requires financial and time resources, becoming a 

burden. Therefore, the EC proposes to engage stakeholders where their 

contribution can be the most meaningful. As the practice in the evaluation field 

shows, in the last years a great attention is given on one hand, to participatory 

approaches, to engaging key actors in the evaluation field and one the other 

hand, to the extent to which this practice affects the work, leading to overload 

them. 

Regarding the instrumental use of the evaluation finding, the 2015, 2017 and 

2021 toolboxes and guidelines, explicitly describe the follow-up on 

recommendations phase. The guidelines mention that the commissioners of the 

evaluation along with the key stakeholders may develop and agree on an action 

plan, but do not set this phase a mandatory one. Further, the document says that 

the progress in implementing the plan should be monitored annually and 

reported in the Annual Activity Reports. For each action should be set the 

responsible unit that need to implemented it and time coordinates in relation 

with the finalization of the activity. 

As presented above, the EU puts a great importance on the evaluation/impact 

assessment process in developing better legislation and public interventions. 

The “evaluate first” principle should ensure that the new development in terms 

of policy and programmes are evidence based. Nevertheless, even if the 

instrumental phase of the evaluation utilization is mentioned in every toolbox 

and guideline, it is not very concrete defined and not mandatory. Due to its 

specific bureaucratic approach, the learning process and knowledge transfers 

that happen during the evaluation process is not well captured in the better 

regulation guidelines. Learning is seen as a process related to accessing the 

information produces by the evaluation and using it for better design next 

legislative initiatives or public interventions. 

Further, it is important to mention that the analysis of the implementation of the 

evaluation frameworks presented above was not one of the aims of this article. 

Even if some reforms or improvements were developed 10 years ago, most 

important changes in normative terms regarding the utilization of evaluation 
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processes and results are very recent and their effects on the ground will become 

visible in time. 

 

 

4. THE CASE OF EU COHESION POLICY APPROACH 

TOWARDS THE EVALUATION OF PUBLIC 

INTERVENTIONS 
 

This chapter shifts the perspective from the policy, strategic level of evaluation 

to a more operational one in the context of EU policy making and analyses the 

changes made at the level of Cohesion Policy in regards with the 

implementation of structural funds and national level and thus, the 

implementation of the evaluation activity. This section aims to identify the 

extent to which EC regulations manage to capture the most important aspects of 

evaluation utilization for the improvement of Partnership Agreement’s 

implementation and results and what can be done more in terms of regulation 

as to increase its role in this context. 

 

 

4.1. Changes in the regulations of DG Regio regarding the evaluation activity 

 

In the financial cycle 2007 – 2013, the Council Regulation 1083/2006 establishes 

within the article 47 (1) that the evaluation practice should aim at improving the 

“quality, effectiveness and consistency of the assistance from the funds 

consistency of the assistance from the Funds and the strategy and 

implementation of operational programmes”. According to the regulations, the 

evaluation was conducted at two levels: a) strategic level, that assesses the 

contribution of the programme or of several programmes to the EU policies and 

the national strategies and b) operational level, that aims at evaluating the 

progress of the programmes against their own objectives. Moreover, based on 

the timing of the evaluation, the Member Stated (MS) or the Commission, 

depending on the subject of the evaluation were conducting: a) Ex-ante 
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evaluation, prior to the development of a new programme (MSs), b) Interim 

evaluation, during the implementation period (MSs and EC) and c) ex-post 

evaluations, after their finalization (EC). In this financial cycle the horizontal 

themes or more strategic evaluations were under the responsibility of the 

Commission. The general provisions do not address explicitly the utilization 

phase of the evaluation cycle. Nevertheless, in Romania, in the period 2007 – 

2013, the Evaluation System of Structural Funds established a well-designed set 

of procedures in relation with the utilization phase. The procedure B – Stages in 

the follow-up process is presented below. 

 

 
Figure no.5 Procedure B – Stages in the follow-up process 

Source: Procedural Guidance Manual for Evaluation of NSRF Operational Programmes 

in Romania, 2007-2013 (MFE, 2006, 50) 

 

The action plans for the implementation of recommendation were mandatory 

for each evaluation conducted. The follow-up documents included each 

recommendation, the responsible bodies that have to implement it and the 

timeframe in which the actions taken have to be finalized. Nevertheless, the 

monitoring process in regards with the action plans progress was inconsistent 
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across the Managing Authorities (MAs) of the operational programmes. An 

analysis of the extent to which the recommendations were implemented by the 

responsible bodies (Aioanei 2016a, 82-83) showed that, in the cases where the 

actions plans were developed, which constitute the vast majority of the 

evaluations conducted, most of the recommendations have been accepted and 

operationalized. Moreover, in the cases where the follow-up on the action plans 

has been implemented, a relatively high rate of finalizing the planned activities 

was registered. 

Further, in the period 2014 – 2020, the European Parliament and Council 

Regulation 1303/2013 brought significant chances for the evaluation framework 

adopted at the level of MSs. The article 54 (1) from the EU regulation 1303/2013 

introduces a new aim for the evaluations conducted at national level, namely 

assessing the impact of the operation programmes. If the previous period the 

MSs focused more the evaluation process on the operational level in accordance 

with the EU regulations, thus on the effectiveness of the programmes, during 

the implementation phase, in this context, MSs reorientated the evaluation 

towards more strategic objectives, aiming to assess the impact of the 

programmes. Once again, the general provisions do not address explicitly the 

utilization phase of the evaluation cycle. 

The available information on the expectations of the management of operational 

programmes in Romania, highlighted by representatives of the MAs during 

national and international conferences on the themes of evaluation practice and 

utilization within the national1, show that the high/strategic level of evaluations 

conducted in the current financial cycle led to the development of more general 

and wide recommendation for which the operationalization process was more 

difficult. Also, due to this new approach on the evaluation practice, the findings 

                                                           

1 Such as: National Conference: the evaluation of EISF 2014 – 2020 and perspectives 
regarding the evaluation in the period 2021 – 2027 < https://www.evaluare-
structurale.ro/web/guest/conferinta-nationala-post-exstins1> or the International 
Workshop Evaluation - a learning process or a decision-making instrument? How and 
where does it make a difference? organized within the Evaluation Week 2021, under the 
framework of GLocal  < https://glocalevalweek.org/event/evaluation-learning-process-
or-decision-making-instrument-how-and-where-does-it-make> 
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and conclusions also seemed to be less informative for the programming 

process. 

Even if this has not been the aim of the current paper, this idea presented above 

needs to be further explored through structured qualitative data collection 

methods (aiming at gathering information from key stakeholders), in order to be 

able to grasp in a comprehensive manner the implication of the new regulations 

on the extent to which the evaluations became more useful for programming 

units within MAs. Moreover, taken into consideration that many evaluations are 

still in progress or were recently conducted a comprehensive analysis of the 

extent to which the recommendations were translated into actual actions could 

not be developed. 

 

 

4.2. Looking forward – changes in the evaluation and reporting areas in the 

financial cycle 2021 – 2027  

 

The new regulations regarding the implementation of the Cohesion policy bring 

several changes to the evaluation framework. The EU Regulation 2021/1060 

establish the following evaluation framework for the period 2021 – 2027. The 

figure below also presents the changes made in comparison with the previous 

evaluation framework. 
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Figure no. 6  

Comparison between the evaluation framework in 2014 – 2020 and 2021 - 2027 

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/2021_2027/#22 

 

The ex-ante evaluations are not mandatory any more, therefore MSs do not have 

the obligation to base the operational programmes’ design on evidence and 

findings provided through ex-ante evaluative processes. Nevertheless, the 

operational programmes must be developed based on the lessons learned from 

previous experiences. In this case the already conducted evaluations on similar 

operations will become of utmost importance, due to the fact that they provide 

evidence on the effectiveness and impact of certain interventions and also 

because they identify lessons learned and good practice examples.  On one hand 

the changes made in the evaluation framework aim to build up on the evidence 

and findings of previous evaluations, meaning that they increase the role and 

value of evaluation studies conducted in the period 2014 – 2021, but they limit 
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the responsibility of MSs in conducting evaluation. Thus, they lower the 

involvement of the MSs in the evaluation process. In the care of Romania, where 

the System of Structural Instrument constitutes the core of the evaluation 

practice at national level, this may affect the progress in further development of 

an evaluation culture. 

Moreover, the new regulations have also changed the reporting system 

regarding the achievements of each operational programme, which is directly 

linked with the evaluation system and its efficacy. The new regulation of the EU 

in regards with the reporting system established under the Cohesion Policy do 

not request any more the elaboration of Annual Implementation Reports at the 

level of Operational Programmes, but only of a Final Performance Report for 

programmes supported by the ERDF, the ESF+, the Cohesion Fund (EU 2021, 

52). The document introduces a new system of real-time reporting, based on the 

indicator achievement rates/progress. The MS should electronically submit to 

the EC, every 3 months, for each program data on the financial and physical 

progress of each programme against the allocated budget and the established 

indicators framework (Annex VII of REGULATION (EU) 2021/1060). 

Nevertheless, annual meeting will be held with the EC in order to review the 

progress programmes. After the annual review is finalized, MS should take 

actions regarding the issues signaled during the meetings and affecting the 

progress of the programme and further to inform the EC each 3 months on the 

process. 

In the case of Romania, as proved from several evaluations of the operational 

programmes the implementation phase and thus the progress in delivering 

results is usually delayed, therefore, without any qualitative data regarding the 

progress of the intervention, the available data for evaluations and for timely 

identifying problems or bottlenecks in the implementation process and will not 

be sufficient. This is an idea that had also been highlighted during the first 

conference organized by the Romanian Evaluation Network (RER), in 2021. 

Therefore, the new approach emphasized less the role of the MSs in the 

evaluation process and in this way affects the extent to which the evaluation can 

be perceived as an essential instrument for improving the implementation of the 

interventions (due to its capacity to provide rapidly, relevant and meaningful 
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data on what it works and why in the context of policy making process). To 

certain extent, the approach also lacks in taking into consideration the national 

contexts in which is applied. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

 

The utilization phase with the evaluation cycle has become more and more 

addressed in the evaluation policies of international organization. The manner 

in which this phase has been defined and operationalized in the revised 

evaluation policies shows that a transformative process took place at the level of 

these organizations and their evaluations capacity has been increased. Bringing 

in front aspects as: a) better development of the theories of change, b) 

improvement of the quality of monitoring systems, and c) better planning the 

evaluation studies as to be able to timely inform the programming process, leads 

to the idea that the evaluation process starts to gain more importance in the 

policy making cycle. Moreover, the conducted analysis of policy documents 

offers us the possibility to conclude that even if the accountability purpose of the 

evaluation process remains valid, the learning purpose and the purpose of 

providing evidence for programing process have gained much more importance 

in the past few years. This development has been catalyzed by the strengthening 

of the evidence-based policy concept, this being a momentum for the 

institutionalization of the evaluation practice as an instrument for policy and 

programme improvement. Another important improvement of the evaluation 

framework is the emphasis put on the consultations with stakeholders during 

the process and in regards with the development of the actions plans for the 

implementation of the recommendation. This facilitates not only an effective 

instrumental utilization of the evaluation results, but most important, a learning 

process, based on experience and knowledge exchange. 

Nevertheless, at national level, the sector does not progress in the same pace. As 

the showed in the justification section of the article, the importance of the 

evaluation frameworks adopted by international organizations, such as UNDP, 

UNICEF, WB and EU, stands in the fact that they represent one of the 
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development engines of the valuation field and thus, they set guidelines for 

other organisms from private and public sector. They become points of refence 

for the benchmarking process. In the particular case of the EU and further, of the 

evaluation framework within the Cohesion Policy, the latest developments show 

that a great emphasis is put on the capacity of the evaluation process to gather 

useful evidence for designing new legislative initiatives and interventions or 

improving the current ones. Nevertheless, the utilization phase of the evaluation 

cycle is not very well articulated and this may be caused by the fact that the 

evaluation is seen as an embedded phase of the programing cycles and its 

utilization does not have to be explicitly regulated. It important to mention here 

that the Cohesion Policy regulations for the period 2021 – 2027, bring more 

responsibilities in regards to the evaluation process to the EC and decreases to a 

significant extent the MSs involvement. This new approach can lead to a more 

structured and effective evaluation process, but it may also affect the learning 

process and organizational capacity development at the level of the operational 

programmes’ management. Further, due to the fact that in the case of Romania, 

the engine of the development of an evaluation culture has been and still is the 

European Cohesion Policy, the progress in this regard will be slowed down by 

the new regulations. 
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Abstract 

For a still young field, such as gamification, the multitude of research dedicated 

to the specific domain of gamification in education seems surprising. Some 

papers are focused on testing the formative and educational values of 

gamification; others concern its potentially negative impact or propose various 

ethical codes. 

The present study aims to combine in a coherent approach these three disparate 

types of research, starting from the typologies of game elements implemented 

and the results obtained (positives = efficiency; negatives = risk). 

Given that (1) the results appear to be rather fragile, contradictory, inconclusive 

or in a tense relationship with the two typological extremes (e.g. the same 

mixing of game elements, PBL, is seen as "positive" and "negative" in different 

studies), (2) sometimes positive results are accompanied by cautious views or by 

pointing out potential obstacles or risks, (3) the highlighted risks concern broad 

categories of issues, the ethical perspective and the adequacy to educational-

formative purposes becomes extremely necessary. 

Assuming, however, that academic studies are as contradictory as self-

referential, this research seeks to expand the perspective with an additional and 

necessary counterpoint: a quantitative research aimed at collecting the opinions 

of potential beneficiaries of gamification in educational context on the necessity 

and content of an ethical code. 
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METHODOLOGY  
 

The research used two different methods of analysis. 

 

A. Systematic literature review 

 

First, I considered it necessary to proceed to a systematic literature review, 

based on the fundamental research question: 

Is gamification implemented in education so effective as to justify and 

compensate taking ethical risks for participants? 

The basic question was segmented into several follow-up questions: 

How is gamification applied in education and with what results? 

What are the counterproductive effects of gamified educational design? 

What risk reduction solutions are there? 

 

B. Quantitative research 

 

Secondly, on the basis of the conclusions drawn from the literature review, I 

have structured a questionnaire addressing the problems raised in the academic 

papers, in order to verify their degree of validity in relation to the perceived 

needs of potential beneficiaries of gamified learning activities. 

The questionnaire concerned the perception of students on: the necessity for 

gamification in education, the objectives pursued, the potential risks, the need 

for an ethical code for gamification in the educational environment, the content 

of such a code. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 

Based on the well-known and often emphasized educational value of the games 

and the suggestive hypothesis launched by Prensky (2001) that new media and 

digital technologies have generated cognitive transformations in young 

generations, leading to new educational needs and preferences, gamification 

seems to be a very interesting and effective learning tool. 

The beneficial effects of the mix between technology, playing and learning have 

been highlighted more than once: continuous learning, increasing learning 

efficiency (Cheng et al. 2013); supporting productive learning (Clark et al. 2016); 

improving attention behaviour (Navarro et al., 2003); increasing motivation and 

engagement (Woo 2014); encouraging problem-solving approaches, increasing 

the ability to retain information, the development of cognitive abilities that are 

not formally present in education, collaborative learning (Tang, 2009); the 

development of cognitive and affective capacities, the increase of good-

disposition during learning (Zhonggen 2019). 

As we shall see, however, not always this enthusiasm for digital games or their 

expected potential has been confirmed by the practical application of 

gamification. 

 

 

2. SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

A significant amount of meta-analysis on gamification in education is related to 

the game elements that can be used (number, selection, combinations) and the 

measured/reported educational outcomes. Others studies take it one step 

further, trying to find correlations between a specific element and the responses 

obtained/measured. The papers are also interested in the typology of obtained 

results (positive, negative and inconclusive reports). 

Some studies, fewer, but more strongly individualized, focus on the negative 

effects of gamification in education. As part of the proposed solutions to make 

gamification in education more efficient and to reduce potential risks, I was also 

looking at another category of papers, which address the design of gamification 
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in the educational environment through an ethical perspective and propose 

examples of specific codes. 

 

Question 1: How is gamification applied in education and with what results? 

 

To answer this question, I will propose, in the limits of this paper, a working 

definition. Thus, by applying the classic definition of gamification (Deterding 

2011) to education, one can say that it involves the implementation of game 

elements in a non-game context, in order to achieve results with formative and 

educational valences. Two categories of processes are therefore highlighted as 

important: the selection and application of the game elements and the validation 

of the expected results/measurements of the outcomes obtained, from the 

perspective of their educational value. 

In analysing these processes and in order to outline the effectiveness of 

gamification design in education, I will rely an the conclusions extracted from a 

number of studies which address the implementation of game elements and the 

results obtained: 128 empirical papers (Majuri et al., 2018); 51 empirical and 11 

theoretical studies (Dichev and Dicheva 2017); 40 empirical studies (Alomari et 

al. 2019); 32 papers (Ofosu-Ampong, 2020); 22 secondary studies (Hyrynsalmi et 

al. 2017); 17 empirical studies (Toda et al. 2018). 

Regarding the selection and application of the game elements, there are several 

relevant conclusions: 

 The systematic use of several elements, in average between 3 and 4 

(Dichev and Dicheva, 2017; Majuri et al. 2018), in various mixes (Dichev 

and Dicheva 2017; Alomari et al. 2019), without a clear justification for 

the choice (Dichev and Dicheva 2017) 

 The preference for the PBL system (Dichev and Dicheva 2017; Majuri et 

al. 2018; Alomari et al. 2019; Ofosu-Ampong 2020; Toda et al. 2018), 

which is known to have the lowest level of abstraction, perceived by 

several researchers as being responsible for triggering an extrinsic, 

“artificial” motivation and with short-term effects 
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 The very rare application of a single game element (in 11 studies at 

Dichev and Dicheva 2017; 7 studies at Majuri et al. 2018), which makes it 

difficult to estimate the exact effects of an element on educational goals 

 The difficulty to correlate a game element, a set of game elements or 

their interaction with a particular type of response: motivational, 

behavioural, etc. (Dichev and Dicheva 2017; Majuri et al. 2018, Ofosu-

Ampong 2020). 

Regarding the reported results: 

 The most often mentioned outcomes are: involvement; performance; 

knowledge retention; motivation; attention; satisfaction; competence 

(Dichev and Dicheva 2017); perception of amusement, fun; engagement; 

flow; perceived utility and effectiveness; relatedness; competition; 

recognition; motivation; perceived competence; interest; satisfaction 

(Majuri et al., 2018); increased motivation, involvement and 

participation, improving skills and performance (Alomari et al. 2019); 

cognitive belief and behaviour; attitude; performance; improved 

learning; interpersonal relationship; motivation; engagement (Ofosu-

Ampong 2020) 

 these outcomes can be grouped in ad-hoc typologies, as exemplified in 

some studies: affective, behavioural, cognitive, another/other (Dichev 

and Dicheva 2017); “psychological”, i.e. affective, cognitive, social, 

psychological, attitudinal and, respectively, “behavioral” (Majuri et al. 

2018) 

 In terms of efficiency, the results are mixed and evaluated as:  

o positive: Majuri et al. (2018) shows that 71.43% of the empirical 

studies analysed had a beneficial impact, but the counterweight of 

those who provided null or negative responses urge the authors to 

caution; Hyrynsalmi et al. (2017), although from a critical 

perspective, mention that the vast majority of secondary studies 

have a positive view of gamification 

 however, it should be noted that even studies that 

identify positive results also draw attention to obstacles or 

precautions: (1) unfamiliarity of students with gamification; 
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fear of failure (which may lead to a lack of student 

participation); frustration and loss of self-confidence 

(because of changes in competency levels); different levels 

of motivation (gamification may not motivate all students 

the same, due to personal differences between participants) 

(Alomari et al. 2019); (2) the existence of several factors, let 

us say external, that may affect the experience itself and 

possibly the educational results obtained, such as: 

demographics, personality factors, learning styles, spatial 

and temporal context (Majuri et al. 2018) 

o inconclusive: Dichev and Dicheva (2017) believe that the results 

are rather inconclusive (the vast majority of the empirical works 

analysed – 25/41 – report inconclusive outcomes) 

o negative: Hyrynsalmi et al. (2017), Toda et al. (2018); a more 

extended analysis of negative results will be presented below 

 the PBL system offers a contradictory image:  

o for Alomari (2019), the points would encourage motivation and 

engagement, a positive and fun competition, an enjoyable 

experience, performance and teamwork; badges would stimulate 

motivation, sense of competence, involvement, active learning, 

social interaction, performance; leaderboards would be useful for 

stimulating competition, performance, motivation, involvement, the 

sense of reputation 

o for Toda et al. (2018), the leaderboard has the strongest influence 

on several negative effects, followed by points and badges, both 

with the same level of impact; the PBL combination was found in 10 

analysed studies, which led the authors to conclude that the 

negative impact may be associated with their use (the PBL approach 

may not be suitable for certain contexts, especially if not well 

designed or structured upon instructional and motivational design 

theories) 
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Question 2: What types of negative impact have been reported? 

 

Up to this point, it still seems rather difficult to clearly establish the degree of 

effectiveness for the gamified educational designs implemented, in terms of a 

coherent and logic connection between the selection and application of the game 

elements (number, mix, interaction) and the reported results. Moreover, the 

measured outcomes seem variable and unstable, impossible to undoubtedly and 

repeatedly connect to specific educational results. 

In the absence of results that have conclusive, relevant educational valences, it is 

necessary to turn our attention to the reported negative impact of gamified 

educational activities, in order to identify and highlight the “rentability” of the 

process.  

In this section, I will summarize the findings of two sets of research: secondary 

critical studies (17 empirical studies, Hyrynsalmi et al. 2017; 22 paper reviews 

Toda et al. 2018) and primary critical studies (Buck 2017; Boulet 2016; Kim and 

Werbach 2016). 

The goals, approach and argumentation of the selected studies are variable, and 

the motivation for their inclusion has been to offer a wider perspective of the 

gamified educational systems and to point out the diversity of issues raised to 

date in relation to gamification and, in particular, to its application in education. 

Of these studies, 

• three propose a conceptual framework for the negative effects: 

o Toda et al. (2018) identifies 4 major negative effects: indifference, 

loss of performance, undesired behaviour and declining effects; 

o Hyrynsalmi et al. (2017) divides the negative effects into two 

thematic categories: limitations of gamification (lack of producing 

optimal results) and the harmful implications of gamification; 

o Kim and Werbach (2016) propose a general risk analysis 

framework that can work in several areas, including education, 

and show that potential ethical issues can arise either from the 

user's interaction with the game and, respectively, with the real 

world (physical/psychological harms and the influence of 
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perception of moral norms) or from some distortions in the 

relation between designer and users (exploitation and 

manipulation of participants). 

• three other studies highlight potential negative valences, such as the 

fragilization of learning process or the violation of pedagogical and ethical 

norms: 

o Boulet (2016) addresses the relationship between rewards 

(materialized by points, badges, etc.) and the process of 

stimulating, maintaining and enhancing motivation for 

educational purposes. It’s worth mentioning that the problem of 

adverse effects of rewards is often reiterated and analysed in 

general studies (e.g., Bénabou and Tirole 2003; Marczewski 2013) 

o Buck (2017) starts by comparing gamification with education, as 

two contrasting, if not incompatible logical systems and presents 

perhaps the most comprehensive series of negative effects 

o Jones (2015) emphasizes the main problems in implementing 

gamified learning modules and proposes targeted solutions that 

would, ideally, eliminate these problems; the paper, to which we 

will return, is, in fact, aimed at the regulation of the field of 

gamification in an educational context from an ethical point of 

view and connects the risks reported to several solutions. 

For the strict purpose of this work, I will separate the negative impact typologies 

that emerge from the research mentioned in three thematic categories, noting 

that this categorization is rather a “technical” one; in reality, the effects are 

intertwined and they can be equally integrated into several categories: 

 

A. Ethical risks: tendentious control over the process of knowledge 

acquisition and social interaction (Buck, 2017); manipulation of users through 

lack of transparency of goals (Kim and Werbach, 2016); limited decision-making 

and behavioural autonomy by associating rewards with a certain type of 

behaviour, desired or expected by the designer of gamification (Kim and 

Werbach, 2016); public humiliation and unfavourable comparisons by using 
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hierarchies (leaderboards), public display of the results (Kim and Werbach, 2016; 

Jones, 2015); uncertainty about the use of personal data (Jones, 2015). 

 

B. Counterproductive effects in the teaching-learning-assessment 

process (understood as a complex process, which involves acquiring not only 

knowledge, but also skills and competences) 

a. Cognitive: 

success in the game, but not necessarily in the task at hand; distraction 

from the main purpose of the gamified system (Hyrynsalmi et al. 2017); focus on 

game mechanics rather than on the task at hand (Toda et al. 2018); loss or 

decrease in performance (Kim and Werbach, 2016; Toda et al. 2018); lack of 

improvement in learning, no cognitive or performance impact (Toda et al., 2018); 

valuing instant feedback, which can lead to a process of learnification (Buck 

2017); transforming learning content into pretexts for obtaining virtual rewards, 

thus collecting knowledge that no longer fulfils its formative role (Buck 2017); 

facilitation of activity instead of cognitive effort (Buck 2017); personal or 

educational needs that cannot be met by gamification (Jones 2015). 

b. Psychological-behavioural-affective: 

b1. Motivation: demotivation (Hyrynsalmi et al. 2017); no effect on 

motivation and involvement, gradual loss of motivation and engagement (Toda 

et al., 2018); decreased desire to persist in learning, momentary performance, 

loss of the intrinsic motivation to learn (Boulet 2016); refuse to participate – 

being assigned the wrong role (against one’s personality) (Jones 2015). 

b2. Impact of rewards: performing only when rewarded (Hyrynsalmi et 

al. 2017); frustration over not getting badges (Toda et al., 2018); reward becomes 

the end itself and transfers the focus from the task at hand (Boulet 2016); refuse 

to participate – concerns of how the pointsified progress is evaluated (Jones 

2015). 

b3. Collaboration/competition: limiting the capacity of collective action 

and teamwork (Hyrynsalmi et al. 2017); excessive competition (Toda et al. 2018); 

excessive spirit of competition, unfavourable to collective cooperation and 

mental well-being of users (Kim and Werbach 2016). 
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b4. Game experience: experience has been qualified as 

unappealing/waste of time;  indifference to the gamified system (perceived as 

affective neutral), lack of interest (preference for traditional learning methods) 

(Toda et al. 2018); decrease in the desire to participate in gamified activities (Kim 

and Werbach 2016); danger of isolation of the student (Buck 2017); possible lack 

of attractiveness to the game for some users; failure to effectively mix fun with 

meaningful educational activities (Jones 2015). 

 

C. Systemic risks (included here are those risks that attack the core of 

the education system and its scope): 

alienation from educational practices; virtualization of the school; loss of 

meaning for the teacher's role; de-pedagogization of educational practices; 

neglect of the diligent and coordinated effort of education (Buck 2017); 

neutrality, indifference in relation to the fundamental values of life, if, 

supposedly, gamified activities support (directly or in subtext) war, social 

hatred, lack of value of life (Kim and Werbach 2016). 

 

 

Q3: What risk reduction solutions exist? 

 

Of course, the negative effects cannot be regarded as “absolute”, as, in the 

course of this research, I have tried to show that the enthusiasm for the 

educational results of gamification should also be tempered. However, the sets 

of potential issues raised must have an ethical echo in the future implementation 

of educational gamified systems, in terms of finding a balance between the 

objectives of implemented systems and the need for precaution regarding the 

risks. 

Consequently, this section will focus on a set of three works: (Jones 2015; 

Rootman-le Grange et al. 2016; Versteeg 2013), which summarizes several 

directions of action, including the management of ethical, pedagogical and 

technological problems, such as the adequacy of gamified activities to 

educational purposes, the congruence of game objectives with formative-

educational ones, etc. 
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o Jones (2015) proposes solutions to address identified problems, 

without systematizing them into categories  

o Rootman-le Grange et al. (2016) start from the idea that gamification 

users can suffer a technological shock with moral and social repercussions, 

given the broad development of gamification, without the field itself being 

“regulated”. Thus, the authors propose a set of rules, divided into 4 categories: 

honesty and transparency; integrity; quality; respect. 

o Versteeg (2013) proposes a moral framework of gamification in 

education, divided into 4 sections: principles and moral values; conceptual 

investigation (on how gamification can affect users and their values); 

stakeholder involvement; evaluation and reiteration of processes. 

Because each author proposes a specific terminology and a personal conceptual 

framework of the solutions for an ethical code on gamification in educational 

context, for the purpose of this study and for a greater clarity of solutions, I will 

use an ad hoc framework. It aligns, roughly, with the framework used for the 

systematization of risks. 

 

A.  Ethical standard 

a. Transparency: clearly explaining the educational purpose of gamification; 

explaining how progress reports in the game are translated into grades (Jones, 

2015); transparency in relation to implementation; explaining the connection 

between grades and points; clear communication about what is expected of the 

participants (Rootman-le Grange et al., 2016); transparency on expected results 

(Versteeg 2013) 

b. Privacy and safety: privacy of personal and participation data; avoiding the 

public exposure of results (Jones 2015); the use of numbers, instead of names, for 

leaderboards (Rootman-le Grange et al. 2016); protection of privacy, anonymity; 

cyber security (Versteeg 2013) 

c. Integrity: simulating a positive competition (competition of the students 

should be with themselves, not with the others) (Rootman-le Grange et al. 2016); 

eliminating suspicions of behavioural manipulation (Jones 2015); eliminating 

behavioural manipulation; lack of risks in the use of persuasive technology; 

evaluation and process reiteration, which would serve to correct the process as 
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ethical design issues are identified and addressed; conceiving scenarios to 

envision and systematize potential positive and negative results (Versteeg, 2013) 

d. Respect: respect for participants as students, not as avatars (Rootman-le 

Grange et al. 2016); non-discrimination (Versteeg 2013). 

 

B. Educational and formative solutions 

a. Knowledge: teachers must learn the technical principles of designing activities 

(beyond points, badges and leaderboards) and be able to understand the 

participants' learning needs and player typologies (Jones 2015) 

b. Quality: overlapping learning content with stories (creating story series for 

activities and using this narrative thread to make students understand learning 

goals); assessment and recognition of users' progress by multiple methods (other 

than PBL) (Jones 2015); designing and implementing well-thought-out and 

qualitative activities (Rootman-le Grange et al. 2016) 

c. Adequacy: linking gamified activities with clear learning objectives (design 

should aim to achieve these goals, develop creativity and critical thinking, 

enable skills, be attractive) (Jones 2015); avoiding the use of gamification only 

because it is fashionable and use it only if it is really efficient in the proposed 

educational activities (Rootman-le Grange et al. 2016); offering guiding so that 

students are not "caught" too much in the game, thus forgetting the learning 

objective (Rootman-le Grange et al. 2016). 

 

All these proposals can be used as a conceptual base in designing a necessary 

ethical code for gamification in the educational context. It goes without saying 

that some risks are more manageable than others. Surely, some risks will always 

circumvent the strictness of a code. However, such a code should be intended to 

prevent risks, as well as to permit the participants to access an effective remedy, 

if the norms are broken. Therefore, a more in-depth study of the negative effects 

could serve as a theoretical and practical base for designing a code as 

comprehensive as possible, for the triple protection of students, instructors and 

system. 
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3.QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH 
 

This section seeks to complement academic opinions with the views of potential 

participants in gamified educational activities and to identify the extent to which 

the former are validated and/or nuanced by the perceptions of the beneficiaries. 

Thus, it will focus on the results of a quantitative research: the application of 

questionnaires on a representative target group (college students) for potential 

beneficiaries of the implementation of gamification in education. 

The research was carried out between 14 March and 10 May 2021. The target 

group was represented by students from Romania. The application of the 276 

online questionnaires was carried out in a formal, structured framework, as part 

of the work tasks of the participants' internship. 

Target group profile: 

- Romanian college students, nationwide level (the locality of 

origin was requested in the questionnaire) 

- with a heterogeneous educational background: registered with 

state and private educational institutions; very diverse 

universities, faculties and specializations (Letters, Law, 

Chemistry, Marketing, Foreign Languages, Medicine, Military 

Academies, Journalism, Physical Education and Sport, etc.) 

- in terms of age: 

o 20 years old (106 respondents – 38.4%) 

o 19 years old (56 respondents – 20.3%) 

o 21 years old (35 respondents – 12.7%) 

o 22 years old (17 respondents – 6.2%) 

Since the answers are themselves very conclusive, I will only make some 

succinct observations. 

First of all, it should be noted that the students responded to the questionnaire 

on the basis of their own knowledge of gamification, without prior training on 

the subject or on the content of the questions. 

Then, from a formal point of view, some questions were Yes/No type, others 

were Multiple Choice Questions. 
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Yes/No questions were mandatory, the others were optional. However, the vast 

majority of participants also answered the optional questions. 

With regard to content, it can be observed that respondents, for the most part, 

perceive gamification as necessary in an educational context (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1. The perceived utility of gamification in educational context 

 

The goals that, in respondent’s opinion, seem most appropriate to the 

educational context validate, to some extent, the current opinions relative to the 

gamification objectives identified in research (motivation, engagement, socio-

affective and cognitive objectives). 

The options for involvement, even if they seem to overlap semantically, are 

nevertheless hierarchized according to the degree of involvement. For example, 

“raising/increasing interest in a subject/discipline” would be a first step in 

motivation, “increasing willingness to participate in activities” would be a 

second stage, and “increasing involvement in activities” would amount to a 

higher degree of motivation. 
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The rankings show something interesting in the relationship with the degrees of 

implication: the highest degree of engagement is seen as the most important.  

The cognitive goals rank second in respondents reporting, while the social roles 

(competition and collaboration) rank third (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. The perceived outcomes of gamification in educational context 

 

Participants also perceive, in the majority, the existence of potential risks of 

gamified educational activities (Fig. 3). 

From the point of view of the respondents, these negative effects would impact 

on cognitive objectives (learnification, concentration on the game and not on the 

task at hand) and socio-affective outcomes (possibly exclusion of those who are 

not passionate with the game, negative competitiveness) and could induce 

systemic risks (school virtualization) (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 3. The perception on negative impact of gamified educational activities 

 
Figure 4. The perception on negative potential effects of gamified educational 

activities 
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The positive perception on the need to design an ethical code for gamification in 

education is also conclusive (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Figure 5. The perception on the utility of an ethical code for gamification in 

educational context 

 

The content of such a code would need to address protecting personal data, 

respecting the rights of players, preventing the use of gamification for non-

educational purposes, linking gamified activities with clear learning objectives. 

As noted, the protection measures should be directed towards both ethical and 

ethical-pedagogical measures (Fig. 6).  

It can therefore be said that the study showed a clear awareness of the risks and 

their hierarchy, the perceived need for an ethical code and also a prioritization 

of provisions included in the mentioned code. 
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Figure 6. The perception on the utility of an ethical code for gamification in 

educational context 

 

 

4.CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

In this study, I analysed, based on the data available in the literature, the utility 

and the “rentability” of the application of gamification in an educational context.  

I started, logically, from the game elements used (number, typologies, mixes, 

interactions), in order to identify the results of their implementation. The 

conclusions were not necessarily encouraging. From the overview of empirical 

studies and meta-analysis, one cannot clearly deduce the necessity, relevance 

and impact of the development of educational approaches and scenarios 

through gamification. Of course, it is appropriate to mention that more studies 

are needed for more consistent results. 
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Thus, the next logical step was to identify reports of negative results, which 

constitute potential risks to the very educational and formative valences that 

gamification wants to support. I have shown that, at least as a possibility, a 

number of ethical and potential risks can influence the educational endeavors 

or/and distort the pedagogical norms. They cover a large number of typologies, 

which makes them susceptible to, at minimum, be analysed more carefully and, 

maximally, be addressed by targeted responses, in the form of an ethical code. 

In order to extend the academic perspective and, to the rigor, to validate these 

opinions synthesized from the meta-analysis, I considered it necessary to obtain 

the opinion of the potential beneficiaries of gamification – and of the subjects of 

the educational process – on the perceived risks and the need to manage them 

through an ethical code. 

The results have shown that the students perceive, on the one hand, the need for 

gamification as an educational tool and, on the other hand, are aware of the risks 

posed by the gamified educational systems and of the necessity to be protected 

against potential negative effects. 

I have made it clear earlier, that other empirical studies are certainly needed to 

accurately outline the potential of gamification in education. But, on the other 

hand, gamification is not in itself good or bad and the nuances it acquires 

depend on its application. 

That is why I believe that it is necessary, even – or especially – at this stage of 

testing methods, results and efficiency, for gamification to be applied in 

accordance with ethical and educational norms. Consequently, while 

gamification still needs testing to reveal its potential, through successive 

reiterations and refinements, the system and the beneficiaries of education must 

be protected from the highlighted side effects. It should not be forgotten that 

education is an ecosystem, with specificities and strict roles, in which 

gamification must find its own place: gamification should adapt to education, 

serving its purposes, and not the other way around. Under no circumstances 

shall it warrant the permanence of vain, possibly non-productive or harmful 

tests affecting the system and the beneficiaries. 
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5. LIMITATIONS 
 

Regarding empirical studies, there is a high heterogeneity at multiple levels: (1) 

variability of the proposed focus targets: focus on the user (behavioural or 

cognitive impact; categories of users; user perception; measurements of results) 

or on the gamification process (gamification elements and gamified platforms); 

(2) variability of the levels of education at which gamified activities have been 

implemented and, therefore, of the ages of the users; (3) lack of homogeneity in 

the selection of implemented elements (diversity of tested elements, diversity of 

combinations, variation in the number of implemented elements); (4) the 

multiplicity and variety of disciplines in which gamified activities have been 

involved, the variability of learning content; (5) the heterogeneity of gamified 

activities. 

Moreover, it is worth mentioning the great number of review papers carried out 

on the basis of the empirical studies, in an attempt to achieve a cartography of 

the field, with various purposes (proving the functionality of gamification, 

systematizing the elements used, analysing the goals and results, analysing the 

ethical perspective, etc.). 

Of course, the combining of these many multiform-applied variables results in a 

huge diversity of specific situations, which prevents us, for the time being, to 

reduce the extant experiences in gamified education to a norm. 

Regarding the quantitative research, not all possible negative effects, nor all 

proposals for ethical code content could have been subjected to student 

validation, due to their lack of knowledge of the specialized aspects of 

gamification. 

Therefore, and in order to collect unified opinions, representative typologies of 

ethical and educational risks were chosen. 

The research was conducted at national level, on a targeted group that may 

prove relevant in highlighting the need for the beneficiaries of education to 

participate in defining the utility, the roles and the risks of gamification. More 

advanced, long-term studies are required, with an extended group. 
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6.FUTURE STUDIES 
 

During my research on the application of ethical norms in the design of 

educational gamification, I was also interested in yet another important aspect 

of the problem. The fact that the beneficiaries of the education system are mainly 

children and young adults, categories par excellence vulnerable, should raise the 

question of the degree of protection granted to them, which must be very high. 

Moreover, it should not be ignored that, in the interaction between gamification 

(game and technology) and education, the fundamental right that must be 

enhanced is the right of education. Therefore, I believe that future research 

could address the issue of gamification beyond an ethical code, in the light of its 

potential to enhance/endanger rights. 

Thus, as a collateral work to this study, I sought the opinion on the subject of 

several National Human Rights Institutions (NHRI), which, over time, have 

taken interest in the way of respecting and promoting rights in interaction with 

digital environment. Thus, five NHRI (Danish Institute for Human Rights, 

German Institute for Human Rights, Netherlands Institute for Human Rights, 

The Equality Ombudsman of Sweden, Romanian Institute for Human Rights) 

responded to my questionnaire: “Analysis of the gamification design in the 

educational environment – a human rights-based perspective”. 

While not offering an in-depth analysis of these answers in the current paper, I 

will briefly mention only two significant aspects. 

First, in the light of the received answers, one may assert that the gamification 

applied in an educational context may have the potential to generate violations 

of rights (4 answers - Yes; 1 answer – Maybe). 

Secondly, in terms of the ranking of rights that could, potentially, be violated by 

inadequately applying gamification in educational activities, the most selected 

answers were: 

 collection, storage, processing, use of personal data 

(protection of privacy and personal data) (4 answers); 

 discrimination between types of participants (not all 

participants are equally attracted to video games) (right to 

protection against discrimination) (4 answers); 
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 public display of results through leaderboards, which can 

lead to a negative school climate, bullying, etc.  (non-

discrimination, data protection, protection against violence) 

(2 answers); 

 gamification of learning activities about sensitive issues 

(inequality, discrimination, racism, etc.), which can, in 

extremis, conduct to the trivialization of these topics, 

misunderstanding of subjects, lack of respect etc. (right to 

protection against discrimination) (2 answers); 

 differentiated access to technology and devices of the 

participants (right to protection against discrimination, 

Internet access, right to education) (1 answer); 

 generating potentially aggressive competitions between 

participants and encouraging competition, instead of 

cooperation (right to peaceful assembly and association) (1 

answer); 

 risk of behavioural manipulation, knowing that 

gamification is based on psychological processes that can 

encourage behavioural change (protection against violence) 

(1 answer). 

I will conclude by saying that, certainly, the future collection of more opinions is 

necessary in this area and that this first attempt can be seen as a starting point. 
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promoting and protecting human rights. Although, for objective reasons, it 

turned out to be a collateral preoccupation of my research, the feedback on the 

potential negative impact of gamification on violation of human rights showed 

me that the ethical approach of gamified education is, indeed, a subject that 

cannot be ignored. 
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Abstract: 

In recent years, new security challenges, risks and threats have emerged 

(including the increasing competitiveness of China and assertiveness of Russia), 

while domestic political, economic and societal changes have shifted priorities 

and policies both in the US and in Europe. Under these circumstances, the global 

security environment has dramatically changed, with the very stability of the 

liberal world order, established at the end of the Cold War, being at stake. The 

relationship between the world order and the transatlantic partnership is one of 

inter-dependency: on one hand, the partnership contributed to the establishment 

of the current world order and is vital to preserving it, or rather to rebuilding it 

so that it continues to reflect the Western community's core values and protect 

its strategic interests; on the other hand, it is itself shaped by the changes taking 

place in the world order. To determine the current status and role of the 

transatlantic partnership, as well as its prospects under the Biden administration 

(and beyond) I analyse the new security environment, the challenges it raises for 

the US and Europe and the divergences they generate, and I assess the relative 

position of the main actors in the new multi-polar system that is beginning to 

take shape. 
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1. THE INTERNATIONAL LIBERAL ORDER 
 

The world order in this article is defined as a system of rules and values 

recognized as legitimate by the dominant powers in the system (thus being 

associated with the distribution of power in the system), while other units in the 

system either don’t have the means to challenge it, either it serves their own 

interests, or they are simply "outside of the system"1. Among all the concepts 

associated with a world order, the principles recognized by the Westphalian 

Peace are the only ones acknowledged as being at the basis of the existing order 

(Kissinger 2014, 13). The contemporary Westphalian system, whose central and 

dominant power is now the United States, has sought to alleviate the anarchic 

nature of the world by creating an extensive network of international legal 

structures and organizations designed to facilitate international trade, to 

establish generally accepted dispute settlement principles and to set certain 

limits for the conduct of wars when they break out (Kissinger 2014, 13). In this 

article, I will refer to the world order installed after the end of the Cold War and 

the dissolution of the Soviet Union, as the ”international liberal order”. With the 

United States at the center of this order, Washington sets the international rules - 

including through the international organizations it has established. The US is 

often the legislator, judge and "gendarme" on the contemporary international 

stage, but when its power and/or legitimacy are either challenged by other units 

in the system, or when it unilaterally moves away from these assumed roles, the 

stability of the international liberal order is threatened. 

                                                           

1 A world order is not automatically global in the strict sense of the word (to encompass 
the whole globe in the system of rules and organizations it has built).  
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Henry Kissinger wrote in 2014 that "in a world of geopolitics, the order 

established and proclaimed by Western countries as universal has reached a 

turning point" (239), and John Mearsheimer reinforced this point of view in 

2019: "that order was destined to fail from beginning, because it contained the 

seeds of its own destruction"(7). Neither one of them associates the decline of the 

international liberal order with the person or policies of the former US 

President, but rather with the characteristics of the system itself, which is by 

definition anarchic and competitive, with unipolarity being the least stable form 

of international power distribution. 

As mentioned in the working definition presented above, the stability of the 

world order can be reduced to two elements: legitimacy and balance of power, 

and any changes on these two dimensions can produce effects in the existing 

order. Legitimacy can be threatened from the outside (by units in the system - 

which can be both partners and competitors that challenge the rules imposed in 

the current order), or from the inside (by the disengagement of the dominant 

power). Starting from the hypothesis that the current order "contains the seeds 

of its own destruction", Mearsheimer believes that the globalization process 

supported and promoted by the West was at the basis of the accumulating 

tensions within the liberal Western world (2019, 8). In his view, hyper-

globalization, which has sought to minimize barriers to trade and global 

investment, has been the main driver of job losses, declining wages and rising 

income inequality throughout the liberal world, all of which also led to 

recurring financial crises. These issues soon turned into political issues, thus 

eroding support for the liberal order from within (Mearsheimer 2019, 8). 

Furthermore, Mearsheimer argues that a hyper-globalized economy undermines 

the order in another way: it helps countries other than the dominant one to 

become stronger, which can undermine unipolarity and destabilize the liberal 

international order (2019, 9). Mearsheimer (in line with neorealist theory) 

believes that the new world order that will emerge will be mostly realist in 

nature and will be centered around (great) power competition. Neorealists 

argue that bipolar or multipolar systems are associated with a realist word 

order, but even so, they do not consider that competition (or even rivalry) 

excludes cooperation, which is all the more true in a world as interconnected as 
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that of today. As the existing order is increasingly challenged, the rules will 

have to be redefined as new centers of power appear in the system. The balance 

of power can be threatened by the accumulation of power by a state that refuses 

the role assigned, but ultimately the level of risk is directly linked to the ability 

of the dominant power(s) to either limit the power the respective unit 

accumulates or to handle the new reconfiguration of power and to adjust the 

balance. In most cases, from a historical standpoint, this can only be achieved 

through extensive networks of alliances and coalitions. 

Apart from legitimacy and changes in the balance of power, the stability of a 

word order can also be threatened by black swan events (with low probability 

and high impact). Regarding the impact of COVID-19 on the international liberal 

order, opinions of political scientists vary greatly, from treating it as a simple 

inflexion point to forecasting the transformative changes it will entail (Pașcu, 

Nunweiller 2020, 39). Stephen Walt believes that in the post-covid reality "the 

world will be less open, less free, less prosperous and more competitive than 

many anticipated just a few years ago" (2020, 3). The COVID-19 pandemic is 

currently accelerating previous trends, not overthrowing prior forecast 

(certainly not those of neorealist scholars), in the sense that is deepening 

international power competition and thus fast-tracking the transition to a 

multipolar, realist in nature, world order (Pașcu, Nunweiller 2020, 39). 

Kissinger wrote back in 2014 that ”as competition increases and new power 

centers emerge, rebuilding the international system becomes the most difficult 

challenge facing the current political class” (2014, 298). In 2021, I argue in this 

article, western alliances (current and prospective) are paramount in the process 

of rebuilding the international system, as none of the partners can individually 

manage the whole spectrum of emerging risks and challenges (including the rise 

of China and the increased assertiveness of Russia). If western allies cannot 

manage this rebuilding process, this mission will be undertaken by other 

emerging powers in the system and the new order will be designed to serve 

their own interests and reflect their own values. As the transatlantic partnership 

lies at the center of the current western system of alliances, deepening 

cooperation and rebuilding trust between the US and Europe is vital. By creating 

a ”common pole of power” - term used in this article to describe an ideal 
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hypothetical set of circumstances which will allow the US and EU to act on the 

international scene as a single bloc and speak with a single voice -  partners on 

both sides of the Atlantic could preserve their privileged position in the 

international system and could jointly manage the process of rebuilding a new 

order that reflects their interests and values. 

In the following chapters I analyse the new international security environment, 

the main divergences in the transatlantic partnerships, the relative position of 

the main actors in the current system and the role of NATO in this partnership. 

 

 

2.THE NEW SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 
 

In recent years, security risks and threats have multiplied and diversified, and 

their nature is now both conventional and hybrid. The risks and threats are 

generated by state and non-state actors coming - mainly - from the East and the 

South and can be summarized as follows: increasing the assertiveness of the 

Russian Federation in its vicinity, which mainly targets the eastern flank of 

NATO; the emergence of hybrid warfare; the multiplication and diversification 

of cyber-attacks; the instability in the South (Middle East and North Africa), 

which has led to major humanitarian crises, followed by a wave of refugees on 

European territory and an intensification of terrorist activity inside the 

European Union. These developments have led to an accelerated deterioration 

of the security situation at European and global level. The very nature of the 

conflict has changed, and its main feature now is its cross-border nature (in 

terms of the consequences it produces). The mechanisms and tools through 

which these risks and challenges can be managed are currently being adjusted 

(both at national, as well at the institutional level), but given their transnational 

nature, they require a coordinated approach between allies and partners.  

At the same time, major political changes have and are taking place in both 

Europe and the United States, which are likely to lead to more instability. The 

economic and financial crisis of 2008 has generated a wave of dissatisfaction and 

mistrust among Western citizens affected by the crisis that did not go away after 

the end of the crisis. Foa and Mounk claim that citizens in Western democracies 
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in general are increasingly turning away from democracy as they ”have become 

more cynical about the value of democracy as a political system, less hopeful 

that anything they do might influence public policy, and more willing to express 

support for authoritarian alternatives” (2016, 6-7). Citizens' dissatisfaction has 

fueled populist and anti-globalization policies on both sides of the Altlantic and 

paved the way for protectionist policies, thus leaving room for other powers to 

manifest themselves on the regional and global stage. While the transatlantic 

powers are still facing the shock waves of the economic and financial crisis, as 

well as new security risks and threats, other states - such as China and Russia - 

are developing their economic and military capabilities and showing revisionist 

tendencies. 

The erosion of US's military, economic and political power - even if only in 

relative terms - calls into question the very foundations of the current world 

order (Friedman Lissner and Rapp-Hopper 2018, 12), especially in the context of 

the emergence of revisionist powers that do not share the liberal values 

promoted by the US. Despite the fact that Washington remains - in the short and 

medium term - the main global power at a considerable distance from other 

emerging powers (Kotkin 2018, 14), the distribution of power on the 

international stage has become more diffuse and signals an emerging 

reconfiguration of the international order, which poses additional challenges for 

the Euro-Atlantic region on all dimensions of its policies (Zieba 2018, 60). In a 

2014 Brookings Institute report, the issue of redistribution of power in the 

international system is examined in close connection with political rivalry and 

with the risk of conflict between great powers (Jones and al. 2014). There seems 

to be a broad consensus among researchers that changes in distribution of 

power and impending changes in polarity would lead towards a more realist 

global order. 

The issue of international power redistribution goes beyond strictly academic 

concerns, and is mentioned and analysed in various official of the European 

Union. As early as 2015, it is clearly stated in the Strategic Review published by 

the EU's External Action Service (EEAS) that "the world system is no longer 

bipolar, unipolar and not even multipolar, but the very notion of polarity is 

called into question". This document also marks the starting point of a new, 
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unprecedented momentum for EU's Common Security and Defence Policy 

(CSDP) with the stated objective for the EU to further its role as a global actor by 

enhancing its strategic autonomy. In contrast, there are no mentions of shifts in 

polarity in US's recent strategic or defence strategies, but there is a relevant 

mention to power distribution in Biden's Interim National Security Strategic 

Guidance: ”We must also contend with the reality that the distribution of power 

across the world is changing, creating new threats” (2021, 7-8). 

Due to changes in the structure of the international system, but also in the 

regional and global security environment, the European Union had to adapt to 

avoid becoming "irrelevant" as a global player1, and to achieve this goal a certain 

level of strategic autonomy is vital. After the European Council stated 

unequivocally in December 2013 that "defense matters" and after Junker took 

over the presidency of the European Commission, a stronger Europe in the field 

of security and defense has become one of the Commission's 10 top priorities. 

The crucial moment in the development of European Security and Defense was 

in June 2016, with the presentation of the strategic document “Common vision, 

common action: A stronger Europe. A Global Strategy for the European Union's 

Foreign and Security Policy ”by the High Representative / HR Federica 

Mogherini. As analysed in the next chapter, a stronger CSDP is also vital for 

NATO and for the transatlantic partnership. 

 

 

3.EU, NATO AND THE TRANSATLANTIC PARTNERSHIP 
 

EU and NATO share the same values, interests and have common members, but 

until recently, they did not share similar responsibilities. New European 

approaches to security and defense have led to a number of misunderstandings 

between partners about the new responsibilities assumed by the EU, as well as 

potential overlaps that could result from them. Despite the fact that the two 

                                                           

1 Extrapolation from the theory presented by Ries that an organization does not adapt to 
the new environment, it risks being replaced / eliminated by other organizations or other 
actors (Ries, 2017, 150-160). 
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organizations have an essentially different basic mission – as NATO is a military 

alliance and the EU is not (Pașcu Report 2018) - the new level of ambitions for 

reaching strategic autonomy, coupled with the lack of a formal and permanent 

EU-NATO communication and cooperation framework, can generate a series 

overlaps in terms of skills, resources, policies and area of action. Such overlaps 

can lead three results: rivalry, cooperation or both (competitive cooperation, also 

referred to as ”coopetition”1). 

Joachim Koops advances the idea that when an organization assumes similar - 

but secondary - responsibilities to those of another organization whose "raison 

d'être" are precisely those responsibilities, and there are already a number of 

important overlaps between the two organizations, especially in terms of 

resources, the most plausible scenario is cooperation (2019, 326). Security and 

defense are NATO's core responsibilities, while for the EU those are secondary 

tasks. The EU is essentially a political and economic organization, and security 

and defense are relatively more recent priorities on the Brussels agenda. As an 

argument in favour of Koops, in practice there is an increasingly obvious 

division of responsibilities between the two organizations in the field of security: 

NATO is primarily concerned with external security, while the EU is concerned 

with internal security. However, Biermann believes that the inherent tendency 

of organizations is to maintain their autonomy and minimize their dependence, 

so that rivalry is always a possibility (2008, 167). The EU's ambition and efforts 

towards strategic autonomy, coupled with US's (and even NATO) reactions to 

them, serve as arguments in favour of the idea postulated by Biermann. Given 

that there are valid arguments in favour of both points of view, in this article I 

advance a middle ground, namely that of competitive cooperation, or 

„coopetition”. By ”coopetition”, I refer to the relationship between two actors in 

the international system, who, depending on their interests and objectives, may 

                                                           

1 Though initially coined to describe simultaneous competition and cooperation in 
business(es), its larger definition can be summed up as a strategy that goes beyond the 
conventional rules of competition and cooperation to achieve advantages of both parties 
(Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1998). This can also be applied to global (power) 
competition. 
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choose to cooperate in certain areas and act unilaterally on divergent issues, if 

the negotiations have not favoured a harmonization of policies adopted on those 

issues. However, it can only work if the major interests converge and each 

organization respects the mandate and essential responsibilities of the other. The 

purpose of this relationship between two relevant actors that share similar 

interest and values is to avoid a Zero-Sum game by designing fit-for-purpose 

strategies that go beyond traditional rules of competition and to achieve 

advantages (in terms of relative power and relative gains) for both actors, while 

discouraging competitors (strength in numbers). 

The EU and NATO have common values, (mostly) converging interests and a 

single set of capabilities (considering the fact that the two organizations share 21 

members). At the same time, they have different tools by the nature of their 

basic mission, which - through coordination - can be complementary. Neither 

organization has all the tools on its own to manage the whole spectrum of 

current threats and challenges, which are increasingly diverse and less 

conventional. Furthermore, tactical losses (in theaters of operations), strategic 

losses (potential destabilization of the rapid reaction capacity of both 

organizations), but also economic losses (doubling of capabilities) that could 

result from a potential rivalry between the two organizations would reduce the 

competitiveness of both partners and would weaken the position of individual 

actors (EU members and/or NATO allies). At the same time, the EU and the US, 

given the extent of the partnership and the common areas of action, may have 

different objectives on specific issues (the most recent examples being the 

withdrawal from Afghanistan and the creation of AUKUS1). Therefore, a 

permanent convergence of goals and interests is not possible in a complex 

security environment, so treating cooperation and competition as mutually 

                                                           

1 A military alliance between Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States 
announced on 15 September 2021 and created with the purpose to maintain stability in 
the Indo-Pacific region. Its creation was not favourably met by European leader (the EU 
as a whole and all EU member states being completely left out of it), and by France in 
particular (as it includes the supply of nuclear-powered submarines to Australia, 
displacing a previous contract with France). 
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exclusive would lead to permanent blockages in the partnership (which 

happened on multiple occasions during the Trump presidency). 

At EU level, there is substantial political support for intensifying EU-NATO 

cooperation. In June 2018, the European Parliament adopted the Paşcu report on 

EU-NATO relations, which emphasizes that the two organizations are essential 

for ensuring the security of European citizens in the context of a deteriorating 

security environment. At the same time, the report underlines that a 

strengthened partnership between the EU and NATO is also a means for 

strengthening transatlantic cooperation, at a time when it's facing multiple 

challenges. The intensification of the EU-NATO partnership is supported by 

senior NATO officials, SG/NATO Jens Stoltenberg has repeatedly said that EU-

NATO cooperation and EU efforts to develop a common European security and 

defense can "increase security for us all” (NATO press conference 2018). 

Regarding the transatlantic partnership, Jens Stoltenberg wrote an article in The 

Guardian in 2018 in which he reiterated the importance of transatlantic relations 

for the peace and prosperity of both continents, called for unity, but also 

expressed his own uncertainties related to the future of transatlantic relations on 

the background of tensions between the US and the EU: “There are real 

differences between the US and other allies on issues such as trade, climate 

change and the nuclear deal with Iran. These differences are real and will not 

disappear overnight. Nowhere is it written in stone that the transatlantic link 

will always prosper" (Stoltenberg 2018). The differences on these issues were 

specific to the Trump era, and Biden reversed Trump's policies on all the 

dimensions mentioned above. However, in the current geopolitical context 

discussed above, the EU and the US do not share common goals on all 

coordinates of transatlantic cooperation, so that for the partnership to thrive, it is 

necessary for partners to continue cooperation in certain areas of vital interest 

for all parties, while acting unilaterally in others. However, this scenario of 

competitive cooperation is possible only if the objectives of one do not harm the 

vital interests of the other and only if the intentions and positions of each party 

are known to the other.  

The EU-NATO Joint Declaration (2016) laid out a comprehensive set of concrete 

actions to be undertaken by both organizations to intensify cooperation and to 
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achieve better complementarity. This marked the recognition of developments 

in the strategic environment as a threat to both organizations, but also of the 

necessity to strengthen cooperation in order to tackle them. Furthermore, this 

joint declaration (and those that followed) could be – if political will exists – a 

first step towards the development of a common strategic culture, with a 

standardized threat perception assessment as its cornerstone. While measures 

undertaken in the last five years have positively contributed to an enhanced EU-

NATO cooperation on specific topics, and even contributed to the endurance of 

the transatlantic partnership during Trump's presidency, the development of a 

true common strategic culture relies on the political will of state actors from 

both organizations, as security and defence are largely fields of national 

sovereignty.  

 

 

4. US'S POSITION AND POSTURE – FROM TRUMP TO 

BIDEN 
 

Joe Biden first formally presented (as presidential candidate) his vision of 

America's role in the world in an article published in ”Foreign Policy” in 2020. 

His plan was to rebuild the foundation of American power by invigorating 

domestic democracy and by recalibrating the international partnerships of 

which the United States is a part (believing that these two are mutually 

reinforcing). While his vision is certainly different from Trump's in what 

concerns the preference for multilateralism, it is not innovative in comparison 

with previous administrations as it heavily relies on American exceptionalism 

and on the central role of the US on the global stage, including vis-à-vis its 

partners: ”We must once more harness that power and rally the free world to 

meet the challenges facing the world today. It falls to the United States to lead 

the way. No other nation has that capacity. No other nation is built on that idea. 

We have to champion liberty and democracy, reclaim our credibility, and look 

with unrelenting optimism and determination toward our future” (Biden 2020). 

Joe Biden's success in the 2020 presidential election indeed marked a return to a 
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more traditional diplomacy, especially in regard to the system of alliances that 

propelled the United States to the privileged position it (still) currently holds in 

the international system. Drawing some preliminary conclusions from his first 8 

months in office, Biden seems committed to promoting the United States as an 

actor that respects liberal democratic values and the rules of the international 

system, while stressing the importance of the transatlantic partnership. So far, 

most efforts have been mostly diplomatic in nature, such as the change of  

rhetoric from  "America First" to "America is Back" (in world leadership), 

doubled mostly by his availability to participate (physically or virtually) to a 

series of events and conferences with his European counterparts and to 

(re)engage the US to a series of multilateral treaties that Trump opted out of 

(such as the Paris Agreement on climate change and the World Health 

Organization). This change of rhetoric and the efforts to change Washington's 

image in the world after Trump's presidency, while important in terms of 

perception, do not guarantee that the US is ready or willing to make concrete 

compromises to substantially renew or strengthen the transatlantic partnership. 

The biggest (so far) foreign policy decision of the new administration was made 

unilaterally - to withdraw all forces from Afghanistan in august 2021 – with little 

concern for its allies and partners. This decision produced two major effects 

regarding US-Europe relation: 1. it shook the confidence of Europeans in Joe 

Biden's ability to set priorities, as well as in the decision-making process of his 

administration (Tharoor 2021); 2. it made Europeans more cautious in 

associating themselves with the US in multinational military operations, as they 

have done so far, and thus it increased the likelihood of European having to 

intervene independently in crisis management in their own neighborhood. On 

the other hand, recent events in Afghanistan have shown once again that 

Europeans do not yet have the capacity to act effectively independently from 

Washington (Puglierin 2021), as even for the withdrawal of their own troops 

they heavily relied on US capabilities. 

US's foreign and security policy is dependent on a series of factors, balance of 

power and power competition being among them. While the US is still the 

predominant power, it is no longer uncontested, thus its interests shifted and 

became narrower (as detailed below). As it now faces direct threats and 
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challenges, the US is concentrating its power and efforts to countering those and 

is less incline to intervene where its vital interests are not directly targeted. 

While Biden has a different strategy and a more traditional diplomacy compared 

to Donald Trump, US's interests did not change dramatically. For example, 

while some have associated US's disengagement with Trump's administration, 

this policy was adopted during the Obama administration (with the ”pivot” to 

Asia), was continued by Trump and now by Biden. While the means have 

changed from one administration to the other, the way in which the US defines 

its vital interest did not. To clarify this, I will next analyse the ruptures and the 

elements of continuity in terms of foreign and security policy options from 

Trump to Biden, including in terms of the differences and similarities between 

the 2017 National Security Strategy and the Interim National Strategic Guide, 

published by the Biden administration in March 2021. 

The challenges to US national security posed by China, Russia, Iran and North 

Korea as well as international terrorism remained top concerns under the Biden 

administration, which represents a strong element of continuity with the Trump 

administration’s 2017 shift to great power competition (Soare, 2021, 15). What 

marks a rupture are the means the new administration envisioned to use to 

manage these challenges, mainly diplomacy: " In advancing America’s interests 

globally, we will make smart and disciplined choices regarding our national 

defense and the responsible use of our military, while elevating diplomacy as 

our tool of first resort” (Interim National Security Strategic Guidance 2021, 14). 

In the National Security Strategy of 2017, ”competitive diplomacy” (as it appears 

in the official document) is intrinsically linked to US's ability to project power 

outside its borders, thus stressing its deterrence component: ” Diplomacy is 

indispensable to identify and implement solutions to conflicts in unstable 

regions of the world short of military involvement. It helps to galvanize allies 

for action and marshal the collective resources of like-minded nations and 

organizations to address shared problems” (National Security Strategy of the 

United States of America, 2017, 33). In this document, diplomacy is definitely 

not envisaged as a tool of first resort, as the focus is placed on deterrence and 

military capabilities: ”The United States must retain overmatch—the 

combination of capabilities in sufficient scale to prevent enemy success and to 
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ensure that America’s sons and daughters will never be in a fair fight. 

Overmatch strengthens our diplomacy and permits us to shape the international 

environment to protect our interests.” (National Security Strategy of the United 

States of America 2017, 28). 

Another breaking point from Trump's strategy is Biden's preference for 

multilateralism, but on US's terms and under its leadership (with a strong 

reliance on American exceptionalism): ”The United States must lead by the 

power of our example”(Interim National Security Strategic Guidance 2021,7); 

”In addition to recommitting to our alliances and partnerships, the United States 

will again embrace international cooperation(…). We will move swiftly to earn 

back our position of leadership in international institutions”(11); "In a significant 

number of issues(…) effective global cooperation and institutional reform are 

needed for America to resume a leadership role in multilateral 

organizations”(13); ”By restoring US credibility and reasserting forward-looking 

global leadership, we will ensure that America, not China, sets the international 

agenda, working alongside others to shape new global norms and agreements 

that advance our interests and reflect our values”(20). As stated in the interim 

strategy, US is planning on (re)taking a leadership role in the multilateral 

formats of which it is a part, which inherently limits the possibility of an equal 

partnership with any other unit(s) in the system, the EU included. 

As Biden approaches the final quarter of his first year as US president, his sheer 

determination to deliver on his own foreign policy priorities is apparent, as are 

the implications of them for the closest partners of the US (Vinjamuri 2021). 

During his address at the 76th UN General Assembly, he reconfirms his strong 

preference for multilateralism and brings further nuances to US's leadership 

role: ”We will lead together with our allies and partners”. At the same time, he 

states that ”The mission must be clear and achievable and(…), whenever possible, 

in partnership with our allies”. As his statement indicates, as well as the foreign 

policy decision of his administration, Biden's multilateralism is a pragmatic one. 

The most recent example in this sense is Washington's decision to create 

AUKUS, thus choosing among its partners those who share (and could better 

serve) its interests, even if – in this particular case – it meant leaving out the EU 

and facing strong backlash from Paris. As a potential positive outcome, this 
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pragmatic multilateralism could create the right circumstance for a working 

”coopetition”, but only if the EU is willing to work more towards achieving a 

greater strategic autonomy and thus relying less on the US as a guarantee for its 

own security and stability. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The transatlantic partnership is vital not only for ensuring the security of allies 

from both sides of the Atlantic, but also to maintaining the international liberal 

order. This order was established at the end of the Cold War at it was a direct 

consequence of US's involvement in shaping it. In this process, the European 

partners have played a major role by supporting the policies adopted by 

Washington and by recognizing the legitimacy and status of the US as the 

legislator and the ”gendarme” of the new system of rules. Divergences between 

partners in this situation, coupled with the manifestation of revisionist 

tendencies by regional actors, represents an increased risk to the stability of the 

world order. While the interests of partners are divergent on several issues, and 

perceptions of threats also differ, the common interest is to maintain the order or 

to reshape it, so that it continues to safeguard their privileged status on the 

international arena. 

The first eight months of Biden's presidency have showed that 1. The manner in 

which the US defines its national interests goes beyond domestic political 

changes and it's intrinsically linked to changes produced on the international 

arena; 2. These interests become narrower as the power on the global stage 

becomes more diffused; 3. The main divergences in the transatlantic partnership 

were not a direct consequence of Trump's presidential term and cannot be 

solved just by a change in leadership (on any side of the Atlantic). Biden's 

unilateral decision to withdraw all forces from Afghanistan reconfirmed to its 

European partners and allies that they can no longer rely on the ”US guarantee” 

and that they have to take more responsibility for their own security and 

defence, but also for the stability in its own neighborhood. In an ideal scenario, 

the EU will step up its efforts to develop its strategic autonomy in close 
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cooperation with the United Kingdom in order to create a solid NATO pillar in 

Europe, while also increasing its contributions to the Allied budget. In a 

pessimistic scenario, the EU will choose to continue to rely solely on the US 

guarantee, fixed in patterns that no longer apply, and will try to maintain the 

old ”transatlantic bargain” in which Washington sets the strategy, secures most 

of the resources, and Europe follows its lead. If we at the past 60 years, the 

second scenario is more likely, but it involves more risks than ever (for 

European mostly) giving the geostrategic changes that are now taking place on 

the international stage. 
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Abstract 

This paper reviews the way in which Mexico and the European Union (EU) 

established a strategic partnership. In a globalized world and following the 

Washington Consensus both signed, in March 2000, a Free Trade Agreement 

(TLCUEM) which entered into force in October 2000. The good results of the 

bilateral exchanges plus important events in the world encouraged them, in 

2016, to renovate the legal framework of the original Agreement. At the end of 

2017, the negotiators finished the revised chapters of political dialogue and 

cooperation and on April 2018 they reached an agreement in principle on a 

modernized trade pillar of the EU-Mexico Global Agreement (GA). By 2020, 

negotiations were over. It is expected that after the trade pillar´s legal scrutiny 

and translation, it will become part of the three-pronged GA that will also 

contain revamped political dialogue and cooperation pillars. After 20 years of its 

subscription, results are promising. Representing 26% of world GDP, the EU is a 

key partner for Mexico, and Mexico, with 12 free trade agreements signed with 

46 countries, for the EU. The cooperation has encouraged exchanges in subjects 

of common interest, such as the fight against pandemic and gender equality. 
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1.CURRENT DIAGNOSIS 

 

After the Fall of the Berlin Wall, a series of important events occurred that 

changed the shape of the world. It was not just a matter of geography and 

borders, but also reflected a major ideological turn, which affected the economy 

and opened the door to new technological developments, which would 

precipitate a revolution in communications. As a major international event, the 

collapse of communism in Eastern Europe had widespread consequences in all 

fields of life. Since that time, all countries in the world needed to make major 

adjustments to their approach to international relations, considering that the 

new era brought with it a drastic change in the paradigms of peace and war, 

cooperation and conflict. Also, for the first time in recent history, there were 

significant feelings of optimism, because the dissolution of real socialism was 

thought to foretell the arrival of a time of harmony, peace, and, finally, the 

achievement of new levels of development across the world, a goal that the 

United Nations (UN) had never achieved before, despite the efforts it deployed 

in favour of a fairer economic and social system. 

The so-called “Washington Consensus,” reached after the debt crisis in Latin 

America in the mid-1980’s, and the values it put forward for progress, were 

immediately embraced by most nations, in particular the values of democracy, 

free trade, Human and gender rights, and the preservation of natural resources 

to avoid ecocide. These values were also embraced in the multilateral agenda, 

especially at the UN, which gave them priority over other traditional topics that 

had been calling the attention of the international community in the previous 

decades. A major experiment was then already in progress: in the Americas, 

Mexico, the US, and Canada signed the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA) in 1994, while in Europe, ambitious steps were taken to consolidate 

the European Union as a common space for its members to cooperate on matters 

of the economy, security and foreign policy.1 

                                                           

1 The European Union contains 27 states. Its origins go back to the Schuman Declaration 
(1950) and the Europe Declaration (1951). Later, in spite of the need of advancing 
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Yes, the optimistic view of this period was nurtured as a result of the fatigue 

following the consequences of the East-West conflict and the possibility of a 

major nuclear war. This fatigue brought about the idea, later proven wrong, that 

major threats of conflict would be a thing of the past, since at that moment the 

emerging conditions seemed to show ways for progress through diplomacy and 

the respect for common values. The 9/11 terrorist attacks in the United States 

rocked this view, showing that new threats to the liberal order had been 

brewing as a consequence of unresolved conflicts in different parts of the world, 

in this particular case as a result of the persistent conflict in the Middle East. For 

those who were relieved at the thought that nuclear weapons no longer posed a 

threat and that the arms race was over, terrorism brought a new concern to light, 

including the possibility that terrorist organizations could manage to acquire 

weapons of mass destruction through channels left open by failed states and 

nefarious actors interested in profiting from the arms trade. 

However, the optimistic view was not entirely lost and prevailed over 

pessimism about the post-Communist order. The positive economic results of 

free trade were expected to be shared by all countries, with the hope of 

diminishing the gap between the rich and the poor and improving Human 

Rights all over the world. At the same time, the widespread adoption of 

Western-style democracy as the prevailing political system, as the only one able 

to provide safety and opportunities to the people, also gave some positive initial 

results in terms of political empowerment and social stability. Unfortunately, the 

promise of a new era did not last for long. According to David Malpass, 

President of the World Bank Group, more than 1% of the world’s population 

could fall in extreme poverty because of Covid-19 pandemic and world 

recession. Also, the combination of the pandemic with the pressures coming 

                                                                                                                                               

integration processes the Treaty of Rome (1958) established the European Economic 
Community (EEC) and the European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC). After the fall 
of The Berlin Wall, through the Maastricht Treaty (1992), the European Union was 
founded. As a result, its members adopted the same currency (Euro) and a common 
security and foreign policy. Since then, the process of integration has been completed 
with other initiatives, in particular the adoption of the Schengen space, which establishes 
the borders of the EU. 
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from conflicts and climate change, will make it impossible to achieve the goal of 

putting an end to poverty by the year 2030 when, on the contrary, it could reach 

an additional 7% of the world’s population (World Bank 2020). 

Globalization soon began to show its real face, as a system that resulted in the 

concentration of wealth in only a few hands, while the majority of people 

around the world had no agency and no access to the wealth being generated. 

The global Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) produced by the United 

Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the Oxford Poverty and Human 

Development Initiative, shows that worldwide, across 109 countries and 5.9 

billion people, 1.3 billion people are multidimensionally poor; about half (644 

million) are children under age 18; nearly 85% live in Sub-Saharan Africa (556 

million) or South Asia (532 million) and more than 67% live in middle-income 

countries. The same MPI shows that Covid-19 pandemic has eroded 

development progress around the world, and we are still grappling to 

understand its full impacts. While complete data on Covid-19’s impact on the 

MPI are not yet available, the pandemic has exposed cracks in social protections 

systems, education, and workers’ vulnerability around the world. These cracks, 

the report shows, are deepest in countries with higher levels of 

multidimensional poverty (UNDP, 2021). The consequences of this were clear: 

weak democracies, unstable national institutions, and the failure of the rule of 

law in many countries, all of which resulted in social disruption and a 

fundamental questioning of the ability and merits of globalization to redress the 

problems of the former era, in particular those regarding development. 

A good example of this social disruption was offered by Pope Francis in a video 

message that he sent to the participants in the IV World Meeting of Popular 

Movements, inviting them to dream and work together through solidarity and 

subsidiarity, for building a better society and a better outcome for the Covid-19 

pandemic. In this message, Francis made a strong call to reverse conditions that 

create inequalities, hunger and widespread poverty in the world (Vatican News 

2021). 

The current global scenario is far from the original expectations nurtured 

following the collapse of Communism. Faced with this reality, and with the 

growing economic, political, and military influence of powers like China and 
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Russia, the international community is today grappling with the weaknesses of 

globalization and trying to update the major agreements that were made 

following the Washington Consensus. In the case of Mexico, the US and Canada, 

they revised NAFTA and negotiated a new trade agreement, known as T-MEC, 

which provides better tools for improving trade and exchanges within North 

America. At the same time, after Brexit pointed out the weaknesses of European 

integration, the European Union is wrestling with a new reality in which 

member states are not always satisfied with the trends of integration, while 

others think of this integration as the only option for survival, especially in 

Eastern and Southern European countries. 

This diagnosis, while cursory, is more than enough to present the major 

challenges of today. Unfortunately, the world was hit with an unexpected crisis: 

the Covid-19 pandemic placed itself at the top of the global agenda, displacing 

and delaying all other major concerns in international affairs. As of today, 

uncertainty is the reality for most nations. Yes, the pandemic brought death, 

tragedy, fear, and instability. The figures are brutal, and show how vulnerable 

humankind is and how far away the international community is from having the 

proper tools to deal with this kind of global emergency. Following Pope Francis’ 

reflections, the Covid-19 pandemic has increased by 20 million the number of 

people who have been dragged into extreme levels of food insecurity this year. 

He considers the need for a universal wage and the reduction of the working 

day, and also appeals to financial groups and credit institutions to wave debts in 

order to allow poor countries to guarantee the basic needs of their people 

(Vatican News 2021). 

However, in the dark, there is always some light. As a result of this major 

sanitary crisis, the international community showed its ability to work together, 

developing vaccines in record time against the virus and calling the attention of 

the richest countries on earth to the need to provide vaccines and other health 

resources to less fortunate countries. It is expected that this moment will show 

the rise of a renewed concept of solidarity among nations and peoples as a 

common family, co-responsible for responding to the crisis, and by extension to 

other issues that affect humanity. 
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In the difficult conditions created by globalization, and aggravated by the 

pandemic, many countries have begun to rethink and reshape the way in which 

they engage with other nations, blocs, and the wider world. This is the case of 

Mexico and the European Union. Despite new realities, both entities identified 

in the global arena a window of opportunity and, in 2016, decided to update the 

“Global Agreement,” which frames their institutional relations and exchanges. 

The Global Agreement was signed in 1997 with an Interim Trade Agreement 

that was later replaced by the Free Trade Agreement between Mexico and the 

EU (TLCUEM). Signed in March 2000, the Global Agreement and TLCUEM 

entered into force in October 2000. 

 

 

2.MEXICO AND EUROPE  

 

Talking about Mexico and Europe is to make reference to a long history of 

friendship and cooperation, in different fields. It is also to make reference to 

solidarity and possibilities of diversification and complementation that their 

economies and societies offer to each other. From the Mexican perspective, it is a 

relation with strong foundations that offers horizons for widening contacts and 

exchanges. Mexico finds in Europe the convergence of different agendas, some 

that rule bilateral relations, others related to multilateral and bi-regional 

diplomacy. At the same time, Europe finds in Mexico a trustable partner and a 

gateway to the North American market and to the Latin American and 

Caribbean regions. Mexico and Europe share values, among them the rule of 

law, transparency, gender and Human rights, the fight against climate change, 

democracy and free trade, following the rules of the World Trade Organization 

(WTO). It is also important to underline the fact that in times of globalization, 

the partnership between Mexico and the European Union has offered both with 

better tools for positioning themselves as co-responsible actors regarding 

subjects of common interest. 

In 2017, Mexico and the European Union celebrated the twentieth anniversary of 

their Global Agreement. As a result of this Agreement, they have reinforced 

their condition as strategic partners. With a total population of over 500 million 
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people, 26% of world GDP, and some of the most powerful economies in the 

world, the European Union represents a significant strategic partner for Mexico 

(De Icaza 2018, 19-31). Mexico represents something similar for Europe, thanks 

to the country’s condition as one of the most globalized and open in the world 

for more than two decades. Since 1994, Mexico has signed twelve free trade 

agreements, with 46 countries. Thirty-three agreements for the reciprocal 

promotion and protection of investments (15 of them with 16 European Union 

countries) and nine agreements of limited scope. At the same time, Mexico 

participates in several regional and multilateral fora, such as the World Trade 

Organization (WTO), the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum (APEC), the 

Organization for Cooperation and Economic Development (OCED), and the 

Pacific Alliance (with Chile, Colombia and Peru). 

The diversification process is founded on the search for new partners, the 

deepening of existing coordination and consultation mechanisms, and the 

commitment to cooperation for development. According to the European 

Commission, in the last decade, total EU-Mexico trade in goods has almost 

tripled, reaching €61.8 billion in 2019, with the EU running a trade in goods 

surplus with Mexico of €13.3 billion. That same year, Mexico was the 11th largest 

trading partner for the EU-27 and its biggest trading partner in Latin America 

ahead of Brazil (€59.0 billion as per February 2020 data). Again in 2019, the EU-

27 was Mexico's third-largest trading partner, accounting for a share of 7.8% of 

Mexican trade after the US (62.4%) and China (10.1%). Unlike the EU's agri-

food-dominated imports from other Latin American countries, EU imports from 

Mexico – just like EU exports to Mexico – are mainly in the form of industrial 

goods (94.7% and 96% respectively). In 2019, EU imports of agricultural 

products and fisheries from Mexico accounted for only 4.9% and 0.5% 

respectively, and EU exports of those goods to Mexico for merely 3.9% and 0.1% 

respectively. Following the same source, in 2019 Mexico was the EU's 23rd 

largest import market for agri-food, accounting for €1.4 billion or 0.8% of total 

extra-EU trade, and the EU's 28th largest export market for agri-food, 

representing €1.1 billion or 1% of total extra-EU trade. In 2018, overall EU-

Mexico trade in services amounted to €13.2 billion. EU exports of services to 

Mexico accounted for €8.2 billion and consisted mainly of business (€2.8 billion), 
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transport (€1.8 billion), travel (€0.7 billion) and ICT services (€0.6 billion). EU 

imports of services from Mexico represented €5 billion and were dominated by 

business (€1.5 billion), transport (€1.0 billion) and travel (€0.8 billion) (European 

Parliament. Modernisation of the trade pillar of the EU - Mexico Global 

Agreement 2020). 

The relation between Mexico and the European Union has proved to be strategic 

for both. Since the year 2000, the relation has been institutionalized, and the 

Global Agreement, the first of its kind in the European Union with a Latin 

American country, offers certainty to relations between the two entities. The 

metrics show that the European Union is the third-largest trade partner of 

Mexico, following the United States and China. The trade exchanges between 

Mexico and the European Union are over 62 billion Dollars, out of which the EU 

exports to Mexico almost 42 billion (67% of total trade). From 1999 to 2021, the 

amount of the direct European investment in Mexico was over 193 billion 

Dollars, the equivalent to 31.34% of the total Foreign Direct Investment received. 

In Mexico there are 19,313 companies with investments from the European 

Union (La relación comercial entre México y Europa 2021). 

The promising results of the bilateral exchanges between Mexico and the 

European Union, plus important economic and political changes in the two 

regions and the world over, required a more robust agreement between Mexico 

and the EU. In 2009, the Treaty of Lisbon entered into force, and the capacities of 

the European Union widened regarding its member states and towards external 

partners. At the same time, the number of members of the European Union has 

grown to almost double what it was in 1997 (when they were fifteen) to today’s 

twenty-seven, after the United Kingdom signaled in 2016 that it would 

withdraw and finally achieved Brexit in 2020. In consequence, a process of 

renovation of the legal framework of the original agreement between Mexico 

and the EU began in 2016. 

The original TLCUEM, established in 1997, contained three chapters: political 

concertation, economic association, and cooperation. In the political field, the 

most important change for both entities was their decision to become strategic 

partners, which was later consolidated through the Strategic Partnership in 2009 

and the Joint Executive Plan (2010), which proposed actions and common goals 
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in bilateral, regional, and multilateral areas of common concern. At the same 

time, the creation in 2011 of the Mexican Agency for Cooperation for 

International Development (AMEXCID) updated Mexico’s platform for dealing 

with this important component of the previous agreement, to put it in 

accordance with the Millennium Development Goals (MDG’s) outlined by the 

United Nations. AMEXCID is a satellite entity of the Mexican Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs that has the specific mandate regarding international 

cooperation for development. 

The negotiation process was agreed upon in 2013, and three years later, the 

European Council approved the beginning of negotiations. After several rounds, 

on 30 November 2017, the negotiators successfully finished the revised chapters 

of political dialogue and cooperation. On 21 April 2018, the EU and Mexico 

reached an agreement in principle on a modernized trade pillar of the EU-

Mexico Global Agreement. Two years later, negotiations were formally 

concluded. The trade pillar of the Global Agreement was the first trade 

liberalization instrument that the EU concluded with a Latin American country. 

It has contributed to a significant increase in EU-Mexico trade in services and 

industrial goods. After the trade pillar's legal scrutiny and translation, it will 

become part of the three-pronged Global Agreement, that will also contain 

revamped political dialogue and cooperation pillars. 

The progress achieved by both parties is important, but steps are still necessary 

to ensure that the new agreement is approved by all member states and Mexico 

in their respective legislatures. It is expected that the renewed Global Agreement 

will consolidate the partnership between the European Union, its member 

states, and Mexico. The modernization process of the Global Agreement will 

also help to expand the trade and investment bonds, intensify political dialogue, 

and widen cooperation between the partners, taking into account the ability 

both parties have to influence global governance. Before the agreement is passed 

to the Council of the European Union for its final approval, the text must go 

through a legal review and be translated into all the official languages of the 

European Union, considering that the original text was negotiated in English. 

Once approved by the Council, Mexico and the EU will sign the agreement and 

the text will be submitted for consideration to the Mexican Senate and the 
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European Parliament. After that, it will go to the national parliaments of each 

Union member state, and in some cases the sub-national legislatures, for its 

ratification. (Del Rio and Saavedra Cinta 2018, 35-48). 

 

 

3.THE CHALLENGES AHEAD 

 

Putting aside the process of the final approval of the Global Agreement, which is 

ongoing, a prospective analysis shows the richness and amplitude of 

possibilities that this instrument offers Mexico and the EU for redressing their 

relations and persistent problems in the world in the third decade of the 21st 

century. Great challenges lie ahead. Among them are the issues presented by 

migration and the management of borders; Human and gender rights at a 

moment in which feminisms across the globe are being redefined; the issues of 

crisis management raised by the Covid-19 pandemic and other health crises; the 

need to adopt policies able to ensure a more equitable distribution of wealth and 

prosperity, in particular the reduction of poverty; and the strengthening of 

democratic systems of government by ensuring fairness, participation and social 

justice. To these we must add the need to address topics such as the rule of law, 

transparency and environmental sustainability. The shared goals of Mexico and 

the European Union should have a meaningful impact on the lives of their 

populations and contribute to improving world governance, including the 

reform of the multilateral system in such a way that it can be representative of 

today’s world and its diverse needs. 

It is important to acknowledge that the process of renewing the Global 

Agreement sends a strong message to the world about the importance of 

resisting protectionism and isolationism. It is also a strong signal of both parties’ 

will to reinforce their strategic partnership, which, moreover, is useful for 

strengthening bonds on the bilateral level between Mexico and the member 

states of the European Union. This trend has set a standard for cooperation, 

exchanges, and reciprocal visits of businesspeople and dignitaries, which has 

proved to be helpful for adapting their diplomacies to changing conditions and 

has helped to foster their convergence on different topics on the multilateral 
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level. At a time in which multilateralism was seriously questioned by the 

administration of former United States president Donald Trump, the evolution 

of the Mexico-EU Global Agreement is a good example of a functioning 

multilateral instrument committed to development and able to offer support for 

the strengthening of institutions under a non-selective framework. The Mexico-

EU Global Agreement is unique in Latin America and the Caribbean, a region 

which has been approached by Europe in the past with many expectations, but 

which has experienced changes that have prevented Brussels from continuing to 

approach the region as a whole. 

For the moment, following the difficulties of the CELAC-EU dialogue to deal 

with the growing diversity and divergences of its Latin American and Caribbean 

member states, the European Union has taken distance from the region, and 

now is focusing on cooperation programs, not on the wide range of topics 

previously considered on the agenda. An example of the complex but 

constructive relationship of Europe with Latin America is the role of Norway, 

not an EU member, as a mediator in the dialogue between the regime of 

Venezuela’s Nicolas Maduro and the opposition parties, currently taking place 

in Mexico City. In this instance, Mexico again showed itself to be, as it has 

always been, an ally of dialogue for peace and a state committed to the rule of 

law. 

At the bilateral level, Mexico and its European partners work together for the 

promotion of laws and policies with the potential to enact cultural and social 

changes. This happens internationally through the encouragement of 

progressive standards to strengthen domestic strategies. The added value of the 

Global Agreement is to be an instrument designed to last and ensure a stable 

future of relations between Mexico and the EU member states. So far, the 

Agreement has proved able to adapt to the changing conditions that affect its 

parties, even at a time of a major global crisis, as seen during the Covid-19 

pandemic. 

One particular challenge is the growing Euro-skepticism affecting both EU 

member countries and views about the bloc from outside it. After Brexit, and, 

more recently, the end of Angela Merkel’s tenure as German chancellor (since 

Merkel was one great promotor of Europeanism), the situation is very complex. 
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In Western Europe, there are doubts about the ability of the EU to embrace all 

European countries, in particular those from the East and the South, which are 

in general less developed and see the European Union as a catalyst for progress, 

economic stability and development. At the same time, since those countries lie 

on the boundaries of Europe, they are often seen in Brussels as a crucial first line 

against external threats to the cultural identity and political stability of the bloc. 

For geographically distant observers of these dynamics, Euro-skepticism seems 

to be more a matter of concern for Europe, rather than for other actors. In the 

current reality, the EU is still seen as a strong and reliable partner to other 

entities in the world, because it has proved that it has the ability to renew and 

reinvent itself in the face of changes. None of what happens in Europe is alien to 

Mexico, or vice-versa. The number of exchanges and the strength of cooperation 

between the two entities continues to be robust, despite intra-European political 

fluctuations. In this context, the Global Agreement is a useful tool that 

empowers Mexico vis-à-vis the EU as a whole and with its member states 

individually. Going forward, both parties need to continue working with 

renewed vigor for their diplomacies. They also need to adopt a strong political 

dialogue, able to enrich the common agenda and identify their points of contact 

in the multilateral arena. The work that both parties are doing to update the 

Global Agreement confirms the belief on both sides that this is not the moment 

to take distance from one another, but on the contrary to reinforce bonds at a 

time of great challenge. 

 

 

4.GENDER RIGHTS, A SUBJECT OF COMMON INTEREST 

 

No analysis of Mexico-EU relations would be complete without considering the 

ways in which both have worked to address a significant issue of common 

interest: gender equality. Mexico is the first Latin American country to adopt a 

feminist foreign policy (FFP), which considers the perspective of gender in a 

transversal way, and is focused on Human Rights. Up until now, four countries 

in the world have had a similar policy, namely France, Norway, Switzerland 

and Canada. By joining their ranks, Mexico seeks, with FFP, to reduce and one 
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day eliminate structural differences and gender inequalities, as a way to build a 

more fair and prosperous society. This policy makes visible women’s 

contributions to foreign policy and actions on a global scale, while maintaining 

coherence with the trends of the wider world and within the Mexican Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs (Gobierno de México 2020). 

Naturally in solidarity with the causes of humankind, FFP is supported by an 

effective diplomatic practice that is backed by the Constitution of Mexico and 

the international agreements signed with other countries and blocs, including 

with the EU. As an example of this commitment, Mexico and France partnered 

on the bilateral level to create the “Gender Equality Forum” (GEF), which met in 

Mexico City in March, 2021, and in Paris in June, 2021. The results of these 

meetings, which were convoked by UN Women and co-sponsored by Mexico 

and France, in association with civil society groups and youth organizations, 

sent a strong message of cooperation to the European Union and its member 

countries about the power of activism for the rights of women, feminist 

solidarity and youth leadership for making a transformative change. Of 

particular importance was the fact that these meetings occurred even during the 

sanitary crisis and hence, Mexico and France considered that gender equality, 

the promotion of Human Rights and the elimination of all forms of 

discrimination and violence against women and girls, had to be vital 

components for the building of a more egalitarian, inclusive and sustainable 

world. 

Through the Global Agreement, Mexico and the EU would have the chance to 

continue dialoguing about topics related to gender equality and the challenges 

faced by both of them in this important field. Gender equality is precisely one of 

the most prominent shared values of both entities. It has to do not just with 

Human Rights, but also with democracy and global social justice. At the 

universal level, the topic is also one of the pillars that gives cohesion to the 

United Nations. It is expected that the conversation between Mexico and the EU 

will be mutually enriching, especially because the gender equality strategy of 

the European Union, even though it has been signed by its member states, is not 

a responsibility of the Union. The EU member states in fact diverge widely in its 

implementation. 
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Gender equality offers a strong example of how Mexico can also contribute 

significantly, through the exchange of good practices, to the development of 

measures and policies adopted by the EU and its member states to improve the 

lives of women and girls. By law in Mexico, political parties must ensure that 

fifty per cent of all candidates for elective office are women. A natural 

consequence of this is that, for the first time in history, the number of 

Congresswomen (250) is the same as that of Congressmen (250) in the Chamber 

of Deputies. The strength of the feminist movement in Mexico is a model for 

feminist movements across the world, and in Europe. The protection of women 

and girls from violence, parity between men and women and their continued 

empowerment in all fields of life are top priorities for the Mexican government, 

and offer elements for strengthening the dialogue and sharing experience with 

the European Union. 

 

 

5.PROSPECTIVE 

 

At present, the EU is facing a complex moment. Euro-skepticism, Brexit and the 

consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic pose serious challenges to Europeanism 

and call the attention of the EU members about the possibility of setting new 

priorities, able to redress the goals of the community and its role with other 

international actors. The evolution of events is still strongly attached to the 

outcome of the pandemic, which for the moment is at the top of everyone’s 

priority list. While some European States have achieved the goal of having at 

least 70% of their population vaccinated, others, in the East and South of the 

continent, are facing serious trouble because their national rate is still poor and 

economic and social activities are restricted. However, the international and 

extra-continental bonds of the EU are still active, as is evident in the process of 

signing the Global Agreement with Mexico. 

On the other hand, and in different conditions, when Mexico has achieved a 

promising result for the control of the pandemic, the government is deploying a 

strong effort to consolidate its foreign policy strategy for the diversification of 

contacts all around the world, including the European Union as such and its 
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member states on the bilateral level. With the strong support offered by its soft 

power (Nye 2005), Mexico is building bridges and interacting in globalization, 

with the mindset of achieving cooperation for development goals, to better 

distribute wealth and to tackle poverty. 

Not exempt from challenges, Mexico and the EU share the potential of 

continuing to offer the world a good example of how friends and partners are 

able to strengthen bonds of cooperation. The new Global Agreement is certainly 

the confirmation of the political will of the parties to benefit from the experience 

achieved in years past and also of their efforts to update an instrument that has 

proved to be very useful, but that needed to be revised faced with emerging 

challenges. 

Much can be said about the importance of the bonds between Mexico and the 

EU. The lessons learned and experience gained by both offer a very strong 

platform for the continued improvement of contacts. Looking ahead, and with 

open minds, the two parties are called to be in partnership under the principles 

of friendship and corresponsibility. It cannot be any other way. The size of the 

challenges that the world faces and the emergency posed by the Covid-19 

pandemic have opened gates of opportunity for cooperation and urge the 

strengthening of the tools that Mexico and the EU have for addressing their 

shared agenda. 

Based on common values and shared opinions about how to deal with world 

affairs through multilateral channels and with bold diplomacies committed with 

free trade, democracy, the rule of law, Human Rights and the common struggle 

against climate change, the Global Agreement offers Mexico and the EU a bright 

future as trustable partners. The time is right for advancing a strategic relation 

that has proved to be crucial for dealing with a complex, challenging and 

promising phase of globalization. 
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Abstract 

Classical political research shows that the degree of democracy inside a local or 

national system is measured by the levels of inclusion, effective participation 

and enlightened understanding: Citizens` participation stands in the center of a 

democratic society. One form of participation are deliberative processes, 

supposed to provide welfare, wellbeing and justice. Often, deliberation is 

accompanied by passion and includes moral and religious arguments, besides 

rational ones. Supporters of Habermas´ theory of the “ideal speech situation” 

emphasize rationalistic norms, considering emotions, i.a., as a threat to 

impartiality. Scholars have approached emotions in relation to deliberative 

practices considering social movements, policy making, service delivery and 

user involvement, or health care. The focus of this paper is set on the under-

explored research field of emotions and decision making at the local governance 

level. We look at a public debate from 2007 at the City of Timișoara (Romania), 

concerning the construction of an Orthodox church in a central neighborhood. 

Our question is related to the importance of emotional religious arguments for 

reaching an agreement - to provide welfare, well-being and justice. Research 

methods are based on discourse and conversation analysis. Results point to a 

potential significant contribution of passionate religious reasons towards 

reaching a moral, cognitive and - finally - legal consensus. The necessary 

conditions for democracy - inclusion, effectiveness and understanding - derive 
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from a morally and emotionally balanced deliberation: consideration for ethical 

principles, such as cognitive and affective competence, trust and responsibility, 

coming from all sides involved in the process. 

 

Keywords 

Decision making; deliberation; emotion; local governance; participation; 

religion.  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 

“Democracy cannot long survive without communication” (Gastil 2008, 8). 

Generally, the role of citizens in politics is reduced to expressing their opinion 

when voting - a periodical civic obligation about the meaning of which they are 

rarely informed properly. It turns to a permanent isolation from the political 

scene and agenda, with people showing up at the end of electoral campaigns 

just to “punch holes next to candidate’s names”, within “a hypothetic nation of 

zombie citizens, more likely to eat brain than use them” (Gastil 2008, 4). Rarely, 

people take their destiny into their own hands and decide to build participatory 

tools, or take part in top-down initiatives allowing for a better understanding 

and developing of public policies. When citizens do take a step towards the 

public sphere, they often become part of deliberative practices, where their word 

is supposed to be heard and taken into consideration. Deliberation is part of the 

larger area of political communication and has “a central role in the democratic 

process” (Gastil 2008, xii), at the macro-, as well as micro level of politics. In this 

study, we will analyse a particular segment of deliberation: the influence of 

emotional religious arguments on its outcomes. 

Emotions play a “complex and multidimensional role” in politics (Engelken-

Jorge 2011, 7). In relation to deliberative practices, they have been studied 

particularly with regard to social movements, policy making, service delivery 

(Barnes 2008), service user involvement (Hodge 2005), or health care 

deliberation (Komporozos-Athanasiou and Thompson 2015; Davies, Wetherell 

and Barnett 2009). A further research frame on this subject considered 
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redesigning organizational structures by means of large-group intervention 

methods - future searches, open spaces and citizens` juries (Saam 2018). A 

growing number of scholars investigated emotions with regard to political 

behaviour or mobilization, political judgment, communication and decision-

making (Engelken-Jorge 2011, 7). However, decision making processes - 

especially at the micro-political level, of the community - have received very 

little attention in relation to emotionality. Our paper approaches this under-

explored research field and, by means of analysing a specific case study, 

attempts to establish the significance of emotions for the outcomes of a 

deliberative practice. On the other hand, focus lies on moral and religious 

arguments to be used by participants in a public debate. Weiberg-Salzman and 

Willems (2020), March (2013), Eberle (2002) and Rawls (1997), among others, set 

their attention on the structure and “moral acceptability” of such reasons. The 

affective, emotional impact of religious rhetoric in public debates has 

considerably less been observed. 

The case study refers to a public debate held in 2007 at the City of Timișoara 

(Romania) - on the intention of the local Orthodox Church (following requests 

from inhabitants) to build a parish chapel in a central neighborhood with 

roughly 8,000 inhabitants, instead of an existing playground (planned to be 

relocated), next to a school and in the perimeter of some blocks of flats. The 

City’s chief architect, local councilors (politicians) and Church representatives 

were there to discuss with citizens. It turned to emotional discussions, lasting 

about 90 minutes, between supporters and opponents of the planned 

construction. The Local Council finally agreed on the proposal; however, the 

decision was one month later retracted and consensus was reached by offering a 

different place to the Church for building the edifice. This article describes the 

unfolding of the public debate in detail, attempting to reveal the role of the 

emotional and moral type of discourse in ensuring an inclusive, effective and 

“enlightened” participatory practice - in the end, in reaching an agreement for 

the deliberative practice and provide welfare, well-being and justice (the aims of 

deliberation). 

Inclusion, effective participation and enlightened understanding (based on 

reasonable arguments) - have been highlighted as precursors of a democratic 
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society (Dahl, 1989; Gastil 2008, 5). In order for a system - “large nations, small 

groups or any association that hopes to call itself democratic” (Gastil 2008, 5) - to 

be considered liberal, it has to include public participation. Dahl (1989) states 

that a nation is never purely democratic, like a human individual never turns 

out to be perfect. However, for democracy to function, citizens must have the 

possibility to express their opinions related to public policies outside the voting 

booth: They have to be included in decision-making and officials have to ensure 

that the system is not functioning in a formal manner, but in an effective one 

(achieving tangible results); last, but not least, arguments have to be put on the 

table fairly and reasonably, in the sense of the Habermasian enlightened 

understanding. Strong democracy is, in the end, about talk (Barber, 1984) - not in 

the sense of random communication, but as a process of expressing and listening 

to opinions, judging and understanding (Gastil 2008, 19). 

Research has consistently marched on the importance of reason in political 

communication and regarded emotions and moral arguments as intruders in the 

proper unfolding of a deliberation. Our intention is to verify this assumption 

and establish the level of significance of emotional religious discourses inside 

deliberative practices. We do this by means of a qualitative approach, partially 

based on personal participatory observation, and mainly on conversation and 

discourse analysis. The article is structured as follows: It starts with the 

arguments in the literature related to positive and negative effects of emotions in 

public deliberations, in relation to the three main conditions for a functioning 

democratic system - inclusion, understanding and effectiveness of participation. 

Looking further at religious arguments in the theoretical context of emotionality, 

the paper suggests the concepts of moral and emotional balance, as means for an 

ethical and effective deliberative process. After a description of the methods, we 

present the case study, the empirical findings and the conclusions of this 

research. 
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2. DELIBERATING WITH PASSION 

 

As a part of political communication, deliberation is seen as a central element in 

democracy - similar to, but different from democratic deliberation and 

deliberative democracy (Bächtiger and Parkinson 2019, 4) - by means of which 

citizens are called to state their opinions outside the voting booth and listen to 

what fellows have to say (e.g., Smith 2009). It is a direct process of involvement 

in the businesses of a state or of a community, based on dialogue and freedom to 

reflect and argue on specific subjects. The democratic deliberation, or the 

process of decision-making, is mainly based on discussions in a reasoned and 

well-informed manner, with consideration towards equality and respecting the 

other (List 2018, 463). If we look at deliberative democracy - it comprises a 

transformation process, where people are supposed to leave self-interest behind, 

listen to each other and pursue social justice and the common good (e.g., Young 

2000; Barnes 2008). 

In almost any deliberative forum - including decision-making on local public 

policies - even if it seems settled down, discussions are accompanied by passion 

(Thompson and Hoggett 2001, 354; Harvey 2009, 148); they are rarely based 

solely on reason, with lack of emotional engagement. It is difficult to have a 

neutral and dispassionate deliberation, when people bring their own, subjective 

values and experiences to a forum (e.g., Barnes 2008, 2005; Davies, Wetherell 

and Barnett 2006); tensions are then inevitably being created. For constructing a 

legitimate deliberation, rationality is decisive. But is an exclusively neutral 

debate possible? Such a dispute will be the “ideal speech situation”, where “no 

force except that of the better argument is exercised” (Habermas 1975). During 

this type of deliberation, mainly defined by “sincerity, respect and the 

neutralization of coercive power” (Martin 2012, 166), reason is supposed to have 

its first and final word to say in reaching a consensus: a fully symmetric process 

between discussants, respecting the elementary aspects of dialogue and 

interaction - “assertion and dispute, revelation and concealment, prescription 

and conformity” (Habermas 1970, 371). 
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2.1. Inclusiveness and reasonable understanding 

 

When emotion is allowed to enter the field, there are chances that discussions 

are perturbed and outcomes are not satisfying: “Fear, hatred, and cruelty, as 

well as compassion, remorse, and grief” will have a negative effect on 

impartiality and, consequently, on the quality and legitimacy of the deliberative 

practice (Hoggett and Thompson 2002, 107; 2001). While these emotions are seen 

as perturbing the debate, others, such as hope, can have promising effects: 

“Hope seems to be democratic” (Saam 2018, 770). Granting an “excessive” 

freedom of speech can lead to coercion and manipulation; you give people the 

possibility to rhetorically express their feelings and may suddenly face 

blackmail and deception attempts: “Emotion can be coercive; which is why in 

the end it must answer to reason” (Dryzek 2000, 3). Being too emotionally 

loaded, discussions jump out of boundaries and generate a conflict with the 

organizational aims of the process itself (Komporozos-Athanasiou and 

Thompson 2015, 1144-1145). It all turns to a slanging match (Barnes 2008, 473). 

The feelings and dispositions of listeners, of the ones receiving emotional 

messages, are not to be neglected: The passionate deliberative discourse requires 

emotion work from the audience; listeners can even feel humiliated at a certain 

moment in time and this can lead to exclusion. This is why authentic emotions 

are often welcome, but some situations require them to be “kept hidden” (Saam 

2018, 759-760). 

On the other hand, expressing passion during a public debate can lead to 

benefits, in terms of argumentation accompanied by reason and understanding 

(Saam 2018, 758). It can also positively contribute to the inclusion of the ones 

affected by decisions: These people have to benefit from the moral right of 

expressing opinions passionately - a natural type of human interaction (Barnes 

2008, 469; Martin 2012, 166; Davies, Wetherell and Barnett 2006; Young 2000). 

Resuming discussions to reason, substance, neutrality or a dispassionate 

engagement means people cannot manifest themselves: “Traditionally 

disengaged citizens” are discriminated (Campbell 2005, 698). Secondly, people 

may have “experienced unfairness and injustice” (Barnes 2008, 473) and, in their 

search for equitability, emphasize their hurt using a loud and determined voice. 
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It is a way of “personal investment in the discourse” (Martin 2012, 173), which 

adds value to the debate, by conferring a necessary degree of vitality - supposed 

not to disturb, but in the end to facilitate and substantiate the process, secure it 

with understanding: “Emotions provide important information that policy 

makers need to recognize in determining what action is necessary in order to 

produce positive outcomes” (Barnes 2008, 476). 

Inclusion and understanding are thus two main elements contributing to a 

proper political communicative process, to positive outcomes and a consensus 

more likely to be achieved. Then again, if allowing people to manifest their 

emotions means inclusion and understanding, an exaggerated permissiveness 

marginalizes the ones prepared to state their opinions (Martin 2012, 167; Barnes 

et al. 2007): When they feel discussions are too emotive, citizens may become 

discouraged and withdraw from the deliberative practice. 

 

 

2.1.1. The emotional balance 

 

An expressive and meaningful dispute, meant to invigorate discussions, has to 

be allowed, instead of concentrating on a solely neutral debate. The strategy is 

part of the so-called “emotional morality” (Barnes 2008, 473). The powerful tone 

of discussions and the so-called appeals to affect (March 2013, 535), to the 

feelings of the listener - emotional arguments based on intimacy and profundity 

- are important; they provide understanding and inclusion for citizens who 

usually stay aside. However, given the reasons above, it is not advisable to have 

discussions fully charged with emotion, but to approach them in an even-

tempered manner. Likewise, passionate discourses should not be based on 

individual claims, but “express a position that is shared by many others” 

(Barnes 2008, 473); the collective orientation of emotional claims thus provides 

them with a certain degree of authenticity and legitimacy. Dryzek (2000, 1) 

resumes: “persuasion, rather than coercion, manipulation, or deception”. 

Accomplishing these requirements allows us to speak about an emotional balance 

for our deliberation. The strategy is applicable in the case of citizens 

(participants, beneficiaries) and officials, alike. Organizers of public debates may 
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“exercise power” by setting “boundaries” to the discourse (Hodge 2005). They 

can use their positions for manipulating the course of discussions and exclude 

opinions which do not conform to their purposes. Komporozos-Athanasiou and 

Thompson (2015, 1140) call it managerial manipulation of laypeople: “The 

organization seeks to control emotion and delineate boundaries within which it 

is allowed to surface”. 

The emotional balance should be a purpose for all parts involved in the process. 

Accomplishing it is theoretically possible. In practice, organizers have to be 

open to a “diverse range of discursive styles and subject positions” (Martin 2012, 

167). Describing a concrete situation following his observations on a deliberative 

forum, Martin (2012, 176) resumes: “This, then, was no Habermasian ‘ideal 

speech situation’ (…) in which the power of the best argument held sway: rather 

it was a forum where some participants were more vociferous and persuasive 

than others”. 

 

 

2.1.2. The moral balance 

 

If the excess of emotional discourse can lead to coercion and manipulation, an 

exclusive use of moral arguments in a public debate can have similar negative 

effects. Basically, moral arguments facilitate a moral agreement (Gutmann and 

Thompson 1996; Barnes 2008). And this reconciliation can be an important stage 

for passing to a cognitive and legal consensus - necessary for achieving the goals 

of deliberation: “welfare, well-being and justice” (Barnes 2008, 461-462). Moral 

and religious points of view are welcome, they often prove “non-theocratic, 

respectful, and justice promoting” (March 2013, 524), sometimes even more 

plausible / less controversial than secular utilitarian ones (Weiberg-Salzman 

and Willems 2020, 9). For legitimizing the deliberative process, moral 

argumentation has to be, however, supplemented by an “enlightened”, 

substantive type of discourse. The term “common reason” is used for describing 

the fundament of decision making in the liberal, democratic society (Weiberg-

Salzman and Willems 2020; Barbato 2011; Habermas 2005). “Public reason” and 

“public good” further come into question when talking about the means, 
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respectively the goal one should not disregard when introducing religious 

arguments into equation: We should “give properly public reasons to support 

the principles and policies our comprehensive doctrine is said to support" 

(Rawls 1997, 776). Besides, the attitude of the speaker using religious arguments 

would have to show tolerance towards people of different denominations or 

moral persuasions, an effort to search for shared reasons, willingness to receive 

critical scrutiny and readiness for defeat (George 1997; Eberle 2002; Clanton, 

2009; March 2013, 526). 

Using rational, beside moral arguments, and tolerating contrary positions 

sustain a “moral acceptability of presenting religious arguments in public” 

(March 2013, 526): An inclusive, permissive and normative attitude - keeping the 

discourse out of an exclusively rational trajectory, but directed towards common 

reason - will help in achieving a necessary moral balance for the deliberative 

practice. 

 

 

2.2. An ethical and effective deliberation 

 

Maintaining a balance from a moral and emotional point of view is often only 

possible by means of “pragmatic compromises” (Martin 2012, 179). But it also 

depends on considering some specific policies: First of all, public officials and 

participants have to be competent; Webler (1995) speaks about cognitive 

competence and Dryzek (2000, 1) mentions the presence of eligible, learned 

citizens in the process. Cognitive competence, knowledge of the subject, has to 

be doubled by an “affective competence” - commitment, engagement with 

counterparts, receiving and responding to emotions and personal experiences in 

such a way that people finally feel “their contributions are recognized and 

valued” (Barnes 2008, 476). Moreover, public officials would have to show 

attentiveness, responsiveness and responsibility when dealing with 

participation (Barnes 2008; Tronto 1993; Sevenhuijsen 1998); these qualities can 

provide trust - the final balancing element, able to assure a relational ethics and 

an effective deliberative process (Barnes 2008, 474; Barnes and Prior 1998). 
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3. METHODS 
 

For verifying these theoretical elements, we partially used the personal 

participatory observation and interpreted the document containing the written 

record of the public meeting in question. From the position of the moderator, we 

have observed the event from the beginning to the end: Involvement in the field 

enables a better understanding of the data (e.g., Strübing 2013, Breidenstein et al. 

2013; Martin 2012, 170). Participation in the social practice as a (neutral) actor, 

not an external observer or a researcher, facilitates an in-depth view on the 

process, due to the already established contacts to the milieu. Our participatory 

presence in the field was important, it gave us access to the setting and a 

valuable insider perspective, but the essential method used in this study 

remained the analysis of the written document of the meeting. 

A limitation of this research - counterbalanced by the relevant character and 

content of the deliberative event, for the subject - derives from the fact that the 

present paper is written after 13 years since the public debate took place. 

Memories fade out and details related to behavioural elements, which could 

describe the emotional factor better, are present to a lesser extent. We did not 

have access to audio- or videotaped materials of the meeting, so we relied on the 

written transcription of discussions and our personal recollections. “Inclusion of 

more explicit emotional analysis may encourage techniques such as 

ethnography, personal recollection, diaries, interviews and storytelling (e.g.) in 

deliberation studies”; the reflexivity of the researcher is very important here, as 

she is “inevitably drawn into the study herself” (Komporozos-Athanasiou and 

Thompson 2015, 1149). This reflexivity refers to a personal view on the practice 

from the researcher, after leaving the field and beginning to analyse her data. 

She has to detach herself from previous experiences and turn to an (as much as 

possible) objective evaluation. 

We are presenting this public debate in a narrative manner, focusing on the 

statements coming from participants, respectively on the degree of emotionality 

and the religious character of their arguments. Our chosen predominant 

analytical strategy - the conversation and discourse analysis - was determined 

by a given quality and consistency of the applicable document: The word for 
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word transcription contains all dialogue scenes and dozens of meaningful 

statements, allowing a relevant interpretative approach. Applied methods of 

dramaturgical, conversation and discourse analysis are particularly mentioned 

in the literature and made use of when it comes to evaluating public 

participation exercises (e.g., Carvalhoet al. 2019; Harvey 2009). The 

dramaturgical approach is based on studying the event as a whole, from the 

perspective of interactions and the roles played by each actor in producing the 

rituals. Discourse analysis is less concerned with an individual type of rhetoric 

and refers to a broader manner in which language is used “to construct the 

problematic in a certain way over other possible ways” (Harvey 2009, 154). Then 

again, interpreting conversational aspects means looking at interactions - and at 

the lexical choice of participants (Harvey 2009, 152-154): This type of approach 

focuses on the manner in which social actors “make sense of and respond to one 

another” in the frame of the so-called “talk-in-interaction” (Lester and O`Reilly 

2019, 4). The interpretation in this paper finally combines the discourse and 

conversation analysis, to evaluate the extent to which the passionate religious 

discourse during the deliberative event was able to provide inclusion, 

reasonable understanding and an effective participation. 

 

 

4. THE CASE STUDY 
 

The participatory event analysed in this article was held in 2007 at the City of 

Timișoara, in Romania. Gathering around 200 people, the debate comprised 

dozens of religious and nonreligious arguments, related to the appropriateness 

of constructing a church in a central neighborhood. These were shared between 

clergy, administration and citizens - for their most part, inhabitants in the area. 

Representatives of the Church brought historical arguments into discussion, in 

favour of building the chapel in that particular neighborhood; they claimed the 

need for more places of worship, for the (around 90%) majoritarian Orthodox 

population, as no churches had been built in the decades of authoritarian 

communist rule. Most of the ones positioned against the initiative, on the other 

side, underlined the spatial argument (inappropriateness of the location) and the 
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potential discomfort of future construction works. Discussions focused on the 

importance of religious education and a Christian shaped environment for 

young people, who should not be kept away from the church. Some of the 

attendants made connections to values of the European Union (which Romania 

had just joined), like dialogue and public transparency. Passionate debates 

finally arose around the person of the priest himself nominated to look after the 

construction and put in charge of the future parish. Although the majority 

supported him and his missionary activity, some opponents accused him of 

taking decisions without consultations: “His conscience knows why he insists 

building the church in that particular place” (Record of the public debate from 

18.01.2007, City of Timișoara). The person asked the public to forgive him, for 

telling the truth. We here deal with a kind of “conscience to conscience” appeal, 

as a culminating point of the meeting; the speaker seemed to possess 

information which others were not invested with, did not want to give birth to a 

perhaps even bigger scandal by revealing his knowledge, instead modestly 

calling on moral arguments: “I bow before you, Father, I know you have done 

wonderful things and built wonderful churches; nevertheless in this case, you 

should have asked us first” (Record of the public debate from 18.01.2007, City of 

Timișoara). The general impression of the ones opposing the project was that 

Church and administration colluded in pursuing a certain interest. Whereas 

some turned to loudness and radicalism, others used sophisticated methods: We 

mentioned, for instance, the person who appealed to the “power of conscience” 

and apologized “for telling the truth”. Although the feeling of guilt should not 

have played any part in this situation (do we at any time have to feel guilty for 

telling the truth?), the high level of emotion, on one hand, an obviously over-

averaged educational level and a certain degree of natural fear for possible 

consequences of his statements all contributed to this “humble” type of offense. 

Public officials and local politicians confined themselves to observing 

discussions and described them as part of a positively developing democratic 

process. The chief-architect explained the legal structure of the initiative and 

politicians (local councilors), who were to take the decision, committed to an 

analysis of the documentation and to finding another location for the 

construction, if this was possible and would have eliminated contradictions. The 
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dispute finished with the intervention of Church representatives: Supporting the 

project, they directed towards dialogue, as a key element in finally solving the 

issue. Some of them underlined the proposed location as the only solution 

available, while others left the door open for negotiations. Overall, the dialogue 

tended to come across legal appropriateness and turned several times to moral 

and religious values to be taken into consideration. It was an emotionally loaded 

debate, with discussions carried out on a determined and passionate tone of 

voice. They were interrupted several times with appeals for a civilized discourse 

and had to be paused once, so spirits could calm down. After initially approving 

the project, the Local Council retracted its decision and a more proper place for 

the construction could be found one month later in the same neighborhood, 

several hundred yards further. 

 

 

5. RESULTS 

 

The analytical interpretation shows the presence of the three precursors for a 

functioning democratic system - inclusion, effective participation and 

enlightened understanding - during the public debate. In this section, we will 

detail the unfolding of the meeting on a narrative basis. We use conversation 

and discourse analysis for interpreting the discussions from the point of view of 

their emotional and religious character, respectively intend to evaluate the 

impact of the passionate religious discourse on reaching an agreement and 

ensuring the goals of deliberation - welfare, well-being and justice. 

 

 

5.1. Including the disengaged 

 

Participants had the possibility of permanently expressing their views during 

this public debate - and they did it either neutrally, in favour of building the 

edifice, or against the construction. Our participatory observation revealed that 

emotions and religious arguments were allowed to enter the scene and unfold in 

an undisturbed manner, which ensured a significant degree of inclusion for the 
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deliberative process - as no person was blocked from stating her or his opinion 

on the subject. Emotions came with a considerable degree of personal 

engagement from the side of participants, who expressed their feelings towards 

the situation: “It is the most agitated debate from many I have attended; let us 

not cause a scandal around the Church”, said one of the politicians attending 

discussions. Indeed, he has had the opportunity to witness many debates in that 

period of particular focus on decisional transparency in Timișoara; as a result of 

a recent law, authorities were preoccupied to constantly publish all their projects 

and invite citizens and civil society to state their opinions. The particularity of 

this debate, from an emotional point of view, is emphasized by fellow 

participants, too: “I am sorry for the emotions, I didn’t believe we were coming 

to this...”, “I am living a nightmare for one month, generated by the ambitions of 

a person who should wish for peace and understanding among humans”, “I am 

the economic councilor of the metropolitanate, I am sorry, I am overwhelmed 

with emotion, too” (Record of the public debate from 18.01.2007, City of 

Timișoara). These are only a few discursive elements confirming per se the tense 

atmosphere in the room. 

Besides these direct statements, emotionality was perceptible by the observer in 

the tonality of discussions. The two sides countered each other on a vociferous 

tone, murmuring almost each time opponents said something considered 

disturbing. The passionate interest for the subject is to be already tracked down 

with the first person who takes the floor: “I want to tell you from the beginning 

that I am not against building a church in my neighborhood, but, just like... 

thank you”. He continues after a few seconds of break, impelled by people 

talking at the same time. A following female inhabitant tries to be more 

convincing: “Don’t move anything from that place! We’ll fight for building the 

church somewhere else. There are hundreds of children who need recreation. 

Take my life at this right moment, but do not touch that park!” Coercion, 

manipulation, blackmail? Or, rather, a manifestation of despair, from someone 

who had lived there for decades and was merely trying to conserve what she 

and many others viewed as part of their everyday life. Her vociferous tone 

expresses an intense frustration upon possible implications - “unfairness and 

injustice”. In a desperate search for equitability, she brings herself in front, 
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hoping that someone will take account of this drama. The moderator allows the 

participant to state her opinions and intervenes in the end: “Thank you and we 

would like to ask you to keep a limit of decency with the tone we are using” 

(Record of the public debate from 18.01.2007, City of Timișoara). 

This is just one example of a strong personal investment in the discourse. This 

particular speaker can be seen as a representative of the adversaries and her 

inclusion in the debate was a benefit for the process; she had been living in the 

area for a long time and possessed a cognitive competence to deliberate on the 

particular subject. Her agitation was determined by the potentially harmful 

direct impact of the construction upon the children in the area. She was the one 

taking care of that playground; it was not an individual concern, but a 

collectively addressed one. All these elements contribute to a certain degree of 

emotional balance; they authenticate and legitimize her discourse, make her 

emotional attitude recognizable to policy makers and contribute to the 

inclusiveness (rather than disturbance) of the communicative process. 

We will offer only a few more examples showing the tense atmosphere in the 

room, due to a high tone of voice and the fact that people could not refrain from 

intervening and disrupting discussions. Above all, appeals to affect were meant 

to vitalize the debate and personalize the subject. “How can someone become 

deaf from a poor bell? I consider the opponents` aggressive arguments 

unreasoned and malicious: Why can’t someone see a church in front of their 

eyes?”. After hearing vociferous reactions in the room, the moderator needs to 

intervene again, asking participants to act in a civilized manner: “I do not think I 

have to remind you that we are living in Timișoara, renowned for its civic spirit, 

and I would not like us to embarrass ourselves”. The profundity of  arguments 

and their power of expression drove the discourse towards subjectivity and 

intimacy: “Ask your conscience if God does not deserve an effort or a sacrifice 

from you”, “Jews preferred Barabbas, what have I done for God?”, “A church 

emanates light”, or “Christ sacrificed himself out of love” - are some of the most 

emotionally loaded affirmations with religious connotation, belonging to 

citizens and Church representatives alike (Record of the public debate from 

18.01.2007, City of Timișoara). These passionate statements turn to a moral and 

religious argumentation in a laic and rational context - the appropriateness of a 
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building in a particular living area. One of the participants summarizes the non-

religious character of the subject: “We are not in war with the Church; we just 

want some other location”. Finally, the fact that people had the unrestrained 

opportunity to express these opinions in a highly emotional manner, at the same 

time using moral and religious arguments, reveals a significant level of inclusion 

for the deliberative practice. 

 

 

5.2. The “enlightened” understanding 

 

Under the circumstances, the need for “public reasons to support the principles 

and policies our comprehensive doctrine is said to support" was certainly being 

felt. We now enter the field of what we have called moral balance. There were 

supporters of the initiative who came with arguments referring to the public 

good: “Maybe you will be kinder and more loving to members of your families, 

maybe children will be better educated; playground and resting places will be 

relocated in the church courtyard...”. They combined the religious and laic 

argumentation for projecting an ideal image of a situation that would satisfy 

everyone. “The priest will take care of the green area, too”, said one of the 

participants, whereas others referred to potential beneficiaries of the project: 

“Believers are quiet and civilized; we should have more peace here”. It was not 

only about emotionally expressed doctrinal principles anymore, it was about 

making the religious discourse morally acceptable, by providing it with rational 

supporting elements. 

The discursive emotional and moral balance interfere, they cannot be entirely 

separated: The level of voice used during conversations, the power of expression 

and the (moral or rational) character of argumentation are interconnected; they 

have to be focused on persuasion and avoid slipping towards coercion, 

manipulation and deception. A relative balance to this respect confers reasonable 

understanding to the deliberative process and facilitates a consensus. 
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5.3. Ethics and effectiveness 

 

We remember the specific policies needed to be taken into consideration for 

reaching a moral and emotional balance, respectively assuring an effective 

deliberation - cognitive and affective competence, attentiveness, responsiveness 

and responsibility. To what extent were people in this particular case willing to 

conform to relational ethics, in order for the discourses to remain authentic and, 

despite moral and passionate arguments, not turn to a manipulative, 

unreasonable slanging match? First of all, cognitive competence was to be 

observed not only at attending officials (specialists in urban planning), but also 

at citizens: “We have a 1100 m total surface and the edifice occupies 236 m. The 

rest will be a park”, “I was convinced of the feasibility after I saw the placement 

diagram”. Many of them demonstrated they have read and analysed the project, 

knowingly bringing its details into discussion. Affective competence, on the 

other side, meant tolerance for emotional behaviour and different religious or 

moral opinions, acceptance of criticism and willingness to compromise. The 

chief-architect of the City mentioned he was analysing the situation from a 

professional perspective: “The documentation made us think that this is the best 

solution. I would agree to this plan; however, this is not what’s important”. 

What was important, he said, was being able to witness a public debate “with a 

full room”, calling it a democratic exercise and a “sign of maturity”. He 

underlined he was not in charge of refereeing the social factor and taking a 

decision, but will consider all the arguments expressed by participants (Record 

of the public debate, 18.01.2007, City of Timișoara). The Church was also open 

for further discussions: “We do not want it necessarily here; let us not fight 

against each other. Invite us to discussions; we are open to other solutions, to 

reach peace among us”. Tolerance and compromise were the signs through 

which both institutions involved in the deliberation - Church and administration 

- demonstrated affective competence, needed for beneficiaries to finally feel 

“their contributions are recognized and valued”. Disposition towards 

compromise was also a sign of responsibility from the ones able to take a 

decision. Finally, there were attempts from public officials to regain the 

important element of trust, which seemed lost during discussions: “A technical 
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committee, formed by specialists outside the administration, approved this 

location” and “We tried to ensure legality, transparency and professionalism” 

(Record of the public debate from 18.01.2007, City of Timișoara). 

Consideration for these ethical principles allowed the discussions to be kept in a 

balance, from a moral and emotional point of view: a necessary condition for 

reaching effectiveness and, finally, the goals of the deliberation: welfare, 

wellbeing and justice. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The aim of this paper was to evaluate the degree to which an emotionally loaded 

religious discourse can have an impact on the outcomes of a deliberative process 

at the local governance level. The research question was related to the extent to 

which religious arguments, presented in a passionate manner, are able to ensure 

inclusiveness, provide the deliberative process with substance and contribute to 

effectiveness, in terms of reaching an acceptable agreement. Methods were 

based on an analytical strategy, containing the discourse and conversational 

analysis of a public debate held in 2007 at the City of Timișoara, Romania. 

Literature mainly regarded emotions, as well as moral and religious arguments, 

as potentially disturbing a public communicative process, and marched on the 

importance of the substantive, enlightened, rational manner of communicating, 

or presenting their arguments, from the side of participants involved in a public 

debate. Building public policies inside local governance systems is a complex 

process, which often confronts with more than the reasonable “ideal speech 

situation”, where the force of the better argument prevails. In a liberal 

democracy, rather the individuality of people’s characters, personalities and 

emotions comes into question. And then, politicians, public officials, moderators 

of the deliberative process, have to pursue a moral and emotional balance - not 

exclude potential vociferous participants expressing moral and religious 

arguments, and at the same time maintain a consistent level of “enlightened 

understanding“ or rationality - thus keeping the chance for the deliberation to 

become effective and reach acceptable results. Otherwise, we can deal with 
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exclusion, lack of rationality, and of a tangible outcomes - with welfare, well-

being and justice far from being accomplished. 

The analytical interpretation of the way this public debate unfolded, of the 

manner in which people were allowed to state their opinions (inclusion), of the 

emotional and rational character of discussions (understanding) and of the 

results in terms of reaching an acceptable agreement (effectiveness) - show that 

religious passionate rhetoric can definitely contribute to strengthening 

democracy at local governance level: Neutrality and objectivity are necessary for 

achieving an emotional balance; supplementing the moral frame of discourse 

with rational arguments can, further, lead to a moral balance for the deliberative 

practice. Emotion and moral arguments on one side, neutrality and reason on 

the other, are complementary and often overlap: For an ethical and effective 

deliberation, they have to be, responsibly and competently, taken into 

consideration together. 

Our findings are the expression of an in-depth analysis of a local, particular 

social practice. Their relevance comes from adding to an under-explored 

research field - of emotion and religious argumentation in decision-making 

processes at local governance level - and from establishing the importance of a 

morally and emotionally balanced approach for the effective outcomes of a 

deliberative process. The paper`s implications on a more general scale are 

related to highlighting the importance of deliberation as part of the larger 

political communication area, and its vital role in a democratic society - either 

with reference to nations, regions, or local communities: Communication is a 

major component of politics and the analysis of the way it is being conducted 

inside deliberative processes can lead to a deeper understanding upon the 

democratic degree of a certain governance system. Future research can extend 

the subject and the methods used for gaining the data: By means of interviews 

and group discussions - look at “the important dimension of each participant’s 

own qualitative experience” (Harvey 2009, 146). That is, observing, interpreting 

and (on a double hermeneutical basis) understanding a public deliberation 

event, through the eyes of attendants: with focus not on the process itself, but on 

the manner in which individual emotions take shape and in which participants 

perceive and describe their feelings. 
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Abstract 

In recent years, there has been increased attention given to how research 

assessment is conducted at different levels – research proposals, individual 

researchers, research organizations. In this context, the current paper explores 

existing literature regarding current research assessment approaches, and 

especially recommendations provided through four reference documents on the 

topic: the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (2013), the Leiden 

Manifesto (Hicks et al. 2015), Science Europe’s Position Statement and 
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Recommendations on Research Assessment Processes (2020), and the Hong 

Kong Principles for assessing researchers (Moher et al. 2020). The aim is to 

provide a basis for analysing the legislative and normative framework 

regulating how researchers are being evaluated in Romania for hiring and career 

development, and then apply it to identify recommendations regarding how the 

latter can be improved. Some of the recommendations identified refer to aspects 

such as: the need to explore evaluation arrangements which incorporate 

research activity related practices, and that measure performance against 

research units’ research goals; increased focus on qualitative approaches, and on 

scientific content, as opposed to performance in publication metrics;  developing 

a broader list with indicators, including Open Science and societal relevance 

related; introducing the principle of transparency; developing a monitoring and 

evaluation framework. 

 

Keywords 

Open Science; research assessment; research assessment practices in Romania; 

research careers; research performance. 

 

 

1.INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH 

 

In the last decade more and more principles and recommendations focused 

manifestos, essays and other types of documents have been developed saying 

how research assessment should change, both at the level of metrics and 

indicators used, as well as regarding the overall approach. However, we believe 

that such a change requires going beyond evaluation practices and used metrics, 

as changes are also needed in how we understand success in research and what 

good research performance means. Moreover, the way in which we define these 

concepts influences the choice of assessment approach and of indicators to be 

used. We evaluate research for different purposes and in different instances. We 

can evaluate research proposals or projects for funding, we evaluate researchers 

for career advancement, and Research Performing Organizations (RPOs) and 

their research activities. When it comes to the reasons for conducting such 
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evaluations, research assessments can be done, for example, for accountability 

reasons, to allocate limited resources, or for improvement, to make research 

perform better in relation to the purposes of the programs that fund it, etc. 

In this context, the paper first looks at existing literature and discussions 

regarding aspects such as how research performance and success are 

understood, approaches used and recommended for conducting research 

assessments, and their associated indicators and metrics, to get a clearer picture 

about recent developments and existing debates regarding the topic. 

And afterwards, we took as reference four intensely debated documents with 

principles and recommendations – the San Francisco Declaration on Research 

Assessment (2013), the Leiden Manifesto for Research Metrics (Hicks et al. 2015), 

Science Europe’s Recommendations on Research Assessment Processes (2020), 

and the Hong Kong Principles for assessing researchers: Fostering research 

integrity (Moher et al. 2020); to serve as guidance in analysing research and 

researchers’ assessment practices used at national level, in Romania. The 

recommendations identified through the four documents were then used as a 

lens to look at the specific case of the evaluation methodology for evaluating 

researchers for hiring and career advancement as senior researchers (Scientific 

Researcher I and II). The aim was to draw conclusions regarding how existing 

methodology compares to the new approaches, what improvements and 

adjustments can be made, and what could the next steps be. 

 

 

2.RESEARCH PERFORMANCE AND SUCCESS – 

DEFINITIONS AND DEBATE 
 

Before looking at how research, RPOs or researchers are being evaluated, we 

need to first look at how concepts such as success, performance, excellence, and 

quality in science are defined, as their understanding determine the choice of 

indicators and how they are built. On the other hand, such terms are difficult to 

define (Bonn and Pinxten 2021, 1), and numerous research funding 

organizations do not have, for example, a formal definition of what research 
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quality means (Science Europe 2020, 10). Quality in research can be extremely 

context-dependent, a fact which can lead in certain cases to avoiding having a 

formal definition in this regard. 

In this case, how can we determine if a research organization, be it a research 

institute or university, performs well? What about a researcher? Can we say that 

a high performing organization is the sum of high performing researchers? 

According to a study conducted by Bonn and Pixten which involved consulting 

different actors from the research system, success in research was identified as 

being “a multi-factorial, context-dependent, and mutable construct” (2020, 1). 

Thus, the results of the study illustrated success in research as being determined 

by an intersection between characteristics of researchers (such as levels of skills 

and expertise, personality traits, status and network), outputs (publications, past 

successes, impact metrics, social value and applicability, teaching etc.), processes 

(the way researchers work, which can contribute to success irrespective of the 

final outputs e.g. collaborations/ multi-disciplinarity, the use of appropriate 

methodology, adherence to ethical standards, reproducibility, having a good 

research idea etc.), and other factors, such as luck (Bonn and Pixten 2021, 8), 

which can also be understood as a favourable context.  

 
Bazeley, on the other hand, defined research performance, in a context in which 

she underlined the lack of an academic debate about what the concept means 

(2010, 890), as being composed of two elements – research (the activity), plus 

performance (the verb to perform) – ‘what is learned through the research must be 

made visible and passed on (performed) to others’ (2010, 897). In other words, the 

latter refers to making research results (and not only its results, as we will later 

argue) visible and available to others to use and build upon it.  This definition 

can make us think that a good performance of research is equivalent to making a 

research activity and its results as visible as possible, so that it can be used by 

others. 
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To what concerns the second component, performance, the two dimensions 

suggested by Bazeley are described as follows: dissemination being the formal 

communication of research outcomes – research ‘is made visible so that others 

can benefit from it’ (2010, 898); collegial engagement – the sharing of knowledge 

and expertise – ‘sharing one’s expertise (substantive or methodological) with 

others collegially, or in a leadership or supervisory capacity’ (899) as a means of 

passing on knowledge. Moreover, when it comes to dissemination Bazeley 

(2010, 898) mentions publishing, perceived as a primary means, and conferences 

and seminars. However, in recent years, dissemination of research has started to 

embrace other forms also, facilitated by new technologies and platforms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Authors’ representation of Bazeley’ s definition of the research performance 

concept (2010) 

 

Even though when referring to quality in research, more research organizations 

give higher importance to aspects such as novelty/ originality, methodological 

and theoretical rigor, and academic significance or impact (Technopolis Group 

2019, 21), there are also instances in which it is encouraged that research 

performance and success should be strongly related and measured against the 

research goals of institutions, research groups or individual researchers, or in 

Institutional context (e.g., education & training, 

opportunities, resources) 
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which it is recommended that research excellence should be also perceived as 

being locally relevant (Leiden manifesto 2015, 430). 

Moreover, the essay “The Hong Kong principles for assessing researchers” 

advocates in this regard for a stronger focus on research integrity, as opposed to 

aspects such as novelty or academic impact (Moher et al. 2020, 2). And research 

integrity is seen by the authors as a precondition necessary for knowledge to 

benefit research and society. This differs to a certain degree from the approach 

proposed by Bazeley (2010), who linked research performance more to making 

research outcomes visible. 

The way success and performance in research are perceived depend on aspects 

related to research culture and are in strong relation with the criteria and 

indicators used in research assessments. The former determines the latter, and 

the latter can give us information about how the former is being understood, in 

cases in which formal definitions are missing. Either way, in the existing 

literature we notice a diverse understanding of what research performance and 

success mean – varying from being linked to research outputs, levels of 

originality and novelty, academic impact, to newer approaches that encourage a 

focus on research integrity and responsible practices1, on societal impact, or 

measuring it against institutional or researcher’s goals. 

 

 

3.RESEARCH ASSESSMENT 
 

Research assessment can be used in different instances, such as for the 

evaluation of research proposals and projects for funding, evaluation of 

researchers for career advancement or evaluation of research organizations and 

of their research activities. In this section we look at different research 

assessment approaches (e.g., predominantly quantitative, or qualitative), 

depending on what they are focused on, in what concerns used criteria, metrics, 

                                                           

1 Such as in the case of the Hong Kong principles (Moher et al. 2020) 
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and indicators, together with associated advantages and disadvantages, as well 

as their known or potential effects. 

The focus of research assessment depends on what is considered as being 

important and relevant by the research community, decision-makers, and 

research organizations. The former matters because it not only depends on what 

is considered initially as being important, but it also leads to further influences 

regarding what is rewarded and incentivized, thus leading to changes in 

researchers’ and research organizations’ behaviour. Moreover, research 

assessment purposes can refer to accountability, in a context of limited resources 

and of making sure that those available are spent with efficiency and 

effectiveness, or to learning and improvement, for quality assurance. 

If we follow the logic from the definition provided by Bazeley (2010, 897), we 

also reach a certain understanding of how research assessment should be 

performed. In this context, we understand that evaluation processes need to 

focus on how visible a research activity and its results are, as well as on how 

much they were used by others. 

 

 

3.1.Quantitative approaches 

 

A JRC study conducted in 2016 regarding Research Performance Based Funding 

Systems (RPBF), identified that numerous countries use for allocating funding 

under such systems formulae based partially on a quantitative assessment of 

research outputs (Jonkers and Zacharewicz 2016, 6). The rest use either peer 

review to evaluate research outputs, or a mix between the two approaches, in 

which quantitative assessment are used to inform the peer review process. 

From the countries implementing RPBF systems, Belgium, Czech Republic, 

Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Croatia, Poland, Sweden and Slovakia were using at 

the time quantitative formulas with bibliometric assessment as a dominant 

assessment approach, while France, Italy, Lithuania, Portugal and the United 

Kingdom were using peer review as a dominant approach instead. (Jonkers and 

Zacharewicz 2016, 21) 
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Bibliometrics involve the statistical analysis of the academic impact generated 

by research outputs such as articles, books, and other types of publications. 

These types of metrics can be measured at the level of articles (e.g. citation 

counts), journals (i.e. journal impact factor, the h-index, acceptance rate, and 

other), and author (i.e. h-index – this time tracking impact of the research output 

at the level of a single researcher, g-index, i10-index – created by Google 

Scholar). 

Even though bibliometrics were and still are in certain instances preferred 

because of their perceived objectivity, reliability, and cost-effectiveness 

(Campbell et al. 2010), in recent years, more and more authors (Bazeley 2010; 

Hicks et al. 2015; Moher et al. 2020; Science Europe 2020 and others) have 

argued against the use of some of the associated metrics, e.g., journal impact 

factor, other journal-based metrics, and even against all publication related 

metrics. In this context, Bazeley (2010) talked about expediency, and the fact that 

the large use of bibliometrics is a result of the fact that a primary driver in 

determining what to measure refers to how easy and practicable is to collect the 

needed data (890). Similarly, Moher et al. consider that, frequently, research 

assessments end up concentrating on a “narrow range of easy-to-measure 

metrics, including publications, citations, and funding income” (2020, 8). 

However, some of the disadvantages with which this kind of metrics and 

quantitative approaches are associated refer to aspects such as a false perceived 

precision – in the case of the impact factor and the number of decimals provided 

for them (Hicks et al. 2015, 431), not taking into consideration the variations 

existing between research fields (e.g., no. of citations varies profoundly between 

Biology and Humanities), gaming practices, such as “salami slicing”, artificially 

splitting research into different articles to increase their number (Elsevier 2019), 

and maybe most importantly, the fact that they do not always reflect quality in 

research, but rather the attention the latter receives in some instances. 
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3.1.1.Altmetrics 

 

Additionally, because of new technologies appearing, new metrics have been 

suggested for measuring the perceived impact of scientific publications. This is 

the case of altmetrics, the short name for alternative metrics, which are based 

mainly on social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, ResearchGate, Mendeley, etc.) 

which measure signals such as the no. of shares, likes, downloads, followers, 

posts, mentions and comments (European Commission 2017, 9-10). They are 

part of the bibliometrics family, and they are used in complementing traditional 

metrics. 

Advantages of altmetrics, as described by Priem et al. (2010) refer to their 

extended coverage, as they can be used not only in the case of journal 

publications, but also for other types of research outputs and materials such as 

databases, code, designs, blog posts and other; as well as to their diversity, by 

offering multiple ways of tracking the impact of a single research object – 

downloads, likes, comments etc. However, altmetrics are also associated with 

certain disadvantages or challenges that make us question them, starting with 

their lack of robustness and the ease with which they can be gamed. Other 

disadvantages refer to the lack of free access to their underlying data, as they 

belong to the commercial actors managing the respective social platforms, as 

well as to the gaps in knowledge related to how these altmetrics function, as 

they are dependent on aspects such as people’s behaviour in terms of liking and 

sharing, their underlying motives for sharing, and the types of users registered 

on social media platforms (European Commission 2017, 12). 

As a response to some of these challenges, certain platforms have started 

collecting their own data for measuring altmetrics. This is also the case for the 

catch-all repository Zenodo, which tracks its own data for metrics such as no. of 

(unique) views and no. of (unique) downloads and makes it available on each 

research object’s page. 
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3.2.Qualitative approaches 

 

As opposed to using bibliometrics and quantitative approaches in research 

assessment, some countries and funding organizations use predominantly 

qualitative approaches based on peer review: e.g., UK, France, Italy, Lithuania, 

Portugal (Jonkers and Zacharewicz 2016, 21). And the most frequent example 

provided in this regard refers to the case of the Research Excellence Framework 

(REF), the system used in the UK for assessing research quality in higher 

education organizations (REF official webpage). REF is implemented through a 

process of expert review conducted by expert panels set up for each unit of 

assessment. And to get a better idea about the type of practices that characterize 

qualitative approaches, let us look at the type of criteria and instruments used. 

In the case of REF, the evaluation criteria refer to three main elements – the 

quality of outputs, their impact beyond academia and the environment 

supporting research. Moreover, UKRI, one of the funding organizations which 

undertake the REF, has recently announced that it will introduce a new and 

single format for researchers’ CV across all its programs, a narrative one, that 

aims to consider a wider range of research outputs, skills and research activities 

(UKRI webpage). 

In the study conducted on 39 research organizations by the Technopolis Group 

for Science Europe, it was identified that most participating organizations have 

indicated that they are currently using qualitative approaches for assessing 

research outputs when evaluating applicants for funding, researchers for career 

advancement and, in some cases, research institutes (2019, 18). This practice is 

also gaining more and more attention, as it is also encouraged by different 

reference documents, such as the San Francisco Declaration on Research 

Assessment, and as an increasing number of organizations are reducing their 

use of journal-based metrics. 

Some advantages of using qualitative approaches refer to the introduction of the 

human factor, for example, research outputs being judged on a case-by-case 

basis by panels of reviewers, as well as to the fact that they allow considering 

differences existing between research fields, in which case bibliometrics might 
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be subject to limitations. In contrast, some identified disadvantages refer to 

higher costs, risk of subjectivity and the exhaustion of the pool of reviewers, as 

indicated by the Technopolis Group (2019, 16). To tackle potential disadvantages 

and limitations, certain countries and organizations use, as different reference 

documents recommend (Leiden Manifesto 2015, 430), a mixed approach, in 

which quantitative evaluation approaches support qualitative, expert 

assessment. 

 

 

3.3.Evaluation criteria 

 

Evaluation criteria was identified in a study conducted in 2019 mostly on 

research funding organizations (Technopolis Group, 4) as being dependent on 

the objectives of funding, as they are different in the cases in which we talk 

about discipline-based evaluation versus the cases in which they are used in 

problem-oriented evaluations. 

When it comes to research assessment criteria, in the last approximately 70 years 

we have been experiencing three different phases, which were observed as 

overlapping in the case of certain research systems in the study conducted by 

the Technopolis Group for Science Europe (2019, 6). The first phase, which 

started in 1945, and in which the scientific community was considered as being 

the most appropriate actor for taking decisions regarding what topics should be 

researched or not, the assessment criteria focused mainly on scientific quality. In 

1960, when the OECD has argued for the need to direct research towards 

socially determined goals, assessment criteria has started focusing along 

scientific quality, also on societal relevance, as part of the second phase. In the 

third phase, starting from 2000, the need for tackling societal challenges through 

research was reinforced, assessment criteria becoming more strongly linked to 

higher-level strategies. In this context, the study identified that all Science 

Europe member organizations deal with assessment criteria corresponding to 

the first phase, while a numerous part of them deal also with the second phase 

type of criteria, and only a few consider criteria related to the third phase – by 

responding to societal challenges. 
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3.4.Indicators and metrics 

 

When it comes to indicators and metrics, two main topics were identified in the 

principles and recommendations offered by the four documents (DORA, Leiden 

Manifesto, Science Europe recommendations, Hong Kong principles). The first 

one refers to how journal-based metrics should be approached. And 

recommendations in this regard vary from the complete removal of journal-

based metrics, such as the impact factor (Hicks et al. 2015), to acknowledging 

their limitations and valuing more the scientific content of research papers over 

their associated metrics or the identity of the journals hosting them (DORA 

2013) to giving less importance to all research outputs related indicators in 

general (Moher et al. 2020). 

In this regard, from the 39 RFOs and RPOs consulted by the Technopolis Group 

in 2019, 16 (41%) declared that they have either made the change or plan to do 

so, in the case of reducing the use of journal-based metrics, while 13 (33%) 

declared the same in the case of a complete elimination of such metrics 

(Technopolis Group 2019, 19). These responses were recorded in a context in 

which, a little over half of respondents are DORA signatories. 

Further, the second topic refers to having a suite of indicators and metrics 

reflecting both research outputs and best practices in research processes and 

activity, such as data sharing. One example in this sense is provided by the 

Strategy Evaluation Protocol 2021-2027, which is the guiding document for 

evaluating all research units from the Netherlands. In its case, an indicative and 

flexible list of indicators and metrics is provided, from which research units can 

choose the ones that best suit their aims and strategies. 

By having a suite of indicators and metrics we can allow for a better 

acknowledgement of the variations existing across fields and types of research 

(Hicks et al. 2015, 430). This involves the use of indicators that reflect a wider 

range of research outputs and activities, outside of publication metrics. And 

here, the principles and recommendations refer to four important aspects: 

1. indicators and metrics need to be diverse enough to reflect the variations 

existing between research fields and citation practices (Hicks et al. 2015, 

430); 
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2. consider other types of research outputs, more qualitative ones, plus 

going beyond publication metrics (DORA, 2013); 

3. develop and incorporate indicators and metrics related to research 

activity and process related practices, not only research outputs – e.g., 

indicators related to accurate and transparent reporting of research, 

irrespective of research results (Moher et al. 2020); 

4. develop indicators that reflect different types and stages of research 

(Moher et al. 2020, 7). 

Here, some interesting examples refer to the Researchfish platform used by 

UKRI (United Kingdom Research and Innovation), the largest research funding 

body in the UK, and by other research funding and performing organisations for 

tracking research impact in a more comprehensive and diverse way. Moreover, 

UKRI is also currently working on developing format of researcher resume to be 

used in research assessment, a narrative format that goes beyond traditional 

academic CVs formats and tries to capture a wider range of research skills and 

contributions (UKRI 2021). UKRI is also one of the most prominent member 

organisations of DORA. 

And if we put these observations in the context of the previous dimension, 

regarding recommended assessment approaches, the indicators and metrics 

used within a system, irrespective of how diverse and comprehensive, they are 

meant only to support and inform more qualitative analyses. 

 

 

3.5.Research assessment and Open Science principles and practices 

 

Open Science represents a new paradigm regarding how research is being 

conducted, shared, and assessed, which has started producing more and more 

changes on research culture. After conducting a systematic literature review to 

formulate an integrated definition of the Open Science concept and 

phenomenon, Vicente-Saez and Martinez-Fuentes (2018, 433) reached the 

following conclusion: “Open Science is transparent and accessible knowledge 

that is shared and developed through collaborative networks”.  
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By looking at other four different definitions given to Open Science (UNESCO 

2020; European Commission 2016; OECD 2015; Foster n.d.), we notice that the 

concept involves the sharing and using of research outputs and materials even 

from an earlier stage, by making them publicly available, to enhance 

collaboration and accelerate research. Among the elements that constitute Open 

Science, as an umbrella term, are open access to publications, open access to 

data, and even to research notes, citizen science, open source software, and 

other. 

Moreover, according to Wouters et al. (2019, 6) Open Science is not only about 

making knowledge available without any restrictions. Rather, it requires an in-

depth analysis of the diversity of scientific practices, whether they are oriented 

towards scientific progress as an objective in itself, or towards solving societal 

challenges, or a combination of the two. 

To understand better what can be achieved through Open Science practices, let 

us look at one of the most well-known and relevant examples in this regard – 

the Human Genome project. The project started in 1990 at the initiative of the 

United States, but later became the largest collaborative biological project in the 

world, by involving five other states - UK, France, Germany, Japan, and China. 

During a meeting that took place in Bermuda in 1996, representatives from 

participating organizations adopted a set of principles regarding the free 

availability of all human genomic sequence information, meant at maximizing 

its benefit to society, as well as regarding the fact that all produced data must be 

released as soon as possible and daily through public databases (Human 

Genome Project Information Archive 1990-2003). Later studies on the economic 

return of the project have shown that, for each 1 US Dollar spent on the project, 

other 141 US Dollars were generated (Tripp and Grueber 2011, 2). 

In this context, a working group within the European Commission’ s 

Directorate-General for Research and Innovation has drawn up a report with 

proposals and recommendations on indicator frameworks to promote open 

knowledge practices in science and academia. As it also happens in other cases, 

the indicators that will be used in research assessment can exercise a great 

influence on the form that Open Science will take, as they can influence both the 

decisions regarding science policy and the ones regarding the agreed way of 
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generating new knowledge (Wouters et al. 2019, 3). Thus, the authors propose 

four sets of indicator toolboxes, together with some information needed for their 

application. The four sets are organized into categories in accordance with four 

potential pursued purposes as part of an evaluation process: monitoring - the 

extent to which the scientific system makes the transition to a more open and 

inclusive mode of operation; learning - relevant in formative assessments and 

closely related to the research context; resource allocation and career evaluation 

of researchers - (summative evaluation) comparative indicators for assessing the 

performance of institutes and research groups in order to allocate resources 

(Wouters et al. 2019, 6-8). 

Some examples of such indicators, that aim at fostering open knowledge 

practices, are: attitudes of researchers towards data sharing, no. of publications 

that can be tracked through different almetric sources (e.g. DOI, Scopus id etc.), 

no. of citizen science projects, percentage of researchers in citizen science 

programs, % of funded projects incorporating costs for data compilation, 

publication and maintenance, % of researchers that share data, % of machine-

readable data or metadata, % of open access publications, no. of institutes with 

OA repositories, no. of tweets to publications from highly followed tweeters etc. 

(Wouters et al. 2019, 22-28). As can be seen from the examples listed above, the 

proposed indicators can refer to different dimensions such as citizen science, 

data sharing adoption, machine-readable data and metadata, adoption of Open 

Access practices, science communication and other. 

 

 

4.NEW APPROACHES IN RESEARCH ASSESSMENT 
 

As previously mentioned, the article takes an in-depth look at the key 

recommendations provided through four frequently used and cited documents 

regarding research assessment: the San Francisco Declaration on Research 

Assessment (2013), the Leiden Manifesto for Research Metrics (Hicks et al. 2015), 

Science Europe’s Recommendations on Research Assessment Processes (2020), 

and the Hong Kong Principles for assessing researchers: Fostering research 

integrity (Moher et al. 2020). For this, we have clustered the identified 
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recommendations around five dimensions/ topics of interest: meaning of 

research performance, assessment approach, metrics and indicators, 

transparency, revision of assessment processes. And for each of them we have 

provided guiding questions to serve in the analysis of research assessment 

practices, regardless of the country in which they are implemented. 

 

4.1.Research performance 

 

In this regard, the Leiden Manifesto offers guidance by recommending that 

performance of research organizations, groups or individual researchers be 

measured against their own research goals and missions. One example in this 

sense is offered in the Netherlands, where the Strategy Evaluation Protocol 2021-

2027 involves that each research unit is evaluated in light of its own aims and 

strategy. Moreover, the document also advocates for taking into consideration 

the local relevance of research, as its perceived level of excellence is strongly 

context dependent. Here, we can think of cases from the Humanities, from 

Sociology or Anthropology, where given the national or regional focus of certain 

topics, the resulting research outputs might not achieve as much academic 

impact as research from other fields, e.g., Biology, that has a more global focus. 

And, as it was previously described in the Research performance and success 

section of this paper, the Hong Kong principles (Moher et al. 2020) try, when it 

comes to what good research performance means, to put a stronger focus on 

research practices, their integrity, rigor, and transparency as opposed to research 

outputs. 

 

 

4.2.Assessment approach 

 

Two out of the four reference documents explicitly advocate for using a 

qualitative approach. The Leiden Manifesto recommends the implementation of 

a predominantly qualitative assessment approach in which quantitative 

evaluation supports qualitative, expert assessments, and in which portfolios of 

individual researchers are judged from a qualitative point of view (Hicks et al. 
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2015, 430). Meanwhile, Science Europe advocates for qualitative assessment 

processes that enable evaluations to focus on content and that consider a wide 

range of research outputs and activities (2020, 7). 

 

 

4.3.Metrics and indicators 

 

A broad description on how metrics and indicators are approached in the four 

documents is provided in the dedicated section from above. 

To sum up, the documents include recommendations regarding two main 

topics. The first one refers to how journal-based metrics should be approached, 

and the recommendations in this direction range from the complete removal of 

such metrics (Leiden Manifesto 2015), to acknowledging their limitations and 

downsides (DORA 2013), and giving less importance to all publication metrics 

entirely, by prioritizing instead the scientific content of research papers (Hong 

Kong principles, Moher et al., 2020). And the second one refers to having a suite 

of indicators and metrics reflecting both research outputs and best practices in 

research processes and activity. This allows for a better acknowledgement of the 

variations existing across fields and types of research (Leiden Manifesto 2015). 

And it involves the use of indicators that reflect a wider range of research 

outputs and activities, outside of publication metrics. Under this topic, four 

specific recommendations were identified and are listed in the previously 

mentioned section. 

 

 

4.4.Transparency 

 

In addition to the topics identified before, the analysis revealed 

recommendations addressing topics such as transparency and the need to 

periodically revise assessment processes. In what concerns transparency, the 

Leiden Manifesto recommends for data collection and analysis processes (part of 

research assessment processes) to be open, transparent, and simple. Moreover, 

the document encourages that evaluated candidates have access to the results, as 
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well as to the underlying data and analyses (Hicks et al. 2015, 430). Before that, 

DORA (2013) recommended that the evaluation criteria used in making 

decisions about hiring, tenure, and promotion of researchers and academic staff 

to be presented as explicitly as possible. And Science Europe (2020, 11) 

encourages that research assessment processes are made clear and transparent 

during the entire process of implementation. 

 

 

4.5.Revision of assessment processes 

 

Research assessment practices and indicators can lead to effects on the 

behaviour of individual researchers and of research units, as well as on the 

entire research system. Thus, it is necessary that these kinds of effects are 

recognized and periodically investigated. For this, indicators must be tested and 

their (potential) effects analysed regularly. (Hicks et al. 2015, 431) 

Science Europe recommendations go further, and beside encouraging the 

evaluation of research assessment processes’ robustness, it makes references to 

the sharing of best practices identified during the monitoring and evaluation of 

those processes (2020, 7). Moreover, the organization also advocates for giving 

special attention to discrimination, bias and unfair treatment in this regard, and 

that research organizations need to publicly show how they address this kind of 

potential situations in research assessment processes. 

Other recommendations relevant in the context of this paper refer to: improving 

efficiency for all parties involved in research assessment, as well as improving 

cost-effectiveness; broadening the pool of reviewers by using broader selection 

criteria; research organizations considering novel approaches to research 

assessment, and the sharing of best practices identified in this regard. (Science 

Europe 2020, 7) 
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5. RESEARCH ASSESSMENT IN ROMANIA - THE CASE OF 

RESEARCHERS’ EVALUATION FOR HIRING AND CAREER 

DEVELOPMENT 
 

In Romania, the evaluation of research and development staff from research 

institutes is regulated through several legislative and normative acts, such as 

Law no. 319/ 2003, which contains the main guiding principles regarding the 

status of research and development staff, Research Minister’ Orders no. 

5100/2005 and no. 5101/2005, which provide further information regarding the 

preliminary conditions and evaluation criteria that a candidate must comply 

with to become a senior researcher, as well as the later Minister’s Orders from 

20111, 20122, and 20163 regarding the approval of the minimum necessary and 

mandatory standards for conferring didactic titles in higher education, R&D 

positions and the habilitation certificate, for different scientific fields.  According 

to the respective law, the evaluation of professional performances of candidates 

for hiring or career development is made by considering aspects such as: 

previous studies, level of competence, professional results obtained, scientific 

titles and professional degrees obtained, experience accumulated on the job, and 

the specific skills necessary to fulfill the position (Article 16 (1)). 

Otherwise, the law in question includes explicit information only regarding the 

minimum necessary requirements in terms of number of years of professional 

experience that a candidate must have for hiring or career development, and 

information about the procedures needed for organizing such competitions. 

In addition to these, each R&D unit can establish its own evaluation criteria for 

employment and award of a professional degree, as they are also the ones 

organizing the competitions. Subsequently, the results of competitions can either 

be confirmed or refuted by the National Council for Attestation of University 

                                                           

1 Orders no. 4478, 4691 and 4692 /2011 
2 Order no. 6560/ 2012 
3 Order no. 6129/ 2016 
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Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates (CNATDCU) based on an analysis, in the 

case of senior researchers. 

Two years later, Orders no. 5100 and 5101 have provided further information 

regarding two preconditions with which candidates must comply, as well as 

about evaluation criteria. The two preconditions refer to 1. national visibility 

and impact; and 2. international visibility and impact, the latter being measured 

through ISI-listed publications and/ or publications indexed in international 

databases relevant for the field, as well as contracts and grants obtained in 

international competitions. When it comes to evaluation criteria, figure no.1 

below resumes them: 

 

Management of research projects/ activities  

- capacity to coordinate research projects and teams as principal 

investigator 

- self-assessment + peer review by the department/ institution’s 

management 

Research activity 

- scope and scale of RDI projects for which the candidate obtained 

funding (min. 3 research grants/ contracts, national and international) 

Scientific contribution 

- with a focus on scientometrics, e.g., no. of ISI articles, or articles 

indexed in international databases, books, chapters in books, studies; 

+ no. of patents 

- *ISI articles are favoured 

Professional prestige 

- 3 most significant scientific contributions brought to the research field 

and the presentation of a research contract/ grant. 

- E.g., citations of ISI articles – perceived as evidence of recognition of 

achievements, coordination of professional scientific structures, 

affiliations to recognized international and national professional 

organizations, membership in prestigious editorial teams, awards 

received, contribution to training of other specialists 

Figure 2. Criteria for evaluating senior researchers 
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And in 2011, a more detailed list with specific criteria and indicators was first 

provided through Minister’s Orders no. 4478, 4691 and 4692. As opposed to the 

previous normative and legislative documents, in the case of the latter, we 

noticed an increased focus on the international dimension of research, as new 

indicators were introduced, and all of them are more explicitly described: e.g., 

having published at least one book by a prestigious international publishing 

house abroad in an international language, serving as a keynote speaker at 

international conferences organized abroad or in the country, associate or 

visiting professor at a university from abroad, editor for an academic journal 

from abroad or within the country, coordinator of a collection/ series of 

volumes published by a prestigious international publishing house etc. 

Otherwise, the criteria and indicators from the normative documents from both 

2005 and 2011 are similar, with the distinction that in 2011, they are more 

specific and that they also include clear references to the impact factor, as 

candidates are scored differently depending on the impact factor of their 

published articles. 

Later, additional changes were brought as a result of an endeavor of aligning 

national standards to relevant international ones, as well as for combating 

scientific fraud encountered when dealing with citations and the impact factor. 

In all normative documents from 2011, 2012, and 2016, each thematic committee 

established its own list of minimum and mandatory standards, along with 

certain guiding principles. Another reason for introducing a new Order of the 

Minister in 2016 refers to the need of aligning the standards between scientific 

disciplines, for each thematic committee. 

Regarding guiding principles, certain committees have explicitly mentioned that 

the evaluation must reflect the level of involvement of the candidate in the 

activity of scientific research, technological development and innovation, in the 

didactic-professional activity, as well as the impact and recognition of his/ her 

involvement in these activities, at national and international level (Mathematics 

and Informatics Committees, Annex no.1, Order no 6129/2016). Thus, the Order 

recommends for evaluators to first consider the quality of the research 

conducted by candidates, as the list with minimum standards represents only a 
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precondition for entering the competition, and one’s compliance with the 

standards included are not sufficient to obtain the title. 

However, for a more complete picture regarding the dynamic and reasons 

behind changes produced, further research needs to be conducted, which could 

include interviewing policy-makers and R&D staff. 

To what concerns the competition procedure, candidates must include in their 

file a presentation of studies, positions, and professional-scientific achievements, 

organized according to the evaluation criteria, and accompanied by the 

following two: a self-assessment of the candidate, containing his/ her own 

assessment on the fulfillment of the evaluation criteria, with references to each 

evaluation criterion, and a portfolio with publications; as well as the evaluation 

sheet from the management of the department or the institute regarding the 

quality of the research management activities, as described in the first criterion. 

Moreover, according to Law no. 319 from 2003, the assessment process consists 

of verifying if the necessary conditions are fulfilled and of giving points, based 

on a grid adapted to the specifics of the job activity and the candidates’ 

performances. (Article 16 (2) c). 

According to Article 16 of the respective Law (319/2003, (2) c), in the case of 

evaluating candidates for hiring or career advancement as senior researchers, 

the competition committee is composed of the scientific director or scientific 

secretary of the institution/ research unit and four members, university 

professors and senior researchers, of which at least two need to be from outside 

the institution or unit. The competition committee evaluates candidates’ files 

and produces reports for all of them. Then, the president of the committee 

presents the reports to the scientific council of the research unit and nominates 

the candidate with the best results. Afterwards, the scientific council approves 

the competition’s results by roll call vote. The competition files, together with 

the committee’s reports are sent to CNATDCU, who needs to validate the 

competition’s results. In this process, the final say on the matter belongs to the 

state authority for research and development who has the role of confirming the 

results. Then, the candidate is appointed as a senior researcher through an 

official decision of the head of the research institution/ unit who organized the 

competition. 
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6.KEY QUESTIONS AND KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Further, for drawing conclusions regarding how researchers are assessed in 

Romania, and providing recommendations for improvement, we have analysed 

the previously described procedures and methodology as opposed to the 

recommendations identified in the four reference documents. For this, we have 

used for each approached topic a set of guiding questions. For example, in the 

case of how research performance is understood, the key guiding questions 

formulated are: How is research performance understood in the analysed 

research assessment practices? What type of criteria are being used in research 

assessment processes? What is the research assessment focused on? 

Compared with the normative documents from 2005, the ones regarding the 

minimum standards from 2011, 2012 and 2016 do not include a general set of 

evaluation criteria. But if we look at the criteria and principles mentioned by 

certain CNATDCU thematic commissions or at used indicators, we notice that 

performance in research is perceived as a combination of research outputs, 

academic impact (citations, visibility of research outputs), research management 

and funding obtained for research projects, as well as teaching related outputs in 

the case of teaching positions (courses, initiation of new study programs). 

However, from these, special focus is given to research outputs, especially 

articles published in ISI indexed journals, as well as to academic impact, 

especially citations. 

The evaluation methodology described within the analysed legislative and 

normative documents does not include any references regarding a potential 

special focus on research activity and reporting related processes, such as 

integrity, rigor, or transparency, as recommended by the Hong Kong principles 

(Moher et al. 2020), but in some cases, they include mentions regarding research 

ethics as an evaluation criterion or even as a precondition for considering a 

candidate for the position. 

When it comes to local relevance and the need to consider research performance 

in its specific context, we consider the liberty offered to research units of 

establishing their own evaluation criteria in addition to the minimum 

requirements demanded through legislative and normative documents, to be a 
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good practice, as well as in relation to the recommendation regarding the 

measurement of research performance against own goals. Moreover, another 

good practice refers also to the fact that each research community represented 

through a specialized CNATDCU Commission has the possibility of establishing 

its own list with standards and indicators. 

On the other hand, the strong focus on ISI articles, impact factor and the no. of 

citations in ISI articles might be detrimental to a certain degree to candidates 

who conducted research relevant at local level or more niched, as their research 

outputs might not obtain the same number of citations as those written on topics 

of international interest. A helpful practice in this regard can be otherwise 

identified in the fact that, for each such competition, a dedicated commission is 

set up with researchers and university professors coming from the same field, 

which are the ones best suited to reflect on the performance of a researcher’s 

previous activity in light of the field in which he/ she activates. 

Moreover, the way in which the competition commissions are composed - 5 

members, of which 3 are part of the research unit organizing the competition, 

can also contribute to evaluating candidates against the research goals and 

mission of the research unit in case, even though this is not explicitly mentioned. 

In this context, we encourage including in the normative and legislative 

documents specifications regarding the measurement of performance against 

the research goals and missions of both the institutions organizing the 

competition, as well as of candidates. In addition, we recommend relevant 

authorities to explore evaluation arrangements which incorporate research 

activity related practices such as rigor, transparency, and reporting, alongside 

research outputs. The liberty offered to research units of adding new criteria in 

accordance with their specificities, and the fact that for each research field, the 

research community decide their own standards and indicators, also represent 

good practices which must be continued. 

Further, when it comes to the next identified topic – the assessment approach, 

we tried to conclude what is the predominant approach of the research 

assessment process, and what are its potential advantages, as well as its 

shortcomings. 
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By looking at the 2016 Order’s annexes with standards and indicators, we notice 

a mixed approach, qualitative and quantitative. Certain thematic Commissions 

have included in their annex recommendations for competition commissions 

regarding the need of taking into account with predilection the quality of 

research done by candidates. However, given the fact that the respective 

documents do not give explicit directions regarding how this should be done, 

nor do they include qualitative indicators, the qualitative approach is weaker. In 

order to have a predominant qualitative approach, based on peer review and 

informed by quantitative data, clear directions regarding methodology, 

evaluation criteria and indicators should be included in the dedicated normative 

document. 

In what concerns the assessment approach, we recommend that increased 

weight should be given to its qualitative component, by incorporating other 

types of indicators, more qualitative ones, which for example refer to research 

activity related practices as opposed to indicators solely regarding research 

outputs. As opposed to the approach described in the 2005 normative 

documents, the one from 2016 has introduced a broader range of indicators and 

of research outputs being taken into consideration. However, we advise for the 

latter to be even further diversified, by taking into consideration other types of 

research activities also, and by increasing the focus on the scientific content of 

research outputs, as well as on societal relevance and open science practices. 

In the case of the topic of metrics and indicators, the focus was especially on 

identifying what types of such metrics and indicators are used in the assessment 

process, and what are their (potential) effects. Here, only the indications 

regarding the need to prioritize the quality of research outputs over other types 

of indicators illustrate a potential prioritization of scientific content over 

publication metrics, as the Hong Kong principles recommend. (Moher et al. 2020, 

3) However, as we also argued previously, this is not enough, as they do not 

include specific directions or indicators for doing so. Moreover, given the focus 

on the number of publications, citations and funding obtained, the competition 

commission might get little information about the rigor and quality of research 

activities conducted by a researcher. In this context, Moher et al. consider that, 

through this kind of metrics, we also get “little information about a publication’s 
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(and therefore a researcher’s) contribution to research and society” (Moher et al. 

2020, 3). In contrast, the authors give the example of researchers involving other 

relevant stakeholders in the process of developing research questions as a good 

practice. 

To what concerns the second topic of recommendations approached here – 

having a suite of indicators and metrics that acknowledge the variations existing 

across fields and types of research, we observe that the analysed evaluation 

arrangement in Romania provides a partially limited number of indicators, 

which do not cover entirely the diversity of potential research outputs and 

activities. As we have also stated previously, there is a strong focus on research 

outputs and traditional research assessment metrics, such as publication metrics. 

There are no references regarding the use of indicators and metrics related to 

research activity and process related practices, nor to indicators that reflect 

different types and stages of research. Indeed, the arrangement allows for 

additional criteria to be included by the research institutions/ units organizing 

the competitions, but at this stage of research it is not known exactly how the 

respective organizations act in this regard. 

Other aspects observed in this regard refer to the use of indicators regarding 

membership in prestigious editorial teams, awards received, contribution 

brought to training of other specialist, initiation of study programs. the latter 

two rewarding the role of a researcher in passing on knowledge to other 

researchers, and all of them represent good practices in research assessment. On 

the other side, we took note of the lack of reference regarding Open Science 

practices and principles, as well as to any aspects regarding societal relevance or 

impact. 

Here, a set of recommendations were identified based on the conducted 

analysis. The first one refers to exploring the possibility of using indicators 

which also reflect research activity related practices (such as rigor, quality etc.), 

and indicators that illustrate contribution brought to research and society, as 

opposed to a sole focus on research outputs. Secondly, we recommend 

developing an even broader list with indicators which reflect the variations 
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existing across fields1, types, and stages of research, as well as associated 

research outputs, from which research organizations organizing competitions 

can choose the indicators that best suit their case, their missions, and goals. One 

example in this sense is provided through the Strategy Evaluation Protocol 2021-

2027 from the Netherlands (35-39), which offers a list of possible indicators with 

guidance regarding their use. And lastly, the need to explore integrating in the 

research assessment arrangement indicators reflecting Open Science policies and 

practices, as well as societal impact/ relevance was identified. 

In what concerns transparency, the following questions were used in guiding 

our analysis: How transparent are the evaluation approach, criteria, and specific 

methodology? Do researchers have access to their evaluation results?  Do 

researchers have the right to reply? 

First, the principle of transparency is not mentioned explicitly in the analysed 

legislative and normative documents, which also do not give any information 

regarding specific procedures to be followed in this regard, outside of the fact 

that the competition will have to be announced. 

Regarding the process of data collection, candidates prepare themselves their 

portfolios with research outputs and other materials supporting their 

application. The information provided regarding what the candidates’ portfolio 

must contain is comprehensive, and at the same time it has the potential of 

leaving enough room for research units to particularize the requirements 

depending on their needs and the specificities of the research fields in which 

they activate. 

When it comes to candidates’ access to their own detailed evaluation results and 

analyses, the documents do not offer specific information. In this regard, further 

research could be conducted on research assessment methodologies used at the 

level of research institutions/ units to see if such practices are being 

implemented. 

                                                           

1 In which case, the fact that each thematic Commission elaborates its own list with 
standards and indicators is already useful. 
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In this case, we recommend introducing the principle of transparency in the 

legislative and normative documents, together with explicit information 

regarding how it should be translated into research assessment processes. In 

addition, candidates should be granted the right to view the detailed analyses 

used to justify the evaluation results, as well as the right to reply, candidates 

being able to express their potential discontent with the results obtained.  

Furthermore, the assessment process should be kept as open and simple as 

possible for transparency and efficiency reasons. 

Further, we have aimed to identify whether there are any monitoring and 

evaluation arrangements in place regarding the results and implementation of 

the research assessment process, if the research assessment arrangement was 

revised, and what is the frequency with which revisions are being made if that is 

the case. These questions were used to analyse how the last approached topic is 

reflected in the research assessment practices from Romania – revision of 

assessment processes. 

In this case, it is clear that there are no formal monitoring and evaluation 

arrangements in place for evaluating the potential effects of the research 

assessments conducted, nor any other studies are available on that matter. 

However, the Order regarding the minimum standards has suffered two major 

changes in time, new versions being published in 2012, respectively 2016, as a 

result Moreover, no special references were identified within the analysed 

documents regarding how potential situations of discrimination, bias or unfair 

treatment should be dealt with in research assessment competitions. 

In this context a monitoring and evaluation mechanism should be developed at 

national level to keep track of results obtained, as well as of their effects. Once 

every couple of years, a rigorous evaluation needs to be commissioned to find 

out how research organizations conduct such assessments and what are the 

latter’s effects on researchers’ careers, as well as at the level of organizations and 

at system level. Following such evaluations, legislative and normative 

documents regulating the research assessment procedures at case will have to be 

revised and updated accordingly. 
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7.DISCUSSION 
 

The present analysis has focused on how senior researchers are assessed for 

hiring and career development in Romania, by looking at dedicated normative 

and legislative documents. One option for going more in-depth in this regard 

could consist of analysing all normative and legislative documents regulating 

researchers’ assessment, regardless of their level of seniority. Or, even extending 

the research to cover how academic staff and researchers from universities are 

assessed also. In this way, we could also look at how the assessment practices 

used in the case of the two categories – researchers from research institutes 

versus academic faculty, compare to each other, identify potential common 

aspects and differences. 

Moreover, the research could also be taken further by exploring in more detail 

the types of actions and practices that will need to be adopted for each provided 

recommendation, together with an analysis of their potential implications. The 

current research serves as a start in this regard and only touches the surface 

when it comes to potential effects at national level. The latter can be the subject 

of a separate research process. 

Other topics of interest refer to the arrangements used for the assessment of 

research organizations such as institutes or universities, or for the assessment of 

applicants under specific funding lines and programs, as all such practices need 

periodic revision, in terms of mechanisms and effects at institutes’, individual 

researchers’ and system’s levels. 

 

 

8.CONCLUSIONS 
 

The paper aimed at analysing and providing recommendations regarding the 

way in which candidates are evaluated for hiring or career advancement as 

senior researchers in Romania, from the perspective of recent developments 

regarding research assessment approaches registered at European and 

international levels. For this, we have first looked at existing literature on 
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subjects such as what research performance and success mean, research 

assessment – understanding and existing approaches, evaluation criteria, 

indicators and metrics used – advantages, disadvantages, and potential effects. 

After conducting the analysis of relevant legislative and normative documents 

regulating the evaluation process for candidates aspiring to become senior 

researchers (Scientific Researcher I and II), the following conclusions were 

reached. 

In this specific context, research performance is understood as a of research 

outputs, academic impact (citations, visibility of research outputs), research 

management and funding obtained for research projects, as well as teaching 

related outputs in the case of teaching positions (courses, initiation of new study 

programs), from which we noticed an increased focus on the first two, especially 

articles published in ISI indexed journals and citations. And no special attention 

is given to research activity and reporting related processes, as compared to 

research outputs. Good practices in this regard refer to having separate 

Commissions regulating the standards and indicators for evaluation for each 

research field, the freedom offered to research units of adding their own 

evaluation criteria to the minimum requirements demanded through legislative 

and normative documents, as well as to having mixed assessment committees 

with members from both within the research organization, which create the 

premises for ensuring that the selected candidate is best suited given the goals of 

the organization, and from outside it, bringing new perspectives to the 

processes. 

Recommendations regarding the way in which research performance is 

understood: explore evaluation arrangements that incorporate research activity 

related practices such as rigor, transparency, and reporting, alongside research 

outputs; explore introducing in the evaluation arrangement explicit 

specifications regarding the measurement of performance against research goals 

and missions of the research unit organizing the competition. 

Regarding the assessment process, a mixed approach – qualitative and 

quantitative, was observed, as it involves both the use of peer review and of 

traditional metrics – publication metrics, funding obtained for research projects 

etc. However, there is a stronger focus on research outputs, their visibility and 
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academic impact, and implicitly on the quantitative dimension. Even though 

certain thematic Commissions have provided together with their lists of 

standards and indicators the recommendation that evaluators should first 

consider the quality of research conducted by candidates and then to metrics, 

clear indications regarding how this should be done in practice, as well as 

dedicated indicators are missing from the normative document. 

Recommendations regarding the assessment approach: Given existing 

recommendations at European and international levels, increased weight should 

be given to the qualitative component, by incorporating other types of 

indicators, of qualitative type, beside those that focus on research outputs. 

Moreover, scientific content and quality of research outputs should be 

prioritized, irrespective of their performance reflected through publication 

metrics. For this, dedicated indicators and clear indications on how they can be 

measured are needed. 

To what concerns metrics and indicators, the following aspects were observed: a 

focus on research outputs and academic impact related metrics, such as 

publication metrics, a lack of indicators reflecting variations in types and stages 

of research, no reference to societal impact or contribution to society, no 

reference to Open Science principles and practices. In terms of good practices 

identified, we ought to mention that each research community decides what 

indicators to use; the evaluation arrangement allows for additional evaluation 

criteria and corresponding indicators to be used by research units organizing 

competitions; and indicators such as membership in prestigious editorial teams, 

awards received, contribution to training other specialists and the initiation of 

educational programs, indicate a strong focus on the international dimension of 

research, as well as on passing on knowledge to others. 

Recommendations regarding indicators and metrics: develop an even broader 

list with indicators which reflect the variations existing across fields, types, and 

stages of research, as well as associated research outputs, from which research 

organizations organizing competitions can choose the indicators that best suit 

their case; explore introducing in this broader list, indicators reflecting Open 

Science practices and societal impact/ relevance. 
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The principle of transparency is not mentioned explicitly anywhere in the 

analysed legislative and normative documents, and we consider that it should 

be introduced, together with explicit information regarding the way in which it 

should be implemented. Moreover, giving candidates access to the detailed 

analyses behind their evaluations and a right to reply should also be considered 

in this regard. The evaluation process needs to be kept as open and simple as 

possible for both transparency and efficiency reasons. 

Other recommendations provided through the four reference documents refer to 

the need for periodical revisions of the assessment processes. In this context, no 

formal monitoring and evaluation arrangements were identified, even though 

the Order with minimum standards was revised twice since 2011, nor references 

regarding how potential situations of discrimination, bias or unfair treatment 

should be dealt with in research assessment competitions. Thus, we recommend 

for a monitoring and evaluation system to be developed in order to keep track of 

results obtained, and of their effects. Based on rigorous evaluations regarding 

how research organizations conduct such assessments and their effects at 

different levels – individual researchers, organizations and system, the relevant 

legislative and normative documents should be revised and updated 

accordingly. 
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Daniel Yergin is a writer having an influential voice in the world in the domains 

of energy, international politics and economics. He was awarded the United 

States Energy Prize and the Pulitzer Prize. His new book “The New Map''speaks 

about how the energy sector and climate change shape geopolitics, change 

industries and lifestyles, and accelerate a second energy revolution through the 

search for renewable energy sources. 

After his previous book "The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money, and Power”, 

in his current work “The New Map: Energy, Climate, and the Clash of Nations”, 

Yergin updates and expands on the energy and geopolitical analysis during the 

second decade of the 21stcentury, with a focus on the global order which is torn 

simultaneously by climate change and the shale technology revolution (p.14). In 

this book, the author states that the past decade’s global energy markets have 

been remodelled by the decrease of prices of gas and oil due to the American 

fracking surge (p.69), the geopolitics games of Russia's president Vladimir Putin 

corroborated with the continued rise of China by the expansionist politics of Xi 

Jinping on the South China Sea with its huge international investment strategies 

across Asia- the Belt and Road Initiative-are recasting political influences 

(p.132). 
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Yergin analyses the dramatic changes in the global policy landscape since the 

collapse of the Soviet Union in 1990. China has become the second largest 

economy in the world and is a global power (p.371). India is growing 

economically and militarily. With Europe quiet from a geopolitical point of 

view, the US has steered towards the Indo-Pacific region, where it is facing the 

increased influence of China on Eurasian territory (pp.162-163). The Middle East 

has experienced an ‘Arab Spring’ that overturned dictators but which weakened 

states (p.190). The region as a whole is increasingly dominated by the struggle 

between Iran and Saudi Arabia for leadership in the Islamic world (p.195). 

However, with all these changes, the importance of oil and energy resources has 

remained constant (p.200). 

The author argues that global energy markets have been affected in the last 

decade by several factors, such as: the intensification in American fracking 

(which increased supply and reduced the cost of oil and gas), the vicious 

geopolitics of Vladimir Putin, the increase in the Chinese political influence by 

Xi Jinping through a strategy that includes expansionary objectives in the South 

China Sea and massive international investments. 

Thus, the chess board of global politics and the psychology of the global 

economy were changed by the introduction of the controversial fracking 

technology that provided America with an unprecedented lever as the world’s 

main energy power, ahead of Saudi Arabia and Russia (p.10). The world’s 

energy system has changed. In this context, the book analyses the developments 

of the main international actors: the USA, Russia, China, together with the 

Europe and the Middle East. 

The book is organized in a number of discrete sections. In the first four sections 

the author explains the changing landscape in the USA, Russia, China and the 

Middle East as the main global economic superpowers and the biggest gas and 

oil producers in the world. Yergin analyses, in the context of the events before 

2011 (his previous book “The Quest” was published in 2011), the changes in the 

politics occurring in each region and describes how the current course of each 

region has been ‘mapped’. 

The shale revolution (caused by hydraulic fracturing science and technology or 

simply ‘fracking’) has propelled the United States to the level of a global leader 
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in the production of natural gas and oil from liquefied natural gas. The US is 

once again a major exporter of energy and no longer dependent on foreign 

sources of energy supply. Yergin writes that this revolution made the US one of 

the ‘Big Three’ in the world of petrol (p.10). The other two are Russia and Saudi 

Arabia. 

 OPEC had its own role in the context of the turbulent events from 2014 that 

occurred in the oil and gas industry. In 2014, the oil demand in China started 

falling (p.253). The OPEC strategy of leaving the market to manage itself instead 

of trying to stabilize it, didn’t work (p.257). The exporters were free to produce 

at any level so, by 2015, oil prices had fallen hard. The stabilization in global oil 

prices was stabilized only in 2016, following the deal formed between OPEC and 

Russia that was taking 2.5 million barrels a day of oil out of the market in order 

to equilibrate the supply-demand equation (p.294). Oil prices improved 

following this OPEC and Russia agreement, but the US producers figured out 

how to make operations more efficient at lower prices. This allowed US 

producers to continue bringing oil into the market and the US becoming the 

biggest oil producer in the world, with the highest point reached being 13 

million barrels per day (p.377). 

Yergin analyses the battle for market share in March of 2020, Saudi Arabia and 

Russia being involved in a price war. Neither country was willing to give up 

market share when the US wasn’t willing to do the same. Yergin outlines why 

this is a challenge for the US, the federal government doesn’t wield the same 

control, it’s up to each individual state to issue production curtailments, and not 

all states can actually do it. US producers had taken advantage of an 

opportunity in the market and the market was able to come back into some sort 

of balance (pp.293-294). 

With regards to Russia, Yergin considered that the fall in oil prices in the 1980s 

was one of the reasons for the collapse of the Soviet Union (p.77). Vladimir Putin 

understood that oil and gas could lead to a rebirth of Russian power (p.79). 

Under Putin, Russia supplied natural gas and liquefied natural gas through 

pipelines to Central and Western Europe, with some of these pipelines crossing 

Ukraine. In 2013, Putin decided to intervene in Ukraine’s domestic politics 

(p.94). In the following year, Russian forces joined the pro-Russian insurgents 
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located in Crimea in order to take control of the Crimean Peninsula. Yergin 

writes that “Putin announced the ‘reunification’ of Crimea with Russia” (p.96). 

The US imposed sanctions, which Germany repelled. This made President 

Trump later argue that “Germany is totally controlled by Russia” (p.107). Later, 

Vladimir Putin and Xi Jinping joined forces to provoke America and claim 

almost the whole of the South China Sea, one of the world’s most critical trade 

routes (p.117). 

Regarding the Strategic Alliance between China and Russia as part of a broader 

geopolitical alignment whereby the two partners oppose the “US hegemony” 

(p.11), Yergin noted the potential danger that this Alliance could pose to the 

West. He says that this China-Russia cooperation involves not only energy 

resources but also joint military exercises, including naval exercises in the South 

China Sea. Yergin writes that the China-Russia relationship, which was once 

based on Marx and Lenin, is now based on oil and gas (p.125). 

China’s ‘new map’, explains Yergin, includes the whole South China Sea, key 

ports along the Indo-Pacific motorway (called the ‘string of pearls’) and railways 

and roads along Central Asia in Europe — all of which are manifested in 

President Xi Jinping’s Belt and Road Initiative (p.136). China’s growth has been 

fuelled by coal, oil and gas, and the latter two are largely sourced from suppliers 

in the Middle East. Most of China’s energy resources need to transit huge 

containers by sea through strategic vulnerable points such as the Malacca Strait. 

Thus, China’s need for increased naval power prompted India to develop its 

own naval resources and provoked a general arms race between the Indo-Pacific 

powers.  

Yergin describes the Middle East as an ‘arc of confrontation’ (p.220) between, on 

one hand, Iran’s regional powers, Saudi Arabia and their respective allies and, 

on the other hand, the Islamist groups fighting for power in some of the failed 

states in the region. The shale revolution has led to the decline of OPEC, but 

Saudi Arabia’s proven oil reserves still place it among the energy superpowers 

of the twenty-first century. Russia’s return to the Middle East is attributed to the 

failed US policies, in particular those of the Bush and Obama administrations 

(p.221). 
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In Section 5, “Roadmap”, Yergin points out that the demand for oil is driven by 

personal mobility (driving and flying) and electricity for gas.  The transport 

sector is changing with the onset of electric vehicles, the focus now is moving 

forward to the additive power of renewable sources in a mixed energy system. 

In the final section of the book: "Climate Map", the book discusses the current 

and future geopolitical impact of climate change, artificial intelligence, 

renewable energy sources, as well as the current pandemic and government 

policies. Yergin points out that “energy transition” means different things to 

different countries: “Climate change is global, but nations will respond in 

different ways” (p.369). The author predicts that the use of wind and solar 

energy will continue to expand, electric vehicles will become common, and that 

governments will impose greater restrictions on fossil fuels to combat climate 

change. Yergin equated the energy transition to an energy revolution. 

For more authenticity, the book contains personal stories and vivid details. 

Examples include the story of Harold Hamm who was the frontrunner of 

hydraulic fracturing, a pioneer fracker (p.29), the story of the Chinese sailor 

Zheng He from the 19th century (pp.171-172), the story of Osama bin Laden 

(p.244), and the time when Putin and Xi Jinping serve each other pancakes and 

ice cream (p.118).  

The book’s conclusion is fairly straightforward: The new international order for 

petroleum would no longer be shaped by OPEC. Yergin points to the great 

energy and geopolitical questions in an era of rising political turbulence and 

predicts the profound challenges that lie ahead. Gas and oil will continue to be 

part of the energy mix, but the climate discussion becomes more critical for 

everyone. The biggest unknown for 2021 on the global market has been the 

concept of “peak demand”, as all major producers have had excess capacity 

(p.275). Now that the questions of 2021 were largely solved, we are still facing 

an energy crisis and a potential conflict in Europe, it remains to be seen what the 

demand will look like following the world’s new opening up after COVID-19 

shutdown. More importantly, the main drivers for the long-term developments 

in the energy sector are yet to be discovered after the pandemic – but Yergin’s 

book delivers some interesting foundational elements for us to take away and 

use for further research, especially when it comes to Europe’s energy security. 
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CENTRE FOR EUROPEAN STUDIES 
 
The Centre for European Studies (CES), established by Government Decision No. 1082/2003 is a teaching and 
academic research structure within the Department of International Relations and European Integration (DIREI) of the 

National University of Political Studies and Public Administration (NUPSPA).  
CES promotes education and professional training in the European Studies and International Relations field, 
contributing with its research projects, analysis and evaluations to a better understanding of the functioning and 
evolution of the processes and dynamics of world politics. CES supports in-depth innovative investigations of the 

European and international polity, politics and policies, stimulating debate and facilitating academic networking 
of scholars interested in these topics. The members and volunteers of CES prepare analytical research papers, 
offer consultancy on diverse European and international themes, organise and participate in national and 
international programs and projects aimed at promoting cooperation and information dissemination in these 
educational and research areas. The sustained and comprehensive dialogue and debates on various aspects 
regarding the complex dynamics on the international arena are promoted by CES through conferences and 
seminars and the resulted expertise is extremely useful not only for researchers and the academic field but it is 
also significant for the civil society, Romanian national institutions contributing in the end to a better 
understanding of the current international system. With the Master's programmes it promotes, viewed in the 
wider context of all the other educational programmes of DIREI and together with the analysis of different 
International and European aspects, the expertise offered in the end by CES is able to respond to the practical 
needs of the Romanian society, economy and administration, being thus a way of improving them, contributing 
also to an actual construction of identities at a European level. CES brings together at different debates 
researchers (know-how providers) and actors involved in public policies who represent the main beneficiaries, in 
order to raise the quality standard of the domestic input in the process of analysis and policy-making at national, 
European and international level. Thus, CES is trying to illustrate how enhancing the academic, theoretical 
research is useful in the practical policy-making process and how important is to have national experts trained in 
undertaking research in the European and international studies field. At a national level, CES cooperates with 
Romanian state institutions, public administration, private sector, NGO`s in organizing various seminars and 
debates which promote the European participatory democracy in action and European social values contributing 
to a deepening of the European integration process and being a valuable instrument for the global affirmation of 
the significance of the European Union in a broader context of International Relations. 
Initially, the strategic mission of CES was to contribute to improving the teaching supply at post-graduate level 
for those willing to form or deepen their professional training in the area of European studies in the context of 
Romania's increasing efforts to complete the accession negotiations, and thereafter to smoothly and effectively 
adapt and work within the institutional and political system of the European Union. Therefore, since it was 
established, the Centre for European Studies contributed to the expansion of the educational offer of the 
Department of International Relations and European Integration by initiating the „European Politics and Economics” 

Master's Programme, developed in a new modular format involving training for both general and specialized 
competencies concerning the intersection of analysis and dissemination of theories of European integration and 
public policy. In this regard, the program succeeded in co-opting some important names of scientists from the 
academia of Bucharest; one can refer here to professors as Daniel Dăianu, Iordan Bărbulescu, George Voicu and 
Liviu Voinea. The syllabus included for the first time the area and the policies of the migration phenomena in the 
context of EU enlargement, border security and asymmetric risks/threats in the wider neighbourhood. 
In 2010, a second master's project was implemented. Called „Evaluation of European Public Policies and 

Programmes”, this project was dedicated to a niche specialization absent from the Romanian labour market, but 
much needed, given the procedural requirements regarding the consistent application of the structural funding 
projects. In the same year, CES has initiated the first MA programme in English, ,,Security and Diplomacy”, where 
the involved professors have both a recognized university career and a significant public activity: Ioan Mircea 
Paşcu (MEP, Vice-president of the European Parliament), Vasile Secăreş (NUPSPA founding rector, former head 
of the Presidential Administration), gen. Mihail Ionescu (Director of the Institute for Political Studies of Defense 
and Military History / Director of the Institute for Studies of Holocaust Elie Wiesel), Bogdan Aurescu (former 
Minister of Foreign Affairs), Constantin Buchet (CNCSAS Secretary), George Angliţoiu (Adviser on lobby and 
communication to the President of the Competition Council), etc. A new master's programme in English on 
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Development, International Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid was launched starting with the academic year 2013-
2014; one year later, it was followed by a new Master in Romanian on Social Economy. 
Since 2012, CES is also a partner of the Romanian Association of International Relations and European Studies 
(ARRISE), Romania’s representative in ECSA World, to edit/permanently coordinate the publication of RoJIRES – 

The Romanian Journal of International Relations and European Studies. Moreover, CES started to edit a new series of 
the academic journal Europolity – Continuity and Change in European Governance, a biannual peer reviewed open 
access international academic journal. Designed in 2007, Europolity was primarily addressed to young 
researchers, giving them the opportunity to publish academic papers and opinion articles on topics related to 
European Union study. Nowadays, edited by CES, Europolity is mainly oriented towards multi-disciplinary 
scholarly work in European Studies, supporting therefore relevant theoretical, methodological and empirical 
analyses connected to this field and coming from EU Studies or International Relations, but also from 
International (Political) Economy, Law, Sociological Studies, Cultural Studies, etc.  
CES supports excellence in academic research, the development of partnerships, and it tries to increase the 
visibility for its research and analysis results. The academic staff members have conducted research projects with 
impact and had a number of publications in this field. CES has collaborations with other prestigious research 
institutions abroad such as the Jean Monnet Chair within the Political Science Department of the Complutense 
University (Madrid), the European Institute of the London School of Economics, and the Romanian-based Altiero 
Spinelli Center of the Babes-Boylai in Cluj-Napoca. Between 2014 and 2017, DIREI and CES are hosting a Jean 
Monnet Chair focused towards “Bringing European Studies to Journalism, Agriculture, Engineering, Philology, 
Economics, History, Law and Sociology students”, chaired by prof. Iordan Bărbulescu. Moreover, as a staunch 
promoter of European integration, CES is overseeing the implementation of two Jean Monnet projects aimed at 
supporting innovation and the spread of European Union related content within the time frame September 2015 – 
August 2018. Firstly, the Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence In and Out: Understanding the European Union beyond its 
Borders intends to develop border management trainings for frontier workers from Romania, Republic of 

Moldova and Ukraine, as a means to improve knowledge and practices on European policies, in particular those 
related to border management and security. Secondly, the Jean Monnet Module EU*RO Media. European 
Standards, Romanian Application: The Media Roadmap for Romania’s EU Council Presidency is designed to contribute 
to the Europeanization of the public sphere which must better understand the direct and indirect implications of 
the EU’s impact on the member states and, last but not least, the importance of Romania holding the EU Council 
Presidency in the second half of 2019 and the potential contributions of the public sphere to the agenda-setting.  
Finally, CES also manages research grants for the complex and interdisciplinary field of International Relations 
and European Studies. For example, in the period 2012-2015, CES monitors the implementation of five 
exploratory research projects - "Romania-Russia bilateral relationship: national and European perspective", 
"Implementation of the social market economy in Romania as a way of Europeanizing the Romanian society," 
"Operationalizing an evaluation model for the institutionalization of forms and practices of the social market 
economy in Romania", "The European Union and the Latin America – an interregional analysis", "Citizens and 
MEPs: Representation, Legitimacy and Political Participation" -, while actively supporting the involvement of 
young researchers. From this point of view, an important aspect of the CES activity consists in collaborating with 
NUPSPA’s undergraduate, post-graduate and PhD students; in this regard, since 2009, CES is working closely 

with the Academic Club of European Studies (CASE), organizing events and activities designed to foster 
excellence in European research issues. CASE aims to be a via media, but also a connection point between 
academia and public institutions that can influence Europeanization, which is why CES supports the work of this 
NGO perceived as the youth component or the nursery for future researchers. 
Through all its activities, CES contributes to enhance the image of the Department of International Relations and 
European Integration as an important research and teaching academic actor. 

 








